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Abstract
As the cost of wind energy becomes of increasing importance to the global surge of
clean and green energy sources, the reliability-critical power converter is a target for
vast improvements in availability through dedicated research. To this end, this thesis
concentrates on providing a new holistic approach to converter reliability research to
facilitate reliability increasing, cost reducing innovations unique to the wind industry.
This holistic approach combines both computational and physical experimentation
to provide a test bench for detailed reliability analysis of the converter power modules
under the unique operating conditions of the wind turbine.
The computational models include a detailed permanent magnet synchronous gen-
erator wind turbine with a power loss and thermal model representing the machine
side converter power module response to varying wind turbine conditions. The sup-
porting experimental test rig consists of an inexpensive, precise and extremely fast
temperature measurement approach using a PbSe photoconductive infra-red sensor
unique in the wind turbine reliability literature. This is used to measure spot tem-
peratures on a modified power module to determine the junction temperature swings
experienced during current cycling.
A number of key conclusions have been made from this holistic approach.
 Physics-of-failure analysis (and indeed any wind turbine power converter based
reliability analysis) requires realistic wind speed data as the temporal changes
in wind speed have a significant impact on the thermal loading on the devices.
 The use of drive train modelling showed that the current throughput of the
power converter is decoupled from the incoming wind speed due to drive train
dynamics and control. Therefore, the power converter loading cannot be directly
derived from the wind speed input without this modelling.
 The minimum wind speed data frequency required for sufficiently accurate tem-
perature profiles was determined, and the use of SCADA data for physics-of-
failure reliability studies was subsequently shown to be entirely inadequate.
 The experimental emulation of the power converter validated a number of the
aspects of the simulation work including the increase in temperature with wind
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speed and the detectability of temperature variations due to the current’s fun-
damental frequency.
Most importantly, this holistic approach provides an ideal test bench for optimising
power converter designs for wind turbine, or for other industries with stochastic
loading, conditions whilst maintaining or exceeding present reliability levels to reduce
wind turbine’s cost of energy, and therefore, society.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The human race has always required energy for survival and societal improvement, whether
that is for cooking, heating, transport or light. For millennia humanity has worked tirelessly to
gather and process fuel to provide for their basic needs. Today, however, large proportions of
the world have a relative abundance of comparatively cheap and convenient sources of energy at
their disposal. Nowhere has this development been better illustrated than through the seemingly
simple task of providing light. It requires approximately 60 hours of chopping wood to provide
1000 lumens of light from fire; a modern light bulb produces 1000 lumens in just 54 minutes [1].
Through innovation in energy production reducing the required effort for survival signifi-
cantly, the human race has been able to technologically and socially expand at an unprecedented
rate, particularly since the industrial revolution. This is highlighted by the increasing usage of
energy since the 19th century (Figure 1.1). This development has led the world today to be
unrecognisable to those living just a century ago.
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Figure 1.1: World energy consumption by source since 1820 [2].
Unfortunately, this thirst for energy has come at a price. This chapter explores these issues,
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often labelled the energy trilemma (Section 1.1). The expansion of renewable energy resources
to combat these issues is then examined (Section 1.2), with a particular focus on wind and its
move from onshore to offshore sites (Section 1.3). The reliability challenges that these offshore
wind farms face are discussed (Section 1.5). This thesis is focused on tackling these reliability
issues, particularly in the power conversion stage. The outline for this wind turbine reliability
based thesis is presented (Section 1.6), along with the original contributions achieved through
this research (Section 1.7).
1.1 The Energy Trilemma
Many of the modern world’s issues are inextricably linked with the need to solve the challenges
of meeting high energy demands that such abundant energy usage presents. These challenges
are often grouped into three main categories [3]: security of supply, sustainability, and cost. As
these issues are rarely mutually exclusive and improvement in one area is often detrimental to
another, they are labelled the energy trilemma (Figure 1.2).
carbon emssions
the energy
trilemma
energy costs
security
of energy
supply
Figure 1.2: The energy trilemma, based on [3].
Security of supply is greatly impacted by geopolitics. As countries such as the UK become
more reliant on fuel imports, political instability in Eastern Europe and the Middle East can
affect fuel prices and even threaten the stability of economies far from the fuel source. A
classic example is the ongoing political tensions between the Ukraine and Russia; the supply
of gas between the two nations is frequently a source of economic and political tension [4].
Therefore, there is a push in many countries to provide locally sourced energy supplies, such
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as the controversial pursuing of extracting natural gas through hydraulic fracturing in the USA
and the UK [5].
The geopolitical issues are compounded by the fact that new generating technologies such as
wind and solar are often intermittent, increasing the potential for demand outstripping supply,
resulting in higher electricity costs. The potentially increasing costs of energy can have a pro-
found impact on society as a whole. In many advanced economies, the cost of energy affects the
operating costs of other industries, affecting their global competitiveness. The cost of energy
also impacts the populations’ quality of life as it has a direct impact on cost of services and
goods, disposable income, and even whether people are able to meet their basic needs.
The third component in the trilemma is sustainability and the environmental cost, from a
local to global scale. Locally, challenges include changing landscapes from fuel extraction, loss of
animal habitat, and various forms of pollution, particularly with regards to fossil fuels. Human
health can also be severely affected. Diesel cars have recently been attributed to dangerous
levels of air pollution, and air pollution as a whole is attributed to 40 000 early deaths a year in
the UK alone [6]. The economic and socio-political benefits of fuel extraction and consumption
must therefore be balanced with the cost to the local environment and human health.
Globally there is arguably a greater challenge: climate change. There is ever-growing evidence
that this phenomenon is anthropogenically driven [7], and is linked particularly with greenhouse
gas levels, such as CO2, in the atmosphere (Figure 1.3). This is attributed primarily to the
burning of fossil fuels in energy production. Due to the potentially catastrophic impact on
human civilisation, the United Nations has ratified the Paris Agreement to limit the increase in
average global temperatures to well below 2°C compared to pre-industrial levels, with an aim of
reaching only 1.5°C.
1.2 The Renewable Energy Uptake
Climate change and the need to reduce dependency on fossil fuels have become major forces
for change in the European Union (EU). One of the key moves to implement this was the
introduction of the EU community 20/20/20 by 2020 targets [9]. These targets require a 20%
reduction in CO2 emissions, a 20% increase in the uptake of renewable energy generation, and a
20% increase in energy efficiency compared to a 1990 aggregate EU benchmark. In the UK this
has led to the setting of a legally binding target of an 80% reduction compared to 1990 levels of
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Figure 1.3: Atmospheric CO2 concentration over the past millennium [8].
greenhouse gas emissions by 2050 [10].
To have a net reduction in greenhouse gas emissions, de-carbonisation of generation is es-
sential. De-carbonisation has galvanised the uptake of renewable resources in generation mixes.
Furthermore, renewable energy sources are typically locally situated, improving political secu-
rity of supply. It is projected that the share of the UK’s electricity generation from variable
renewables could be as much as 64% by 2040 [11]. Wind energy in particular has seen huge
growth to meet this demand and will be discussed in the next section (Section 1.3).
Renewable energy sources do not come without their disadvantages. Due to their low energy
densities, renewable energy sources have been traditionally more expensive than conventional
fossil fuel plants, though this is changing [12]. Renewable energy sources are also generally
intermittent due to the inherent variability of the primary energy source, impacting the security
of supply. Therefore any innovation in renewable energy that reduces the levelised cost of
energy (LCoE) and reduces downtime to minimise the impact of intermittency will help address
the issues highlighted in the energy trilemma.
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1.3 Wind Energy
Onshore wind energy has become the most competitive renewable resource, alongside geother-
mal, in terms of the LCoE of various renewable energy resources (Figure 1.4). This low LCoE
has seen wind generation become a major part of various countries’ generation fleets; in certain
parts of Germany the grid load is temporarily matched by the area’s total wind generation [13].
Indeed, in the UK onshore wind has reduced its LCoE considerably as indicated by the UK
strike price of around £80/MWh [14]. This means onshore wind is now competitive with the
more expensive forms of conventional generation such as nuclear energy.
Figure 1.4: LCoE of various renewable energy sources [15].
In the early development of wind power, large wind farms were constructed onshore due to
their relatively high accessibility [16]. As such, onshore wind turbines have benefited from high
availability of 95-99% due to periodic maintenance and short repair times after a fault [17].
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However, suitable sites for onshore wind farms are becoming rare [16] and the visual impact
of onshore sites has brought increasing public opposition [18]. In contrast, offshore sites do
not suffer from these drawbacks [19]. Offshore wind generation boasts higher and more consis-
tent wind conditions due to reduced surface roughness, allowing for both greater energy yields
and enabling large-scale renewable generation integration [20] and is now the focus of future
development.
Due to these advantages and carbon reduction targets, a number of regions of the world are
looking to develop offshore wind farms. Northern Europe has given much attention to offshore
wind; it is believed that the EU wind market will consist of 40% offshore wind by 2030 [21].
The UK has set out to be a leader in offshore wind farm projects with its Round 3 offshore
wind site selection; the Crown Estate is leasing out large areas of seabed for development by
various companies and consortia [22]. This shift to offshore wind can also be seen in the installed
capacity of commissioned sites for round 2 for both onshore and offshore wind [23]; 4.5GW for
offshore and only 0.2GW for onshore wind.
Nevertheless, offshore wind farms are not without their own challenges, mainly brought about
by the harsh marine environments and remote locations [24]. These challenges include more
demanding installation processes [16], complex maintenance procedures due to wind and wave
heights [19], and longer repair times from the need to wait for appropriate weather windows [25].
As such, offshore wind turbines have lower availability (90-95% compared to 97% for onshore
[26]) due to their increased time to repair from poor accessibility [17, 25].
It has been reported that the increase in operational expenditure (OPEX) incurred by offshore
wind farms could be as much as 30% higher compared to onshore [27] and capital expenditure
(CAPEX) anywhere between 30-60% higher [18]. Without innovation to reduce the OPEX
and CAPEX, offshore wind will struggle to be an economically sustainable source of renewable
energy. As such, offshore wind still requires further technological development.
1.4 Power Converters in Wind Turbines
Offshore wind turbines have changed significantly since their first installation off the Danish
coast in 1991 [28]. One of the key changes in wind turbine technology is the progressive move
from fixed speed wind turbines, through partial speed control, to full speed control [29]. This
ever increasing speed control allows for increased power production, reduced structural loads [30]
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and reduced noise [31], but at the cost of increasing complexity. This change has also correlated
with the introduction of direct drive concepts, which remove the gearbox from the nacelle.
The removal of the gearbox reduces the need for heavy lifting equipment when conducting
maintenance [32]. As such, wind turbine designers have options in terms of the level of speed
control and the requirement of a gearbox.
To allow for this variable speed control, power converters have been introduced to the drive
train. In a fixed speed machine, the rotational speed is determined by the grid frequency. The
power converter allows the decoupling of the wind turbine from this grid frequency by providing
an intermediate DC bus (Figure 1.5.a). With this decoupling, the machine-side frequency can
be varied using the MSC. This is performed by switching a series of transistors to provide
a square wave from the DC voltage. By varying the square wave duty cycle with time, a
sinusoidal voltage can be emulated. This is generally performed by using some form of pulse
width modulation (PWM) (Figure 1.5.b,c). The frequency can then be varied by varying the
reference wave frequency. The voltage can also be varied by reducing the magnitude of the
voltage reference by a multiplier known as the modulation index (m).
This introduction of power conversion has also changed the use of generators. There are four
types of generators used for wind turbines: squirrel cage induction generator (SCIG), doubly
fed induction generator (DFIG), wound rotor synchronous generator (WRSG) and permanent
magnet synchronous generator (PMSG) . The drive train configurations possible for each gener-
ator type are outlined in Table 1.1. It is expected that fully rated converters with a synchronous
generator (SG) or SCIG will come to dominate the offshore wind market in the near future [28].
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Figure 1.5: (a) Block diagram of typical converter with MSC and grid-side converter (GSC). (b)
Control signals for one leg of the three phase converter. The reference wave is modulated using
a carrier wave; in this case a triangular wave. (c) The resulting modulated signal as compared
to the original reference wave. This also represents the shape of the output voltage pre-filtering.
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10 Chapter 1. Introduction
Power converters provide a number of services to the turbine. They allow for full reactive
power control to satisfy grid requirements for both normal and fault operations [34]. This means
more efficient PMSGs can be used instead of wound rotors [35], as the loss of reactive power
control in the generator is compensated for by the converter. However, power converters have
a number of disadvantages. Firstly, power converters that operate at lower power levels have a
lower efficiency, and cause harmonic voltages on the grid due to PWM [30]. Secondly, the higher
the rating of the converter, the higher the failure rate [35].
1.5 Reliability Critical Components in the Wind Turbine
The reduction in reliability when moving to offshore is a key driver for the increased operations
and maintenance (O&M), and therefore OPEX costs [36]. This is due to the aforementioned
increased repair times and cost to repair [37]. The impact of this can be demonstrated by any
high failure rate, low mean time to repair (MTTR) components. Onshore, the high failure rate
component’s reliability can be considered to have no significant on production or costs as repairs
and replacements can be scheduled relatively flexibly due to the ease of access. Therefore their
impact on the LCoE is negligible. However, with reduced accessibility, a failure offshore is much
more critical to the overall performance of the turbine [38]. For example, a small failure in bad
weather could lead to a logistical delay of up to six months in extreme circumstances [19], leading
to a loss of power generation and subsequent loss of revenue [39]. Therefore it is important to
determine the components that have the highest failure rates for offshore wind farms and the
conditions that drive these failures.
The literature has revealed that the wind turbine is the reliability critical system within
the offshore wind farm infrastructure [40, 41]. In response, a number of studies looked at past
reliability data of wind turbines to try and deduce which components are the source of failure.
Spinato et al. analysed the LandwirtschaftKammer (LWK) data using the failure rate and
MTTR [42]. The electrical system, rotor and converter were found have the highest failure rates
(0.32, 0.19 and 0.24 failures/per/year respectively), but the MTTR was significantly higher for
the generators, electrical systems and gearboxes (175, 260 and 330 hours/failure respectively).
Data from Swedish wind farms over the same period was also analysed [43]. It was found that
the gearbox, electric system and control systems were the greatest source of total downtime with
6057, 4479 and 5724 hours/year respectively (256.7, 106.6 and 184.6 hours/failure respectively).
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Figure 1.6: Typical drive train topologies: (a) fixed speed squirrel-cage induction generator,
(b) partially rated converter doubly-fed induction generator, (c) fully rated converter induc-
tion/synchronous generator [33].
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The analysis of the LWK data set and that of another dataset, from the scientific measurement
and evaluation programme (WMEP), is represented in Figure 1.7 [44]. It is clear from this figure
that the electrical system, including converter components, and control have the highest failure
rates. Therefore, these sub-systems will impact the LCoE dramatically offshore.
Figure 1.7: Annual failure rate and downtime per failure for various components of a wind
turbine [44].
Therefore, it can be concluded that the electrical and control systems have the highest failure
rates. However, it is worth noting that these analyses only consider data from pre-2006 onshore
turbines with technologies that include fewer power electronic components than modern, multi-
megawatt wind turbines. As such the results may actually underestimate the failure rates of
electrical components for offshore wind.
In response, a few studies have analysed more recent data and focused on offshore wind
turbines. Carroll et al. examined a large offshore wind turbine dataset with varying turbine
technologies to determine the main causes of failure and concluded that the power converter had
a typical failure rate of approximately 0.2 failures/turbine/year, which was much lower than the
highest failure rate of >1 failures/turbine/year for the pitch system [45], and on par with the
results in [43]. However, a more focused study on turbine type [46] found that the failure rate of
fully rated converter (FRC) in PMSG turbines was 0.593 failures/turbine/year compared to the
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0.106 failures/turbine/year for partially-rated converters in DFIG turbines. This would suggest
that the system topology of the PMSG-FRC is causing higher failure rates.
Furthermore, Spring et al. examined large datasets of wind turbines and consulted expert
knowledge to determine the impact of component failure on turbine downtime, compiling a top
30 list of turbine failure sources [36]. It was concluded that the power converter was the highest
failure source to turbine downtime, with its failure modes occupying the top 15 positions. This
is supported by data from RenewableUK and the German Wind Energy Institute showing that
the converter accounts for 17-25% of all failures, and 3-8% of OPEX [47].
These studies demonstrate that the power converter has one of the highest failure rates in the
wind turbine. Furthermore, the failure rate of power converters increases with increasing turbine
power rating and wind speed due to higher stressing and higher number of components [48]; the
current trend in offshore wind farms. Therefore the power converter, particularly in PMSG
machines, is reliability critical and must be examined to maximise the impact of improving
reliability on the LCoE of wind.
The challenge with wind turbine power converters and their reliability is variability of the
loading profile. Unlike a number of other converter operating conditions such as industrial
drives, the power converter loading is stochastic in nature due to the wind speed applied to the
turbine rotor. This is highlighted by the variability of the electrical power output of a wind
turbine over a 5 minute period (Figure 1.8). Furthermore, the wind speed input to the wind
turbine is not directly correlated to the current throughput of the converter due to the complex
drive train dynamics of the wind turbine (Figure 1.9). Therefore, this must be considered when
developing approaches to reliability evaluation of power converters in wind turbines through a
holistic approach.
1.6 Thesis Structure
Chapter 1 has introduced the importance of energy in human development, the current energy
trilemma and the potential for wind energy to be part of the solution to these challenges. The
growth of wind energy and the move towards offshore wind has also been outlined, alongside
the challenges that face offshore wind with a focus on turbine reliability. Finally, the power
converter has been identified as a reliability critical component that needs further investigation.
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Figure 1.8: Electrical power output of wind turbine over 5 minutes (30Hz data) from the Reli-
aWind dataset.
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Figure 1.9: IGBT current response to turbulent wind speed (See Chapter 5 for further informa-
tion).
Chapter 2 provides a detailed review of the current reliability literature on wind turbine
power converters. Surveys of power converter failures in both conventional and wind turbine
specific studies are outlined. The typical power converter failure modes and their root causes are
discussed. The statistical and physical approaches for determining the impact of power converter
failures on the LCoE and their limitations are reviewed. In response to these limitations, the
research approach is outlined.
With the research approach outlined in Chapter 2, Chapter 3 details the first stage of the
contribution to knowledge: the simulation of a wind turbine drive train model with a specific
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features to support power converter reliability studies. This includes a description of the physical
fundamentals behind each stage of the drive train. A thermal model of the power converter,
and its integration with the drive train model, are also detailed.
An experimental rig is designed in Chapter 4 to produce practical temperature measure-
ments for comparison with the theoretical results. A review of various methods for temperature
measurement is carried out and a novel approach for measuring power converter temperatures is
introduced. The chosen temperature measurement approach is then validated against a modified
power converter test bench.
Chapter 5 applies the theoretical model to evaluate the theoretical impact of various wind
speed conditions on the power converter thermal loading and the impact on the remaining life of
the converter. This includes a comparison of converter critical components’ thermal profiles, the
temperature variations found over different time periods, and the thermal response at a range
of wind speed frequencies and magnitudes. These results are then validated against a selection
of results from the experimental rig.
Chapter 6 outlines the ongoing work inspired by this research project, including the ex-
perimental design for turbine emulation in the lab and work into power converter condition
monitoring. Chapter 7 concludes the findings from the previous chapters.
Appendix A includes the publications produced during the research for this thesis. This in-
cludes a conference publication outlining work carried out in wind speed modelling for reliability
analysis that was not included in the final version of this thesis.
1.7 Original Contributions
Chapter 2 will highlight the limitations of present approaches to reliability estimation of power
converters. To summarise, present statistical approaches are over-reliant on out-of-date, onshore
data, whilst physics-of-failure approaches are based on constant current operating conditions
which are unrepresentative of the conditions under which a wind turbine power converter is
operated. Furthermore, studies which use physics-of-failure approaches have little exploration
into the impact of wind speed temporal fidelity on the thermal loading of the devices and are
shown to overestimate the life span of these devices.
As such, there is a need for up-to-date power converter reliability data that has been produced
under realistic operating conditions and an improved understanding of the affects of wind loading
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on the life span of power converters. In response, this thesis focuses on facilitating the collection
of this data. The research can be summarised in the following contributions:
 The first presentation of the impact of wind speed temporal fidelity on the theoretical
thermal loading of power converter devices in the wind turbine. This includes a discussion
of the attributes that cause the greatest damage to the power converter based on tradi-
tional modelling techniques. This discussion highlights that aspects such as temperature
variations due to sinusoidal currents cannot be neglected.
 The application and validation of infra-red sensors for high frequency response temperature
monitoring of power modules in a wind turbine to provide direct, non-contact temperature
measurements of the power converter devices.
 The design of an experimental rig to allow for the emulation of wind turbine specific
operating conditions on a power converter in a laboratory setting. This includes a novel
approach of emulating the generator via an AC drive, supported by a model, and inductor
to allow for easy machine parameter variation without the need to construct a new electrical
machine for each new test.
The overall contribution of this thesis is a comprehensive approach to power converter re-
liability assessment under the unique operating conditions of a wind turbine. This allows for
the development of improved, and verified, power converter reliability models, the construction
of more robust converter experimental testing regimes, and provide opportunities for further
research into novel monitoring approaches under a controlled, but realistic, environment.
Chapter 2
Approaches to Converter Reliability
Analysis
In Chapter 1 the impact of overall power converter reliability on wind turbine operation was
discussed. This chapter reviews the critical sub-components which determine power converter
reliability (Section 2.1) and the root causes of these failures (Section 2.2) to ensure that the
thesis concentrates on the reliability-critical components of the converter.
With the root causes of converter failure determined, wind turbine specific power converter
reliability studies are critiqued. This includes how power converters are modelled in reliability
simulations (Section 2.3) and the details of tests that have been carried out in the literature to
diagnose root causes of failures in power converters (Section 2.4). The limitations of the existing
research are discussed (Section 2.5), and are used to shape the subsequent research approach
taken in this thesis (Section 2.6).
2.1 Surveys of Power Converter Failures
A starting point for surveying the power converter failures in wind turbines is the older turbine
databases such as LWK and WMEP. Lyding et al. concentrated on the limited wind turbine
converter failure data found in the WMEP database [49]. Lyding et al. found that over half of
failures in the power converters could be attributed to semiconductor failure. This information
is a useful starting point, but the results are of limited value due to the turbines found in the
WMEP; the majority are onshore wind turbines with fixed speed wind turbines from 1989 to
2006 and therefore there are few power converter failures to sample from.
– 17 –
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Surveys of power converter failures in other applications can be used to verify the findings
of [49]. Wolfgang has gathered information on power converter failures of 200 products from
80 companies [50], and Yang et al. details the results of an industrial questionnaire handed
out to various power converter industries, particularly device manufacturers, to discover which
components the industry perceive to be the most fragile [51]. This data is qualitative and
hence may not be accurate, but still provides relevant insight. The results of these studies are
summarised in Figure 2.1.
capacitors, 30%
semiconductors, 21%
PCBs, 26%
solder, 13%
others, 10% capacitors, 18%
semiconductors 31% gate drives, 15%
others, 36%
(a) (b)
Figure 2.1: Results of surveys on failures within power converter devices:
(a) [50], (b) [51].
The results of these two surveys agree that semiconductor devices and capacitors are two of
the main sources of power converter failure. Therefore, there is a qualitative trend between the
surveys that the semiconductor devices and capacitors are the main cause of failures in power
converters in industry and, potentially, for wind turbines. However, the number of failures of
semiconductors devices is less than 50%, which disagrees with the results in [49]. This is not to
say that the findings of [49] are unfounded as, as discussed in Chapter 1, the high variability of
wind turbine loading profiles may have a different impact on converter reliability when compared
to converters operated in other industries.
2.2 Traditional Failure Mechanisms of Sub-components
Based on the findings in the previous section, the failure modes and root causes for failure of
capacitors and semiconductors are detailed here.
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2.2.1 Capacitors
The DC link capacitors used in power converters come in two forms: aluminium electrolytic and
film type [17]. Electrolytic capacitors are characterised by their high capacitance, high voltage
rating, high volumetric efficiency and low cost, but are deemed highly unreliable [52]. In contrast,
the film capacitor is characterised by high reliability (except for rare catastrophic explosions),
high lifetime, and the ability to withstand both large voltage and current surges [53], but come
in low power densities [17]. The device also has self-healing, whereby separate segments in the
capacitor passively disconnect themselves when the material melts, acting like a fuse. This ages
the capacitor by reducing capacitance, but the device remains intact. This section details the
failure modes of both capacitor types in detail.
Electrolytic capacitors have a large number of failure modes and root causes for these failures,
summarised in Figure 2.2. A large number of these failures can be attributed to manufacturing
defects and mishandling of the device, leading to very early failures. In contrast, the main
wear out mechanism is electrolytic vaporisation, which is exasperated by ripple currents and
thermal stressing through mishandling. This leads to capacitance drop and an increase in
equivalent series resistance (ESR). Both of these are the main measures for ageing; a 20%
drop in capacitance or doubling of ESR is an indicator of the end-of-life of the capacitor [52].
Therefore, manufacturing defects, mishandling, ripple currents, insulation breakdown due to
high temperatures and voltages, and thermal stress are main causes of electrolytic capacitor
failure.
For film capacitors (specifically metallized polypropylene film (MPPF) capacitors), the main
failure modes are dielectric film breakdown, sprayed end detachment from capacitor roll, and
excessive capacitive loss [53]. The dielectric film breakdown can be due to poor self-healing.
In this case the capacitor enters either an open circuit or closed circuit. A closed circuit fail-
ure can have a much more serious consequence than an open circuit failure as, if the supply
remains energised, heat dissipation can lead to more dielectric film melting, releasing explosive
hydrocarbon gas. In extreme cases, the power converter can be blown from the machine [53].
Dielectric melting is also the cause for excessive capacitance loss. Sprayed end detachment is
caused by environmental, thermal and mechanical stress leading to fatigue. This is particularly
an issue when there are high current peaks in pulsed power applications. MPPF capacitors are
therefore resistant to failure at the sacrifice of capacitance, suffer fatigue in high current pulsing
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Figure 2.2: Failure modes and root causes for typical aluminium electrolytic capacitors. Figure
presented as found in [52], original in [54].
applications, and can explode due to excessive dielectric melting [53].
In summary, electrolytic capacitors are inexpensive devices that boast high volumetric effi-
ciency, high capacitance and high voltage rating, but suffer from a number of manufacturing
defects and are susceptible to mishandling which can lead to early failure. In contrast, MPPF ca-
pacitors are highly resistant to current and voltage surges, but have low power densities. They
are characterised by long lifetimes and high reliability, but can suffer from rare catastrophic
explosions that can cause huge damage to surrounding components.
2.2.2 Semiconductor Devices
In power converters, there are a number of types of semiconductor that can be used for the
switching devices. Generally, IGBTs are the most popular choice for the switching device [51] as
they have high current density and are voltage driven [55]. Integrated Gate-commuted Thyristors
(IGCT)s are another option for medium voltage (MV)-level wind power converters, and have
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been used in oil and gas applications. However, their high cost has hindered their uptake and so
they will not be explored further here. Instead the failure modes of IGBTs is the focus of this
section.
The failure modes of semiconductor devices can be characterised into two groups, chip-related
and package-related. An extensive summary of these failure modes has been outlined in [56].
Chip-related failures are those that destroy the device, whilst package-related failures affect the
fatigue experienced by the device. As fatigue leads to eventual device failure, the two failure
mode groups are not always mutually exclusive [56]. These are summarised in Table 2.1. In
general, chip-related failures are activated by extremes in electrical operation, or thermal cycling.
Failure Mode Root Cause
Over-heating
Electrical overstress (EOS) through
over-voltage and over-current conditions,
electrostatic discharge
Secondary breakdown EOS, electrostatic discharge (ESD)
Gate shorting
ESD with excessive voltage applied to
unprotected gate
Latch-up, triggering of parasitics (IGBT
acting as thyristor)
Too high a dv/dt during turn off sequence
Ionic contamination leading to device
performance shift and degradation
High temperature operation, most common
for metal-oxide semiconductor (MOS)
devices
Hot carrier injection leading to device
performance shift and degradation
High temperature operation, most common
for MOS devices
Metallization (rare for power devices)
Atomic migration from electromagnetism,
inter-diffusion and manufacturing stress
Accelerated degradation
Thermal activation through
temperatures
Single event induced burnout Cosmic rays
Increased ESR from aluminium pad
reconstruction
Repeated short circuits and high
temperature
Table 2.1: Failure modes and root causes for chip-related failures in semiconductor devices [56].
Package-failure modes are often due to thermal-mechanical stress between different materi-
als with varying coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE) under oscillating operating tempera-
tures. This causes degradation over time. Humidity can also affect this packing degradation.
Package-failure modes can also lead to accelerated chip failure and performance modification
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from electrical stress triggered by package thermal expansion. Therefore, package-failure modes
are attributed to gradual module degradation [56].
IGBTs come in two forms of packaging; power module IGBT (PMI), and press-pack IGBT
(PPI). The PMI design is characterised by contacts between chip, di-electric and heat sink
connected via solder, whilst the PPI design is held together by pressure only. The packaging
type used in wind industry, and other applications, is dependent on a number of factors. PPIs
have higher power density, better cooling and, according to industrial experience, are more
reliable than PMIs. However, PMIs are preferred due to their low cost and easier mounting.
These differences in packaging lead to difference failure modes for both of these devices, as
summarised in Tables 2.2 and 2.3.
Failure Mode Root Cause
Bond wire lift-off
Crack growth between silicon and aluminium from
temperature cycling
Solder joint fatigue
Crack (void) growth between silicon die and copper
substrate from temperature cycling
Bond wire heel cracking
Temperature cycling, especially when ultrasonic bonding
process not optimised (rare in modern devices)
Table 2.2: Failure modes and root causes for package related failures in PMI devices [55, 56].
Failure Mode Root Cause
Fretting damage Temperature cycling
Spring fatigue
Power cycling leading to large number of compression
expansion cycles
Spring stress relaxation Temperature and time dependent
Table 2.3: Failure modes and root causes for package related failures in PPI devices [55].
2.2.3 Summary
In summary, temperature variations play a major role in package failure of IGBT devices,
regardless if a PPI or PMI is used so it is likely that a detailed understanding of operational
condition is required in order to fully understand component damage in any given application.
Temperature causes accelerated fatigue of the device, and can exasperate chip-related failures.
Chip-related failures, which are responsible for the final failure of the device, are driven both by
temperature cycling and extremes in electrical operation. These root causes of power converter
failure are in keeping with the conditions power converters are faced with in real applications [51].
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2.3 Power Converters in Reliability Analysis
It is important to quantify the impact of power converter reliability on wind turbine and wind
farm power production and operation. This can be carried out using modelling and simulation.
In the literature, three methods of modelling power converter reliability have been used:
 The assignment of a statistical reliability index based on large dataset data.
 The modification of failure rates (λf ) based on reliability handbooks. The following section
outlines these three methods in greater detail.
 A physics of failure (PoF) approach which aims to link operation of the converter to its
effect on remaining useful life.
2.3.1 Statistical Failure Rate Modelling
A common reliability modelling technique for a power converter is to assign a reliability value and
distribution of failures to the power converter. The reliability value is generally assumed to be a
constant λf , with an assumed exponential distribution of failures. This λf can be used either as
an indicator of converter reliability or, more commonly, as part of a larger reliability analysis to
produce other reliability indices. These may include the repair rate (µr) of components and/or
sub-systems. λf and µr can be calculated using (2.1) and (2.2) respectively.
λf =
1
MTTF
(2.1)
µr =
1
MTTR
(2.2)
Bala et al. used the λf of various sub-systems, including the power converter, in an expected
energy not supplied (EENS) calculation for various wind farm converter-collection architectures
where turbines are clustered together [28]. Examples of these architectures can be found in
Figure 2.3. The reliability data used was mostly taken from [57]. This λf and µr data was
not offshore wind farm data, but derived from existing onshore wind farm data and modified
using industrial experience. In [28], the λf for power converters was independent of power
rating or operational conditions, but µr was lower for architectures where the power converters
were situated on the offshore platform rather than in the turbine nacelle. The results revealed
that cluster architectures had lower EENS due to the reduced impact of feeder outages as each
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turbine was independently connected to the offshore platform. However, the effects of varying
operating conditions were neglected making this unsuitable for determining the end of life of
components at a specific site with a specific wind speed profile.
Figure 2.3: Cluster designs considered in [28].
A similar approach to that found in [28] was used in [58] to calculate expected loss of gen-
eration capacity (ELGC) for various converter-collection architectures. These architectures in-
cluded radial and ring feeder connections, and power converters situated at the turbines or at
the common collection point (CCP) (Figure 2.4). This time λf was not used, but availability
(Av) and unavailability (Ua) values for wind turbine, power converter and feeder cable were
stated. The reliability indices were varied to simulate the wear out of components over time
in the second part of the study. However, no statement was made as to where this data was
collected from. The study concluded that, rather intuitively, systems with a higher reliability
level would be more reliable than a lower reliability level, with the difference between the re-
liability levels increasing with time. This was a simple analysis that aimed to produce results
for wind farm layout decision making, but is not a suitable approach for capturing the effect of
various operating and environmental conditions on power converter, and wind farm, reliability
and therefore has limited practical application.
The use of statistical reliability indices has also been used in redundancy optimisation calcu-
lations. In [47], the value of including redundant power converters into the nacelle of the turbine
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Figure 2.4: Example of possible positions for power converter analysed in [58].
was assessed using a minimum long run expected cost calculation. This included the cost of the
added converters, and the costs associated with sending a maintenance team to repair the con-
verter. In this analysis, the mean time to failure (MTTF) for the power converter was assigned
as 200 days, and the lifetime of the power converters was assumed to be exponential. This data
is reported to be from [59] which used onshore turbine data from the WMEP, LWK, WindStats
Germany (WSD), WindStats Denmark (WSDK) and Felanalys databases. This information
was used in an analytical equation for long-run average cost for a range of redundant converter
numbers. In this case, it was found that using two actively redundant converters in the nacelle of
the turbine had the lowest long run expected cost. The use of reliability indices such as MTTF
in a redundancy optimisation is useful for macro-scale decision making, but cannot be used to
predict the end of life of specific components under part.
Statistical reliability modelling can also include Monte-Carlo simulation. In [60], a sequential
Monte-Carlo simulation was carried out to produce the loss of load expectation (LOLE) and
the loss of energy expectation (LOEE) for various wind farm collection topologies and generator
types with a simulated wind speed time series (WSTS) and grid load. Various components of
a wind farm were modelled using Markov processes. For example, the power converter was
modelled using a two state Markov process with the states indicating either full operation or
failed. The original data, in the form MTTF and MTTR, came from a number of sources
with the converter data from [42], itself derived from the onshore wind turbine failure data in
LWK, WSD and WSDK. By using a Markov process sequential Monte-Carlo simulation, the
model was able to evaluate the effect of variable environmental conditions and the reliability of
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sub-systems on wind farm power output. However, the sub-systems, including the converter,
still failed independently of sequential turbine operation and therefore cannot give an accurate
prediction of converter failures.
The reliability of a power converter can be modelled as a number of smaller components to
produce an overall converter λf . Arabian-Hoseynabadi et al. used Markov models for various
sub-assemblies in the wind turbine drive train, including the power converter [61]. The λf and µr
for the power converter were not given as a figure, but a Markov model was constructed for the
converter using a number of λf and µr for various components in the power converter; namely
the power electronics (inverter and rectifier), control unit and the DC-link. This was combined
with other Markov models, such as for the generator, and used to calculate and compare the Av
of various electrical drive train sub-assembly topologies. The topologies included were DFIG,
PMSG, fixed speed squirrel cage induction generator (FSSCIG) and a modified DFIG. The data
used was from the operations and maintenance reports of the onshore Manjil wind farm, Iran,
and from [62], which is derived from the LWK, WSD and WSDK onshore datasets. The results
of the analysis indicated that the modified DFIG was deemed to have the highest Av, as the
converter could be disconnected and the generator operated as a FSSCIG. This construction
of sub-systems from constituent parts allowed for the analysis of which components could cause
the highest downtime, but again did not consider the effect of operating conditions on the failure
modes of the sub-systems or their constituent parts.
Markov based models have also been used to assess the potential improvement in reliability
of power converters through the introduction of redundancy. Redundancy can justify a modified
λf value. Zhang et al. evaluated the reliability of modular converter topologies [63]. These
converters were constructed from a number of identical power modules in parallel, with a mini-
mum of 6 for the MSC and 6 for the grid-side converter (GSC) (termed a 6:6 power converter
model). There was also a degraded performance state where the power flow was restricted, with
the limit for total failure set at 5 operational modules on both sides. Reconfigurable modules
(able to be used for either GSC or MSC) were introduced to add the desired redundancy. The
redundant modules were actively redundant, and therefore the λf were reduced for modules that
were sharing power flows between more than 6 modules on that side of the converter. λf and a
reconfiguration rate were used in a Markov process to calculate the probability of being in a fully
operational, degraded or failed state at a given point in time to assess the benefit of redundancy.
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it was found that the larger number of modules, the higher the reliability performance. The
(8:6 or 6:8) configuration performed the best, with a probability of at least degraded operation
at 15 years of 0.949 compared to 0.713 for the 6:6 configuration. Note, the converters were not
modelled as repairable and it was stated that the values are with reference to present standards
in the electronic industry, but no reference was given. Therefore the results for a power converter
in real operating conditions may vary significantly from these results. However the concept of
reduced stress on components leading to a higher lifetime for a component has potential for
more accurate reliability analysis, if the results can be validated. It cannot, however correct the
failure rate for varying operating conditions.
This has been partly address by Li, where the λf has been modified to account for prevailing
wind conditions, assuming higher power production and loading is going to place more stress
on the system [64]. Li has developed a reliability model for DFIG drive trains, including the
power converter. The work evaluated the Ua of various induction generator (IG) and DFIG
configurations, including the effect of using a crowbar to operate the DFIG as an IG. Each
sub-system in the turbine drive train was assigned a λf based on [43, 61, 65, 66]. The λf
were modified with a correction factor that depended on current wind speed and whether there
was a short circuit at a given point in time. However, there was no quantitative justification
for the value of the correction factors chosen. The results showed that introducing reactive
power support for an IG increased Av from 0.9622 to 0.9624, and a DFIG has greatly increased
availability (from 0.9230 to 0.9316) when a crowbar is allowed to operate when a converter
fault occurs. Interestingly, the author states that the data used may not be suitable for real
applications due to continual improvements to reliability, changing operational environments
and variations in DFIGs between manufacturers. However, there is scope to use variable λf
that are dependent on operating conditions to allow for a better link between harsher operating
and more frequent failures.
Most modelling techniques in statistical reliability analysis are concerned with how to con-
struct the reliability models for the various sub-systems in the offshore wind farm in order to
evaluate the power output of the farm. Only two models was concerned with the impact of oper-
ation and environmental conditions on the reliability of the power converter. These two studies
were limited as the correction factors determining the failure rates at various wind conditions
were arbitrary and not linked to the actual loading of the devices. The impact of operation
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and environment on the reliability of the power converter sub-system must be explored for more
accurate reliability modelling.
All of these methods require large data sets of wind turbine power converter failures to ensure
that the results are valid. In this literature the data was almost exclusively from onshore wind
farm databases, with some onshore data modified to emulate offshore data based on industrial
experience. Some papers made no statement of where their data came from. Therefore, no
offshore wind farm data has been used in the reliability evaluation of these offshore wind farms.
This makes the data unsuitable for modern, offshore wind farms. There is therefore scope to
explore the impact of using data from a different application in reliability evaluation of wind
farms.
2.3.2 Reliability Studies Using Handbook Data
Reliability analysis using handbook data uses similar concepts to those found in Section 2.3.1
as it considers the system reliability in terms of λf . However, the source of these λf is quite
different. In Section 2.3.1 λf was derived from large datasets of wind turbine and/or power
converter failures. In contrast, handbook methods derive the λf for a subsystem from a number
of λf for components that make up the device. These are then modified with correction factors
to reflect the operating conditions the device is experiencing. This produces a variable λf for
use in a reliability analysis.
To demonstrate the use of handbook methods being used in wind turbine reliability analysis,
two examples are given here. Zhu et al. carried out a reliability analysis of a fully rated converter
using a modular converter structure (Figure 2.5) and the MIL-HDBK-217K and Bellcore SR-
332 reliability handbook to produce λf for various components in the converter [67]. It was
found that mean time between failure (MTBF) was 7325 hours. As this was less than a year,
it was stated as pessimistic and therefore a ‘field factor’ of 2-3 should be used to correct this
number. The λf were also used to determine which components could be considered the weakest.
These were the gate drive board, the IGBT chip, the DC link capacitor and control board. A
reliability model of the converter was then produced in ReliaSoft BlockSim using these λf , and
µr to produce various converter reliability indices, including the Av. The paper also outlined
a number of experimental testing procedures, but had not carried out these tests at time of
writing.
Xie et al. modified FIDES models to incorporate the operational profile of a wind turbine [48].
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Figure 2.5: Modular power converter for analysis in [67].
Firstly, the wind speed was converted into a output power, frequency and voltage for the power
converter. This was used in a power loss model for the IGBT, which considered conducting and
switching losses as a function of power, frequency, current (function of power and voltage) and
voltage. These power losses were converted into a Tj and board temperature (Tb) using (2.3)
and (2.4).
Tj = Ta +Rth,haPtotal +Rth,jhPd/IGBT (2.3)
Where Rth,ha is the thermal resistance between heat sink and ambient, Ptotal is the total con-
verter power loss, Rth,jh is the thermal resistance between junction and heat sink, and Pd/IGBT
is the power loss over the diode and IGBT.
Tb = Ta +Rth,haPtotal (2.4)
With these temperatures and the λf equations from FIDES, the modified λf for all wind
speed states of a wind turbine were calculated for a fully rated PMSG. This was used to
calculate the λf for two wind farm sites based on their wind speed distribution. The work also
investigated the effect of cut-in, rated and cut-out wind speeds, and seasonality on λf of the
power converter. This model was modified in [68] to include wind turbulence intensity in the
power loss calculation.
The use of handbook methods appears to provide a bridge between physical and statistical
reliability models for power converters. However, the literature is often critical of, for example,
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the military handbook [69–72] as the reliability results are often pessimistic and have no way
of accounting for thermal cycling. The root cause of failures cannot be investigated either so
cannot be used to perform reliability enhancement.
2.3.3 Physics of Failure Approach
Whilst the previous two sections detail reliability studies that use reliability data to produce
reliability indices values, PoF focuses on producing the reliability data. PoF approaches aim to
link the operation of the system, in this case the power converter, to the stress experienced by
the system. The accumulated stress can then be attributed to the failure of the system. The
basic principle is that the harder the system is operated, the higher the stresses that will be
experienced, and the sooner the end of life (EOL) will be reached.
In general, the PoF models follow the same steps, but use different methods at each of these
steps. The steps are as follows:
1. The operational profile of the wind turbine power converter needs to be decided upon and
simulated.
2. The input operational profile is converted into power losses through an electrical loss model
in the selected components.
3. The electrical losses are converted into temperature cycles in the component.
4. The temperature cycles are used to determine the life lost in the devices through life-cycling
models.
This section looks at the various methods at each of these steps in turn. The methods used
in each individual work are summarised at the end of the section.
Operational Profiles
Each of the PoF models require an input that drives the failure mechanisms. In most cases
this was an operational profile driven by the wind speed experienced by the wind turbine.
However the operational profile models used come in a number of forms, often driven by how
the operational profile is used:
 Fixed wind speed. In order to capture the worst case scenario of wind turbine power
loading, the rated wind speed was used as a constant input [73]. As the wind turbine is
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commonly below this rated wind speed, this approach has little practical application.
 Range of drive frequencies. Instead of using a wind speed, the drive frequency was
directly applied to the device to see which frequencies would cause the most damage [74].
To use this practically the wind speeds would need to be converted into drive frequencies.
 Range of wind speeds. To provide an understanding of the impact of varying wind
speeds on converter loading, the wind speeds can be varied. This can between two wind
speeds [75] or all wind speeds from cut-in to rated wind speed [76, 77]. This gives more
information than the fixed wind speed, but cannot be used to analyse the impact of a real
wind speed profile.
 Wind speed distribution. This is similar to using a range of wind speeds but with
an added probability of that loading occurring. Normally in the form of a Weibull or
Rayleigh distribution for the wind speed, these distributions have either been produced
from generic wind speed profiles [78], a range of generic International Electrotechnical
Commission (IEC) wind speed classes [79], or using a real wind speed profile [80]. Using a
wind speed distribution is useful for quickly determining the expected lifetime of the power
converter through summation of the products of the distribution and the corresponding
cost of life at each wind speed. However, this approach assumes ageing effects are time
independent.
 Wind Speed Time Series (WSTS). The use of WSTS can be either be generic [81] or
real [82–88]. The time step of these WSTS varies between studies from seconds [81, 84, 88],
3-hourly [82, 83], or a combination of seconds, minutes and 3-hour data [85]. No statement
of the time period was given in [86, 87]. Using the raw temporal wind speed data will
give a better understanding of when a power converter will fail and can account for time
dependency. However, the use of real wind speed data is limited to whether the wind
speed at a given site has been recorded and the length of the dataset.
The above operational profile data types range in complexity, with the complexity linked
to the required outcomes of the study. Therefore it is worth considering what the purpose of
study is before deciding upon which operational profile is suitable. However, the use of WSTS
has the potential to produce the most accurate results as it can capture the impact of moving
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between wind condition extremes in the estimated end-of-life of the device, whilst the other
approaches assume that the damage accumulated at a given wind speed is independent of wind
speed history. Unfortunately, there is currently no consensus on the most appropriate wind
speed data time step to use for this type of analysis.
Electrical Loss Models
To convert the operational profiles into temperature rises in the power converter components,
the operational profile input must be transformed into a power throughput and loss in the
component.
Electrical loss models have the same general layout; the loading of the power converter is
calculated using a simulated generator and power converter under a particular control strategy
to provide the converter loading profile. The loading profile is then converted into a total power
loss profile for the power electronic module, ready for the calculation of thermal cycling.
The chosen generators in almost all cases are DFIG [74, 75, 78, 80, 84, 86] and PMSG
[73, 76, 77, 79, 82, 83, 85, 88], or a comparison of the two [87]. There is only one exception
where the generator type is neglected as only the grid-side converter is analysed [81]. Both
the PMSG and DFIG are popular modern wind turbine generator topologies, with the DFIG
analysed in these cases due to the unique rotor loading and subsequent electrical characteristics.
The turbine control algorithms required differ between the two generator types, but the
control aims remain similar. In most cases the turbine is operated in maximum power tracking
(MPT) mode [75–78, 80, 82, 83, 86–88], with grid code requirements also included [79]. There
are some exceptions. Musallam et al. also includes a constant power mode (CPM) and constant
torque mode (CTM) [84]. Ma et al. does not include a complex drive train model, but uses the
turbine power curve to produce the power generated from a wind speed, and directly applies
this power to the converter for long-term loading, with a 20 second inertia time constant for
medium-term loading [85]. Arifujjaman et al. only considers rated power operation for a PMSG
and directly applies this to the power converter [73].
The electrical loss models used in the literature considered similar semiconductor losses.
These were conduction losses and switching losses of the IGBT and conduction and reverse
recovery losses of the diode devices. These losses are calculated as functions of input parameters,
with the functions differing depending on the IGBT used (Semikron [75], Infineon [82] or ABB
[79]). However, in general, the input parameters considered are consistent and include current
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throughput, device voltage drop, driving frequency, switching frequency, and rated switching
energy loss. The losses are summed to produce the electrical losses of the device given the
current loading conditions.
In most cases a drive train topology is chosen alongside a control strategy. The drive train is
simulated to convert the operational profile into the electrical signals experienced by the power
converter components. These electrical signals are used to calculate losses experienced by the
IGBTs and diodes, with the conduction, switching and reverse recovery diode losses calculated
in most instances. However, the choice and extent of the drive train model will greatly impact
the calculated electrical losses.
Thermal Models
With electrical losses calculated, the temperature changes inside the device can be simulated by
applying a thermal model. In all cases the aim of the thermal models was to estimate junction
temperature (Tj) and ∆Tj as these variables are used in life cycle estimations. The thermal
models come in three categories: thermal equivalent circuits, thermal diffusion equations and
finite element analysis (FEA). The details of each of these methods are given below.
1. Thermal Equivalent Circuits. This is by far the most popular thermal modelling used
in the literature. These circuits represent the thermal paths in a component as a number of
resistor-capacitor (RC) connections, with the resistance representing a constant thermal
parameter and the capacitor representing a thermal cycling parameter. These circuits
come in two forms, Foster and Cauer networks (Figure 2.6), and can be combined to
produce hybrid networks. Cauer networks have nodes that represent real physical thermal
points in a component, but are more complex to solve than Foster networks. Foster
networks are mathematical representations of the component and the internal nodes have
no physical meaning. Power sources are used to represent power inputs which, in this case,
are the electrical losses of the component. Voltage sources are used to represent constant
temperature sources.
In the literature these networks are used to convert the electrical losses into various tem-
peratures in the devices, with the most important being Tj . These models have a wide
range of networks used with varying complexity depending on how much of the device is
modelled and how it is modelled:
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(a)
Ploss
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(b)
Figure 2.6: Thermal equivalent circuits in (a) Foster and (b) Cauer network from [75].
 Arifujjaman et al. used a single equivalent resistance between ambient temperature
and junction temperature [73].
 Kostandyan et al. used a multi-layer Foster network for IGBT and diode with Tj ,
ambient temperature (Ta), heat sink temperature (Th) and Tc included [82, 83]. The
network was converted into a Cauer network to estimate the parameters outside the
case.
 Senturk et al. used combined Foster networks for the IGBT-diode pair, including
cooling plate, that were simplified into two dependent Foster networks for ease of
calculation [81].
 The thermal model used in [81] was developed further in [89], where the scale was
reduced from component level to chip level thermal models. For this, a physical Cauer
model was used. As the PPI thermal impedance is related to clamping pressure, the
thermal impedance at different clamping pressures was calculated.
 Fuchs et al. used a multi-branch foster network attached to a liquid cooling system
to produce Tj for all diodes and IGBTs simultaneously [80]. The Tj against wind
speed results were used in [86, 87].
 Lei et al. used a 4th order Cauer network, which modelled temperatures throughout
the IGBT module [75]. This network was converted from a Foster network containing
manufacturer’s data.
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 Isidori et al. used a Foster network for an IGCT module, including the case to
heat-sink thermal impedance [77].
 A modified Foster RC network was used in [76]. The modifications added simple
thermal grease and heat sink RC models, and an ambient temperature model.
 Wei et al. used a Foster network that included thermal impedances for junction to
case, case to heat sink, and heat sink to ambient conditions [78]. The chips were
assumed independent so no thermal coupling between chips was modelled.
 Ma et al. used two different thermal models depending on the time constants con-
sidered [85]. The Tj and Tc were calculated for the loss profile using the thermal
equivalent model used in [88] and [82] but with Cth neglected as the temperatures
were only considered at 3-hourly intervals. For the medium time-scale, the thermal
model was modified as the Cth could no longer be neglected, and it was deemed that
existing Cauer and Foster networks were limited. Therefore, the thermal model in
[90] was used, which has one thermal path to estimate the Tj from Tc and another to
estimate the Tc and Th. This was also used by [79].
Whilst most of the literature have varying degrees of complexity to their thermal equivalent
circuit model, they are all based on either a Foster or Cauer network, with the Cauer
networks physically related to the internal structure of the device. The overall applicability
of each network is determined by the number of thermal steps included e.g. inclusion of
the heat sink parameters.
2. Thermal Diffusion Equations. This method, whilst common in a number of other
applications, has only been implemented in [84] for wind turbine power converters. Tj
of the IGBT module was estimated by solving the thermal diffusion equation for the
module, with the simplified version given in (2.5) for a given region. Using a Laplace
transform, a transfer function was used to represent the thermal paths in the module
with the electrical losses and ambient temperatures acting as heat sources. The transfer
function parameters were determined using experiments to calculate the observable average
temperatures through electrical measurement (validated using an IR camera), and FEA in
Flowtherm to simulate the hidden temperature points, with curve fitting to extract model
parameters. The results were verified with an IGBT under test [91].
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D(
δ2T
δx2
+
δ2T
δy2
+
δ2T
δz2
) =
δT
δt
(2.5)
Where D is the diffusion coefficient.
3. FEA. FEA was used by [74] for a Mitsubishi IGBT. Flomerics “Flotherm” FEM-program
was used to simulate the convection, thermal conduction, radiation and air flow effects
on a detailed device computer aided design (CAD) model when the input frequency was
varied. This detailed model gave the time dependent Tj needed.
The choice of thermal model appears to be based on the availability of data. The thermal
equivalent circuits are generally used when available manufacturing data includes Foster network
RC parameters. Modifications are then made to improve the accuracy of the networks, which
often involves converting to a Cauer network. If this data was not available, or if detailed
analysis of the device in question was required, the thermal diffusion equations and FEA were
used. However, these methods still require data, either from manufacturers or experimental
work.
Life Cycle Models
The final step is to estimate the remaining life of the components based on the Tj profiles
produced by the thermal equivalent models. Tj was used as it was assumed that the main
failure mechanisms are driven primarily by temperature cycling (Section 2.2.2). The main
methods used for life estimation are detailed here.
 Fatigue due to cycling of plastic strain. This method relates the cycling of plastic
strain of a material to the number of cycles until the component fails. This is a popular
method used in fatigue analysis and has been adapted for use in power electronic devices.
Typically a failure mode must be chosen to provide the material parameters required in
the analysis. A typical failure mode is the cracking of the solder joining the baseplate and
ceramic inside the IGBT chip [82].
In [82] the plastic strain applied to this solder based on the ∆Tj was defined by (2.6) [92],
which was derived from the results of a FEA in [93].
∆Ep = A(∆T )
B(αCu − αSi)e(−
Q
RTm
) (2.6)
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∆Ep is the plastic strain, αCu , αSi are CTE of copper and silicon, ∆T is the temperature
range, Tm is the mean temperature, and A, B, Q and R are constants derived using FEA
[93].
This plastic strain was converted into a number of cycles until failure per plastic strain
magnitude using the Coffin-Manson model (2.7). In [82] the failure mode was set as a 20%
reduction of total interconnection area of solder due to solder cracking between baseplate
and ceramic in the chip. This equation has been parametrised for tin-silver (SnAg) solder
in [94], based on an experimental data point for three temperatures where the solder was
cycled at that temperature until failure.
NL(∆εp) =
L
a(∆εp)b
(2.7)
NL(∆εp) is the number of cycles to end of life for a given plastic strain as calculated by
the Coffin-Manson model, L is the solder interconnect length, and a and b are constants
related to the SnAg solder.
Deterministic EOL was calculated using the above equations and the Palmgren-Miner rule
(2.8).
D(t) =
∑
alli⊂t
ni(∆Ti, Tm,i)
Ni(∆Ti, Tm,i)
(2.8)
D(t) is the deterministic damage failure criteria calculated by the Palmgren-Miner rule, n
is the number of cycles at that operating temperature profile that have been experienced,
and N is the number of cycles to failure at that operating temperature profile.
The EOL is reached when D(t) equals 1. The Tj operating profile was converted into these
temperature cycles using a rain-flow counting algorithm.
A model for aluminium bonding wires was also used alongside the solder failure model
in [84] (2.9), parametrised using curve fitting of four cycles-to-failure versus temperature
cycling data points for aluminium bonding wires [95].
Nf = (1.4× 1011)∆T−3.597 (2.9)
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Nf is the number of cycles to failure, and the constants found in [95].
Whilst this approach is based on well established engineering fatigue principles, it has yet
to be validated for power converters. Furthermore, to provide an accurate result for the
whole power module every possible failure mode has to be modelled. This would produce a
very complex and computational expensive simulation making it impractical for end-of-life
predictions of components.
 Exponential relationship between Tj and nominal life. This is a simple method
whereby Tj is directly linked to nominal life cost for an event via (2.10) [73].
L(Tj) = L0exp
(
EA
KB
∆Tj
)
(2.10)
L0 is the nominal life of the component based on statistical failure data, EA is the activation
energy, and KB is Boltzmann’s constant.
To note, no reason was given for using this exponential model in [73].
 Manufacturer’s/Experimental relationship between Tj and nominal life. This
is similar to the exponential method, but fits curves to manufacturer’s, or experimental,
cycles to failure against ∆Tj using well defined fatigue relationships. In Senturk et al.
[81] both exponential (2.11) and a curve based on the Coffin-Manson law were considered
for switching failure cycling data. In this case an exponential model proved to be the
better fit, whilst others find models built using the Coffin-Manson law were preferable
[77–80, 85–87]. The life consumption is then calculated using rain-flow counting and the
Palmgren-Miner rule as in the fatigue cycling case.
Nf,exp = ae
b∆Tj (2.11)
Where Nf,exp is the number of cycles until failure, and a and b are constants.
Whilst this data is easily validated for simple cases as it is based on real experimental
data, it has not been validated against a more complex loading profile that can be found
in a wind turbine setting (Chapter 1).
 Direct comparison of thermal cycles. Instead of estimating life expectancy, in some
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cases the thermal loading is directly compared to indicate which loading profile will likely
cause the most damage [75, 76]. This method is not usable for prognosis of converter end
of life without this life estimation as only relative life costs can be produced.
The life estimation methods each have advantages, along with some key drawbacks. The
direct comparison of thermal cycles gives an indication of which loading profiles may cause the
most damage, but the lack of component life estimation means the method cannot be used
in detailed reliability models. The use of manufacturer’s data is a relatively simple way to
predict the life of a component, but there is a question as to whether data from a consistently
loaded device can be applied to a component that has a highly variable loading profile. The
use of an exponential relationship between ∆Tj and nominal life is a similar method to the
manufacturer’s/experimental relationships. The use of fatigue cycle analysis is a well defined
reliability assessment used in engineering. However, the complexity of the method means that
only a select number of failure mechanisms can be analysed, missing key potential failure modes.
Summary of POF Models
Table 2.4 provides an overview of the models used in combination in the literature.
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The PoF model used is highly dependent on the focus of the work carried out, and the data
available for the simulations. However, some general conclusions can be drawn.
 If the PoF model is to be used in a detailed reliability analysis for estimating EOL of
the power converter, a realistic wind speed model is needed. Preferably this would be in
the form of a WSTS. Interestingly, less than half of the publications include some form
of WSTS (Table 2.4), and they have very different time steps between data points. This
highlights a lack of consensus on the most appropriate wind speed data time step for
determining sufficiently accurate thermal loading profiles in the converter.
 A detailed drive train and control model is required to produce the electrical signals ex-
perienced by the converter. In almost all cases, this is based on MPPT in the literature
(Table 2.4).
 The electrical losses that are considered are well defined as the conduction, switching and
reverse recovery diode losses of the IGBT-diode modules.
 Thermal models are used for converting electrical losses into Tj in the IGBT-diode modules.
Thermal equivalent circuits from manufacturing data are the most popular thermal models
used (Table 2.4).
 For cost-to-life estimation calculations, the use of cycles to EOL against temperature
relationships in manufacturing data is the most popular, as is the estimation of plastic
strain in key components such as solder joints (Table 2.4).
In general, the PoF models used in the literature assume that the failure modes are all driven
by the cycling of Tj in the IGBT and diode modules. As discussed in Section 2.2.2, there are a
number of other failure modes that are driven by other root causes that cannot be captured by
thermal cycling. Therefore these models can be used to estimate the EOL of a component if the
thermal cycling is the root cause of failure, but cannot be used in isolation for converting loading
patterns into life expectancy of the power converter. PoF also require sequential calculations
which can lead to high computation time.
2.3.4 Conclusions of Reliability Analysis Approaches
This section has summarised the three reliability analysis approaches applied in the literature;
statistical failure rate modelling, PoF models and handbook approaches.
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Statistical failure rate modelling was the simplest to scale to wind farm level and takes
advantage of the large wind farm datasets. However, the data was exclusively from onshore wind
farm sites and the offshore component data is currently not publicly available in large enough
datasets. Furthermore, little work has been done to include operational and environmental
impacts on the λf of the wind turbine components.
PoF models are promising as they can directly link loading profiles, assuming that the failure
modes are all driven by the cycling of Tj in the IGBT and diode modules. These models are
also generally complex and may not scale well to a whole wind turbine due to their requirement
of sequential computations leading to potentially high computation time.
The use of handbook methods appears to provide a bridge between physical and statistical
reliability models for power converters but the literature is often critical of handbook meth-
ods. This is as the reliability results are often pessimistic or have outdated information. The
root cause of failures cannot be investigated either so cannot be used to perform reliability
enhancement.
Of these three methods, a PoF model is the most promising as it is able to provide useful
information to wind farm operators on how the operation of wind turbines impacts the reliability
of the power converter.
2.4 Experimental work in Power Converter Failure Diagnosis
for Wind Turbines
There are a number of universities and collaborative groups that have research interests in power
converter reliability for wind turbine applications and this section describes the research facilities
available.
2.4.1 Institute for Power Electronics & Electrical Drives, Aachen University
The work at Aachen University concentrated on the effect of specific converter-generator oper-
ation on generator-side converter reliability for DFIGs. Bartram et al. used a finite element
method (FEM) to simulate the temperature rise and cycling under different load conditions
in a Mitsubishi IGBT [74]. The simulation results were compared to an experimental set up
where the same IGBT was opened up and temperature measured using a single-crystal infra-red
imaging system. The IGBT was modified by etching away any silicon gel, and vacuum-dried
silicon-oil was added to ensure insulation of DC link voltage. The temperature rise was measured
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at 18.1K for 1Hz, 200A, 1100VDC conditions, whilst the simulation produced a temperature rise
of 19.6K. The disparity was assumed to be due to the etching away of the silicon gel.
Bartram et al. also detailed a long-term test bench for reliability analysis of IGBTs [74]. This
rig tested for the minimum lifetime of various IGBT modules by driving them at DFIG-unique
operating conditions that were assumed to stress the modules the greatest; a 0.4Hz operating
frequency at 200A, a DC-link voltage of 1100V (790V for the Semikron devices) and a −20°
phase angle to simulate the inductive behaviour of the induction machine close to synchronous
speed. The saturation voltage of the IGBTs was measured and was used to indicate when failure
occurred. Modules from Semikron, Mitsubishi and Eupec were tested.
The results of the test rig in [74] are given in more detail in [96], with diagnosis of in-field
failed power converters also used in the analysis. The results of this study are summarised
by [97], and the following results are taken from that summary:
 Observed ∆Tj on the IGBTs of 34K.
 The Mitsubishi IGBT module could cope with between 4 × 107 and 2 × 108 cycles; 3-7
years under minimal lifetime operation.
 The IGBT chip was more reliable than other components in the experiment, whilst the
driver boards suffered the greatest number of failures.
 Degradation of thermal grease was found in all the IGBT modules that were tested, indi-
cating poor thermal dissipation.
 Explosion due to a fault arc was a typical failure event. This was due to bondwire lift-off,
particularly for the emitter bonds, and was observed for ∆Tj as low as 35K.
 No solder failure occurred. This was expected as solder failure generally occurs at ∆Tj of
40K or above.
 In-field power converters were found to have insufficient switch-off procedures as large
currents were still present in failed modules before the turbine was disconnected.
 In-field power converter drive boards had large amounts of dust and flies, the latter being
attracted by the silicon gel. It was suggested that the flies caused reduced creepage between
collector and emitter of the IGBT chip, causing spark-over and destruction. With this in
mind, suggestions for improvements to converter design were proposed.
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2.4.2 Elforsk, Sweden
Elforsk has begun work on classifying failure modes and root causes for power converters spe-
cific to wind turbines [97]. Three types of data were used: 10-minute supervisory control and
data acquisition (SCADA) data and maintenance reports of failed converters, on-site weather
conditions, and forensic analysis of 11 replaced power converters from operating wind turbines.
This information was taken from seven wind farm sites; five onshore and two offshore. From
these sites, two converter-generator topologies were investigated; DFIG and fully rated squirrel
cage induction generator (FRSCIG). The results have been separated by turbine type and are
summarised below.
For the sites where DFIG turbines were operating, the following conclusions were made:
 From SCADA data and weather data at one site, a statistically significant correlation
between monthly converter failure and monthly mean ambient temperature was found.
This was not the case for monthly wind speed or relative humidity.
 Inspection of replaced power converters found that failures in DFIGs were dominated by
non-switching of IGBTs which may be caused either by chip, printed circuit board (PCB)
or the interconnection between faults. It was suspected that it was not the IGBTs in the
non-destructed modules as IGBTs tend to fail explosively due to short circuit. Diodes
were not found to be susceptible to failure.
 Forensic analysis of the destructed power converters indicated presence of 20kV voltages.
It was suspected that this could be due to lightning strikes, but no data for the site was
available. The correlation with higher ambient temperatures and converter failures was
thought to be an indication of periods of lightning (high pressure systems).
 Degraded thermal grease and abrasion-wear spots in heat conducting areas were found,
indicating poor heat dissipation.
 Forensic analysis of two non-destructed failed modules did not find any classic ageing/
failure modes.
 Corrosion was found on one of the power converters, but not on the other converters at
same site. It was suspected that this corrosion could be due to how the power converter
module was handled, but further investigation would be required.
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 Insects were found inside the power converters and were suspected of having potential to
cause failures, but further investigation would be required.
For the sites where FRSCIG turbines were operating the following conclusions were made:
 A correlation between lightning strikes and converter failures, particularly destructive
failures, was found. This would indicate sudden death failures due to electrical overstress
were occurring.
 A correlation between daily mean wind speed and non-destructive failures was also found.
This would suggest that electrical overstress was causing degradation to failure, but further
investigation is required.
2.4.3 CORPE, Department of Energy Technology, Department of Physics
and Nanophysics, Aalborg University
A large amount of work has been carried out on converter reliability by the CORPE, the De-
partment of Energy Technology and the Department of Physics and Nanophysics at Aalborg
University, Denmark.
One of the main focuses of the research is in online and oﬄine methods of measuring collector-
emitter voltage (Vce) of the IGBT chip:
 Beczkowski et al. used the Vce measurement as both an estimate of Tj and to indicate
failure due to degradation [98].
 Ghimire et al. used this Vce measurement to perform a Vce-Tj calibration exercise [99].
The experimental rig consisted of a wind turbine power converter, control circuitry, water
cooling and the Vce measurement system. The power converter consisted of a 1700V/1000A
IGBT power module with two IGBT chips, two diodes and 20 bond wires per section.
The power converter was arranged in a half-bridge topology. The converter was run in its
lower frequency range, 6 to 20Hz, at 1000VDC and 630Arms to emulate the highest thermal
stresses when operating with a DFIG.
 Ghimire et al.’s rig was also used to verify a FEM that aimed to capture the relationship
between Vce and Tj . The peak Tj reached in the FEM simulation matched well with the
experimental results.
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 The experimental rig was also used alongside an oﬄine measurement system [100] for
an accelerated test of high power IGBT modules [101], with an updated cooling system.
Four IGBT modules were tested to different wear out levels; 2500kcycles, 3500kcycles,
4500kcycles and to failure (5100kcycles, or approximately 9.8 days). Vf was recorded for
each of these tests.
 No change in Vf was found up to 3500kcycles. Vf increased linearly between 3500 and
4500kcycles, which was attributed to reconstruction of the metallization surface. The Vf
changed rapidly between 4500 and 5100kcycles, which was assumed to be due to bondwire
lift-off. These assumptions need to be verified through diagnosis of the modules.
 Mismatched degradation between IGBTs and diodes was also found, with more degrada-
tion on the diodes, and more degradation was found on the low voltage side of the modules
compared to the high side. The future work for this experimental rig is to emulate real
mission profiles for DFIG connected power converters.
Aalborg University also has three other wind turbine specific experimental rigs:
 The first of these rigs applied double-pulse tests for switch loss characterisation of a pro-
totype 3 level, active neutral point clamped, voltage source converter (3L-ANPC-VSC)
IGBT module to provide data for power loss and static thermal models and to compare
the performance with a 3 level, halfbridge, voltage source converter (3L-HB-VSC) mod-
ule [102]. The tests involved varying collector current (Ic) up to 2000A at a Vce voltage
of 2500V on a single phase of the module. Temperature dependency was also included by
repeating the test at Tj between 25°C and 125°C. In this case, the module was used to
emulate the generator side converter.
 The second rig carried out non-destructive testing of short circuit responses of IGBT
modules in a wind turbine [103]. This rig applies a 6kA, 1.1kV signal to an IGBT module
from a charged capacitor bank to simulate a short circuit. The protection equipment
removes the signal almost immediately to avoid explosion of the IGBT.
 The third rig used an experimental rig to validate the short and medium term thermal
modelling techniques used in a detailed reliability analysis (details can be found in Sec-
tion 2.3.3) [85]. A 3 level, neutral point clamped, voltage source converter (3L-NPC-VSC)
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with metal-oxide semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET) components was opened
and a 3kHz FLIR X8400sc infra-red thermal camera was used to measure the Tc and Tj
under a 600V DC link voltage and 20A load current. It was found that the temperature
cycling followed a similar pattern to that of the thermal model, though the magnitude of
the currents were lower due to the lower loading current.
2.4.4 Beuth University of Applied Sciences
A test bench for power cycling at varying frequencies to emulate real converter operation for a
DFIG has been developed by [104] at Beuth University. The aim of this project was to provide
a way to re-characterise the thermal IGBT degradation models for DFIG specific operation.
One phase of the power converter in a half-bridge configuration was built. The experimental rig
was designed to run the device at full load condition whilst only consuming the power required
for losses of the semiconductors and inductor. The test bench is water cooled and controlled
by LabVIEW. The temperature is measured using thermocouples, but non-contact temperature
measurement methods have been experimented with, focusing on thermal impedance and Vce
measurement. The development of this advanced temperature measurement was one of the aims
of the project. Currently there are no results of operation from this experimental rig but it is
open for future experimental work.
2.4.5 Conclusions of Wind Turbine Reliability Experimental Research
This section has detailed the work of institutions who have carried out experimental research or
failure diagnosis of power converters used in wind turbines.
Diagnosis has been carried out on real wind turbine power converters by a number of insti-
tutions. It was found that:
 The presence of insects attracted by the silicon gel was suspected of causing a short circuit.
 There was evidence of poor heat dissipation in the power modules.
 Lightning strikes were a suspected cause of electrical overstress.
 There was no consensus over whether thermal loading was the cause of module failures.
This was compounded by the fact that it was often impossible to diagnose the root cause
of failure due to explosion damage.
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As these results show, there is still much work to be done in determining the failure modes,
and finding alternative ways of determining the root cause of failure other than post-failure
inspection.
There are also a number of institutions that focus on characterising the reliability of power
converters in wind turbine. Whilst each institution had different approaches, there were some
general themes:
 The power converters used in the experiments were set up for a DFIG.
 Vce measurements were used for the estimation of IGBT Tj .
 Experimental rigs were used for accelerated testing of IGBT modules under constant load-
ing conditions.
 It was found that thermal overstress was experienced when the modules were cycled sys-
tematically. These findings disagreed with the findings of Elforsk.
 The emulation of real wind turbine mission profiles has not been achieved experimentally.
Interestingly, little research effort has been applied to the effect of PMSG mission profiles
on converter reliability. Furthermore, none of the experimental rigs have attempted to apply
varying wind conditions onto the power converter to see their effect on the thermal loading of
the devices. The scale of the test benches used for this analysis are also prohibitive due to the
large currents and voltages required and thus work into down-scaling of test benches could be
of use. Therefore, there is scope for research into effects of PMSG under realistic operating
conditions, and for scaling the experiment to a more appropriate test bench size.
2.5 Current Research Limitations
The research into power converter reliability is extensive, with PoF approaches being the most
promising approach. However, there are a number of limitations with the existing approaches
that must be addressed.
Firstly, the PoF studies use a range of wind speed time steps to produce their results, with
the time step determined by the data available rather than based on wind speed characteristics
that are critical to the reliability of the power converter. This is problematic as this implies
that a wind speed characteristics over one second has the same impact as a variation over three
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hours. Therefore, a study is required to determine the wind speed temporal fidelity that must
be considered to provide the relevant temperature variations for converter reliability.
Secondly, PoF studies that examine the wind speed operating conditions that theoretically
cause the most damage generally only look at static wind speeds, or draw conclusions about the
impact of wind conditions by examining just one WSTS, such as in [88]. Indeed, the study in
[77] is the only study that looks at more than one WSTS, with three times series produced from
one WSTS modified using various roughness classes. Even with this limited dataset Isidori et
al. shows that the operating conditions have an impact, with increasing roughness reducing the
cycle life of the device. Therefore, there is a need to examine more closely the impact of wind
conditions on the cycle life of power converter devices.
Thirdly, the minimum ∆Tj for converter damage considered in PoF studies varies substan-
tially. Studies either only consider a minimum ∆Tj taken from the lowest recorded in the
manufacturing cycles-to-failure data, typically 30K, or extrapolate to include all ∆Tj swings.
Therefore, developing an experimental procedure that would be able to determine the impact
of ∆Tj cycles-to-failure under realistic operating conditions would help determine the operating
conditions that are causing the most damage with confidence.
Finally, manufacturing cycles-to-failure are gathered under constant current, constant fre-
quency conditions with unrealistic heating and cooling profiles [105]; this is very unlike how
a power converter in a wind turbine is operated (Chapter 1). Furthermore, no experimental
studies have successfully emulated the wind turbine power converter operating conditions in an
experimental rig, or provided an appropriately scaled test bench for feasible laboratory studies.
As such, due to the models not being verified using realistic operating conditions, there is a
question about the validity of the temperature profiles that are produced by the PoF models.
Therefore, there is a need to verify these temperature profiles.
2.6 Research Questions
It is clear from the above limitations that PoF modelling and experimental emulation have been
treated separately by research groups. In response, a holistic approach to wind turbine power
converter reliability is proposed. This includes a combination of effective drive train modelling,
simulation, and emulation of the power converter under realistic wind turbine operating condi-
tions. This will allow for developments in either computational or experimental fields to inform
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the formulation of results of the other. With this in mind, the following research questions are
examined in this thesis:
1. Which wind speed operating conditions theoretically cause the greatest thermal loading
to the power modules in the power converter and why?
2. Can the junction temperature be measured in order to verify the simulation models cost
effectively?
3. How can wind turbine operating conditions be emulated in a a scaled down test bench?
4. What can be learnt by comparing the results of wind turbine simulations with those of an
experimental rig?
To answer these questions a number of steps must be taken. Firstly, a wind turbine drive
train model with a power converter thermal model is required in order to simulate the converter
under realistic operating conditions. Based on the findings of Chapter 1, this drive train will be
modelled based on a FRC PMSG turbine design. This drive train model is outlined in Chapter 3.
Secondly, a method for measuring junction temperature directly in a cost effective manner
is required which could be potentially implemented in a real wind turbine. A review of existing
temperature measurement techniques is carried out, with the chosen approach tested on an
experimental rig to determine the effectiveness of the chosen approach (Chapters 4 and 5).
Finally a proposed test bench that allows for these emulated wind turbine conditions to be
applied to a scaled down power converter is outlined in Chapter 6, including a novel approach
for generator emulation.
2.7 Conclusions
The importance power converter reliability, particularly in PMSG wind turbines, was outlined
in the previous chapter. In this chapter the failure modes of power converters have been given
in detail, the experimental work specific to reliability of power converters used in wind turbines
has been summarised, and the methods for reliability analysis of offshore wind turbines and
wind farms have been detailed to explore the present state of the art and their corresponding
weaknesses and merits.
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It was found that the main sources of failure of power converters are the semiconductor devices
and capacitors, with current industrial surveys indicating that semiconductors may cause over
50% of wind turbine power converter failures.
Capacitors used in wind turbines come in two types; electrolytic and MPPF capacitors.
MPPF capacitors are deemed the more reliable of the two technologies but electrolytic capacitors
are generally preferred due to their lower cost.
IGBTs are the semiconductor of choice in wind turbine power converters. Temperature
variations play a major role in package failure of IGBT devices. Temperature causes accelerated
fatigue of the device and can exasperate chip-related failures. Chip-related failures, which are
responsible for the final failure of the device, are driven both by temperature and extremes in
electrical operation.
Research has been carried out into the diagnosis of failures in wind turbine power converters.
The presence of insects were suspected of causing a short circuit, lightening strikes were corre-
lated with converter failures, and signs of damage from poor heat dissipation in the modules
was found. There were also disparities between studies on the extent to which thermal loading
caused device failure, and which devices were most prone to these failures.
There are a number of research institutes with experimental rigs developed to explore the re-
liability of IGBT power modules in wind turbines. This includes Vce measurement for estimation
of IGBT Tj and accelerated testing of IGBT modules. It was found that thermal loading-related
failure modes were dominant, and diodes had a greater degradation in performance with age,
disagreeing with the findings of in-field diagnosis. In all cases, the power converter was set up
for a DFIG topology, but the emulation of real DFIG mission profiles has not yet been achieved.
Interestingly, little research effort has been applied to the effect of PMSG mission profiles. The
scale of the test benches used are also prohibitive. Therefore, there is scope for research into
effects of PMSG under realistic conditions and for scaling the experiment to a more appropriate
test bench size.
The semiconductor devices are the focus of research in wind turbine specific reliability analysis
(both experimental and simulation). Statistical failure rate modelling was the simplest to scale
to wind farm level and takes advantage of the large wind farm datasets. However, the data was
exclusively from onshore wind farm sites and offshore component data is currently not available
in large enough datasets. Furthermore, little work has been done to include operational and
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environmental impacts on the λf of the wind turbine components.
Handbook methods appear to provide a bridge between physical and statistical reliability
models for power converters but the literature is often critical of handbook methods. This is
as the reliability results are often pessimistic or have outdated information. The root cause
of failures cannot be investigated either so this method cannot be used to perform reliability
enhancement.
For reliability analysis of the wind turbine/wind farm, the PoF models were the most promis-
ing as they are able to provide useful information to wind farm operators on how the operation
of wind turbines impacts the reliability of the power converter. The limitations of the current
research approaches have been outlined, including the present lack of a holistic approach for
power converter reliability analysis specific to wind turbine power converters, and the disparity
between experimental and in-field testing results.
In response a number of research questions have been detailed which aim to provide a holistic
approach to wind turbine power converter reliability research which considers realistic operating
conditions of the wind turbine being emulated in a laboratory environment. This involves
simulation work in the form of a drive train model and power converter thermal model. An
experimental rig has been designed for temperature measurement validation to allow for thermal
monitoring of the device under test. A second test bench has also been proposed for emulating
the wind turbine specific operating conditions in a laboratory environment. These models and
experimental rigs are detailed in the following chapters.
Chapter 3
Drive Train and Power Converter
Thermal Modelling
3.1 Introduction
Power converter reliability has been linked to thermal loading of power converters (Chapter 2).
Thermal loading is determined by the electrical loading experienced by the converter’s power
module devices. In a wind turbine, this electrical loading is highly variable and is determined not
only by the wind speed, but also the wind turbine configuration and control strategies employed
(Chapter 1). Therefore to provide wind turbine representative electrical loading profiles and
an application-specific power module thermal response, a drive train model is required with a
power module thermal model.
The approach chosen to determine the thermal loading of a wind turbine power converter
with a new focus on wind speed characteristics is outlined in the following five main steps:
1. Model a wind turbine drive train to calculate the current throughput of the converter
based on turbine mechanical and electrical dynamics (Section 3.2).
2. Model the resultant power losses in the converter due to the current profile (Section 3.3).
3. Model the power module Tj thermal loading in response to the power losses (Section 3.3).
4. Simulate power module thermal responses to characteristic wind speed profiles (Chapter 5).
5. Calculate the expected life of the power module from these simulations (Section 3.4).
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This chapter outlines the key features of the models used for the simulation work (points 1-3
above) and methods for calculating remaining useful life (point 5). The drive train, thermal
and life estimation model will be collectively referred to as the Durham drive train reliability
evaluation tool (DDTRET). The operation of the drive train is verified in Section 3.5. Finally,
section 3.6 summarises the key features of the combined model.
3.2 DDTRET: Drive Train Model
To ensure relevance to the modern wind turbine industry a PMSG drive train with FRC was
chosen to be modelled. The state-of-the-art offshore wind turbines being constructed are now
reaching 8MW, however there is not enough data freely available to be able to simulate this size
in appropriate, reliable detail. Therefore a 2MW PMSG-FRC drive train was modelled.
The drive train model can be split into eight sub-systems; illustrated in Figure 3.1:
 Rotor power extraction (Section 3.2.1).
 Drive train dynamics (Section 3.2.2).
 Generator (Section 3.2.3).
 MSC (Section 3.2.4).
 DC link (Section 3.2.5).
 Turbine control (Section 3.2.6).
 Sensors and sampling (Section 3.2.7).
 Simulation details (Section 3.2.8).
Section 3.2.9 provides a summary of the key features of the drive train model.
3.2.1 Rotor Power Extraction
First the turbine mechanical power extracted from the wind by the turbine rotor (Pt) is calcu-
lated using (3.1) [106].
Pt = 0.5Cp(λ, β)ρpir
2u3 (3.1)
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Figure 3.1: Drive train model summary. u is the incoming wind speed, Tt is the turbine torque
extracted from the wind, T ′m is the mechanical torque resulting from the shaft stiffness and
damping, Te is the electromagnetic torque, ωt is the turbine rotational speed, ωg is the generator
rotational speed, θg is the generator angular displacement, β is the pitch angle, βref is the
reference pitch angle, Id,q is the generator output current, Isw is the current through the power
modules Vd,q is the generator terminal voltage applied by the MSC, and Vd,q,ref are the reference
MSC output voltages.
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Where Cp is the coefficient of performance of the turbine which is a function of λ, the tip
speed ratio, and β, the blade pitch angle, ρ is the air density, r is the radius of the turbine rotor,
and u is the wind speed.
The Cp(λ, β) function is turbine-specific but can be expressed numerically using (3.2) [107].
Cp = C1(C2 − C3β − C4βC5 − C6)e−C7(λ,0) (3.2)
Where C1−7 can be replaced to give the following expression (3.3).
Cp = At(
Bt
λi
− Ctβ −DtβEt − Ft)e
−Gt
λi (3.3)
Where At −Gt are turbine-specific constants, and λi is given by (3.4).
1
λi
=
1
λ+Htβ
− Kt
β3 + 1
(3.4)
Where Ht and Kt are turbine-specific constants.
The Cp(λ, β) has been plotted for the example turbine used in this work [108] (Figure 3.2).
Cp,max is the maximum Cp for this turbine, and is found at the optimum λ (λopt).
λ is the ratio between the turbine rotational speed (ωt) and u and is calculated using (3.5).
λ =
ωtr
u
(3.5)
The resultant turbine torque (Tt) is calculated using (3.6).
Tt =
Pt
ωt
(3.6)
Figure 3.3 summarises the turbine rotor model described in this section. Cp,betz is the Betz
limit [109]. Parameters for this part of the model can be found in Table 3.1.
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Figure 3.2: Example Cp(λ, β) function. This figure was produced using the At−Ht,Kt constants
found in Appendix B.
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Figure 3.3: Flow diagram summarising rotor power extraction.
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Table 3.1: Turbine rotor performance values. Notes can be found in Appendix B.
Parameter Value Reference Parameter Value Reference
At 0.22 [108] Bt 116 [108]
Ct 0.4 [108] Dt 0 [108]
Et 0 [108] Ft 5 [108]
Gt 12.5 [108] Ht 0.08 [108]
Kt 0.035 [108] λopt 6.3 Note 1
Cp,max 0.4832 Note 1 Cp,betz 0.593 [33]
3.2.2 Drive Train Dynamics
The torque (Tt) extracted from the wind is applied to the drive shaft. As a direct drive turbine
was modelled, the drive shaft is connected directly to the generator without a gearbox and
the drive train can be modelled as a mechanical mass-spring-damper system which dynamically
impacts the resulting mechanical torque (T ′m) applied to the generator.
The higher the order of the mechanical system (number of masses and connections), the
more accurately the dynamics will be modelled. However, the higher order the modelling, the
more computationally expensive the calculations become, and the higher number of estimated
coefficients are required, potentially reducing accuracy. Therefore a compromise must be made.
In general, drive train models for direct-drive PMSG turbines are either lumped-mass or 2-
mass models. Ideally, a 3-mass model would be used as all fundamental torque oscillations
that may interact with the electrical transients can be modelled [33] but no data was freely
available for a 3-mass model and therefore a 2-mass model was used, as represented in Figure
3.4. Jt, Jg are the moments of inertia of the turbine and generator respectively, αt, αg are the
rotational accelerations of the turbine and generator respectively, ωg is the rotational speed of
the generator, θt, θg are the rotational displacements of the turbine and generator respectively,
Cd is the shaft damping coefficient, K is the shaft stiffness and Te is the electromagnetic torque.
The 2-mass model is described by the matrix of equations of motion (3.7) [110].
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Figure 3.4: 2-mass model of drive train.
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Jt 0
0 Jg
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 Cd −Cd
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
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+
 K −K
−K K

θtθg
 (3.7)
This matrix can be expanded to provide six equations of motion to be solved numerically.
T ′m = (ωt − ωg)Cd + (θt − θg)K (3.8)
αt =
Tt − T ′m
Jt
(3.9)
αg =
T ′m − Tg
Jg
(3.10)
ωt =
∫
αt(t)dt (3.11)
ωg =
∫
αg(t)dt (3.12)
θt =
∫
ωt(t)dt (3.13)
θg =
∫
ωg(t)dt (3.14)
As the drive train model was solved discretely, the integrations were performed discretely in
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MATLAB. Figure 3.5 details the block diagram of the drive train dynamics. Ts is the simulation
sampling time.
(3.10) (3.9)
Ts
z − 1
Ts
z − 1
Ts
z − 1 ωt − ωg
Ts
z − 1(3.8)
Te
Tt
αg αt
ωg ωt
θg ∆ω
∆θT ′m
Figure 3.5: Flow diagram summarising drive train dynamics.
3.2.3 Generator
The resulting torque T ′m is applied to the generator. The generator modelled was a non-salient
PMSG and was modelled as a 2nd order generator in the dq0 reference frame [111]. The me-
chanical component was modelled with the torque swing equation to simulate the acceleration
due to difference between mechanical and electrical torque (3.10). The generator used for the
simulation was SIMULINK’s inbuilt SimPowerSystems ‘permanent magnet synchronous ma-
chine (PMSM)’. The generator and drive train dynamics parameters can be found in Table 3.2
and Appendix B. frat is the turbine rated frequency, Vl,rat is the rated line voltage, Irat is the
rated current, and Trat rated torque.
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Table 3.2: Drive train parameter values. Notes can be found in Appendix B
Parameter Value Reference Parameter Value Reference
Pt,rat 2.0MW [111] ωt,r 22.5rpm [111]
urat 12.7m/s Note 1 r 34m Note 1
ρ 1.225kg/m3 [33] Jt 2.92× 106kg/m2 [112]
Jg 200kg/m
2 [113] K 4.0× 107Nm/rad [112]
Cd 6.72× 106Nms/rad Note 2 p 52 [111]
φ 8.24Vs(peak) [111] rs 0.821mW [111]
Ld 1.5731mH [111] Lq 1.5731mH [111]
frat 9.75Hz [111] Vl,rat 690V(rms) [111]
Irat 1867.76A(rms) [111] Trat 848.826kNm [111]
3.2.4 Machine-Side Converter
In a typical wind turbine the converter is comprised of a back-to-back rectifier/inverter. The
rectifier acts as the MSC and the inverter acts as the GSC. The roles of the MSC and GSC
differ depending on control strategy but the MSC typically controls the wind turbine speed for
optimum power production whilst the GSC maintains the DC link voltage and controls power
extraction to the grid.
Due to turbine speed variation, the MSC experiences a more varied operating profile compared
to the fixed frequency GSC. As the thermal loading of the device is linked to the operating profile
and a more varied thermal profile is likely to cause more damage that a steady thermal profile,
the MSC is consequently of greater interest for reliability evaluation. Therefore, only the MSC
is modelled fully and the GSC is replaced with a constant voltage source to maintain the DC
link (Section 3.2.5); it was assumed that, as the DC link decouples the machine from the grid
and the variations in DC voltage under GSC control would be minimal, there would be no
relevant change to the reliability of the MSC. The MSC was modelled as a 2-level IGBT-diode
pair active rectifier, as 2-level converters are found in the majority of turbine designs [114]
(Figure 3.6). Simulink’s inbuilt SimPowerSystems ‘Universal Bridge’ was used and the ‘Power
Electronic Device’ was set to ‘IGBT/ Diodes’.
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IDiodeIIGBT
Isw
A
B
Figure 3.6: 2-Level rectifier schematic with ideal DC link voltage. The red box (A) indicates an
IGBT, and the blue box (B) a free-wheeling diode.
The MSC parameters were based on the power modules found in the SEMIKRON SKS B2
100 GD 69/11-MA PB [115]. These stacks have SKiiP 2013 GB172-4DWV3 half-bridge modules
[116]. and the parameters used are detailed in Appendix B. The choice of the stacks is explained
in Section 3.2.6.
The current output is split between diode and IGBT depending on the direction of the current
and can be determined by the sign convention outlined in [117]. This current must also be halved
to determine the current throughput of each power module as two parallel stacks are required
to provide the power rating for the turbine [114]. Figure 3.7 illustrates the conversion from
converter output to device currents. Isw2 is the current on one switch from the SIMULINK
model. The positive values of Isw2 give the IIGBT2 and the negative values give the IDiode2.
These are then halved to give the current in each stack.
3.2.5 DC link
As discussed in Section 3.2.4 the GSC has been replaced with a fixed voltage supply. Typically
for a low voltage GSC (690V) the DC link voltage (VDC) is maintained at anywhere between
1000-1300V [33, 118]. Based on the RE stack detailed in Section 3.2.4 and the PWM strategy
chosen in Section 3.2.6, the DC link was set to 1150V (±575V) (Figure 3.6).
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Figure 3.7: Current distribution in power module devices.
3.2.6 Turbine Control
Power extraction is controlled in 2 ways: MPPT below rated speed, and active pitch control
above rated speed.
Maximum Power Point Tracking
MPPT is achieved by maintaining Cp,max via λopt (Figure 3.2) when below rated wind speed.
The ωt must be controlled to maintain this λopt (3.15).
ωt,opt(u) =
uλopt
r
(3.15)
Where ωt,opt(u) is the optimum turbine rotational speed at a given wind speed.
ωt,opt(u) is achieved using torque control. By varying Tg, the turbine can accelerate or
decelerate (3.10). To calculate the Tref (u), the equation for turbine power (3.1) and torque
(3.6) can be used to determine a relationship between ωt,opt(u) and Tref (u) (3.16-3.18).
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Pt,max = 0.5Cp,maxρpir
2
(
r
λopt
)3
ωt,opt(u)
3 (3.16)
Kmppt = 0.5Cp,maxρpir
2
(
r
λopt
)3
(3.17)
Tref (u) = Kmpptωopt
2 (3.18)
Where Kmppt is a turbine specific constant.
As u is not measured in this control strategy, ωt,opt(u) is unknown at any given point. Instead
Tref is calculated using ωt (3.19). If ωt 6= ωt,opt(u) then ωt will continue to change, changing
Tref until ωt reaches steady state.
Tref = Kmpptωt
2 (3.19)
Tref is achieved by varying the current demanded of the generator. For this control, the d, q
currents (Id,q) are used in a dq0 control strategy (3.20, 3.21), with Id,q calculated from the stator
currents (Iabc) via a Park transform.
Id,ref = 0 (3.20)
Iq,ref =
4
3φp
Tref (3.21)
Where Id,q,ref are the reference d, q currents, p is the number of generator poles, and φ is the
permanent magnet flux linkage.
Id,ref is maintained at zero as it relates to magnetisation which is not required for a PMSM.
Holding the magnetisation current at zero also minimises resistive losses [119].
These currents are achieved by applying a controlled voltage on the generator terminals using
the MSC. Again the voltages are processed in the d, q reference frame (Vd,q). Vd,q are deter-
mined by using independent proportional-integral (PI) controllers that use the error between
Id,q and Id,q,ref to produce Vd,q errors. These errors are added to the known generator voltages
(impedance and armature voltages) to produce the required terminal voltages for the generator
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(Vd,q,ref ) [33]. Vd,q,ref is converted into the abc reference frame (Vabc,r) via an inverse Park
transform for use by the converter PWM.
Figure 3.8 details the dq0-control of the MSC. rs is the PMSG stator phase resistance, Ld, Lq
are the PMSG d, q armature inductances, ωt,max is the maximum turbine rotational speed (see
Section 3.2.6, Controller Interaction), and ωe is the magnetic field rotational speed which is
calculated using (3.22).
ωe =
p
2
ωg (3.22)
0 PI
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Iabc
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Figure 3.8: Flow diagram of machine-side controller.
The PWM converts the modulated Vabc,ref (between -1 and 1) (Vm) into a switching pat-
tern for the IGBTs in order to produce the 3-phase converter output voltage (Vc,abc). In this
case a sine-wave pulse width modulation (SPWM) strategy was chosen and implemented using
the ‘PWM Generator (2-level)’ Simulink block. The carrier mode of operation was set to ‘syn-
chronised’ to ensure the carrier frequency remained synchronised to the reference signal. The
carrier/reference ratio (Rc/r) can be found in Appendix B.
As SPWM was used, Vm was calculated using (3.23).
Vm =
2
VDC
Vabc,r (3.23)
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Pitch Control
Pitch control limits mechanical power extraction above rated speed by pitching the blades away
from the optimum angle, reducing the turbine’s Cp (Figure 3.2).
There are a number of control methods available for pitch control [120]. For this work the
difference in ωt and rated ωt (ωt,rat) was used with a PI controller to produce a β error (βerr)
(Figure 3.9.a). In reality the β − ωt relationship is not linear but the approximation was found
to control the turbine effectively (Section 3.5).
βerr is added to the current β to produce a reference β (βref ) and applied to the pitch actuator
(Figure 3.9.b). The pitch actuator is modelled as a 1st order dynamic system as found in [121]
with limits on β and the rate of change of β (βrate). These values can be found in Appendix B.
PI+ +
+−
ωt
ωt,rat
βerr βref
β
(a)
1
τ
Lim
Ts
z − 1
Lim
1
τ
+
−
βref βrate
βrate,max
βrate,min
β
βmax
βmin
∞
0
(b)
Figure 3.9: Flow diagram of (a) pitch controller and (b) pitch actuator.
Controller Interaction
For improved turbine control close to the MPPT-rated operating border, the pitch and MSC
controllers have overlapping active regions. The pitch controller will continue to operate if the
turbine drops below ωt,rat until β has reached 0°. This avoids undesirable β values at lower
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wind speeds. The MSC controller is not constrained to below the rated turbine rotational
speed (ωt,rat) but by a higher maximum (ωt,max). This allows the torque controller to deal with
sudden increases in wind speed that the pitch controller is too slow to respond to effectively,
vastly improving turbine control in the rated region. This control interaction strategy is similar
to the strategy outlined in [122].
To allow for this interaction, the MSC power modules have to be rated accordingly. Therefore
the MSC was modelled using two parallel SKS B2 100 GD 69/11-MA PB stacks, providing an
Iout,max of 1000Arms per stack [115]. This corresponds to a total Iq of 2828A, which was reduced
to 2800A to allow for noise and controller overshoot. Using (3.21) and (3.19), this dictates a
ωt,max of 2.43rad/s.
3.2.7 Sensors and Sampling
To emulate a turbine’s control regime more accurately, sensors were modelled with sampling
rates based on those found in [123]. The Id, Iq and β measurement signals were sampled directly
using zero-order hold (ZOH). ωt and ωg sensors used the variation in speed to determine the
new speed measurement (ωmeas) as outlined in Figure 3.10. τω is the speed sensor time constant.
ω ωmeas
+
−
Ts
z − 1
1
τω
ZOH
Figure 3.10: Rotational speed sensor model.
The precision of these signals was also reduced using ‘Quanitizer’ blocks. This emulated the
real measurement of the physical system, and remove controller action on insignificant error
signals such as, for example, those of order of magnitude of ×10−14. The sampling rates, time
constants and quantization levels can be found in Appendix B.
3.2.8 Simulation Configuration
The Simulink simulation is discretized using the Tustin and Backward Euler method with a Ts
of 5x10−6 s. As the simulation was discretized, purely resistive snubbers were needed to simulate
having no snubbers in the ‘Universal Bridge’ [117]. To do this, the default snubber parameters
in the ‘Universal Bridge’ were used (Appendix B).
This high sampling rate provided a numerical stiffness issue as the sampling time was much
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higher than the simulation time (microseconds versus minutes). To mitigate against the poten-
tially high computational cost, the simulations were run concurrently using parallel computing
techniques with MATLAB configured to load the SIMULINK model and run it in the workspace,
rather than opening the model for each simulation instance. This significantly reduced the time
to produce the simulation results.
To tune the PI controllers, due to limitations in the MATLAB software, a simpler model of
the drive train was constructed. The PMSG was modelled as found in [111] and the MSC was
omitted. SIMULINK’s ‘Tune’ graphical user interface in the PI controllers was used to tune the
controllers before the PI parameters were applied to the more complex model. These parameters
and the sampling rates, time constants, and quantization levels can be found in Table 3.3 and
Appendix B.
Table 3.3: Converter and control parameter values. Notes can be found in Appendix B
Parameter Value Reference Parameter Value Reference
Vf 0.95V [116] Vf,d 0.95V [116]
Tf 0s Note 3 Tt 0s Note 3
Ron 1.2mΩ [116] VDC 1150V Sec. 3.2.5
Rsnub 1×105Ω [117] Csnub ∞F [117]
Rc/r 200 Note 4 βmax 45° [123]
βmin 45° [123] βrate,max 8°/s [123]
βrate,min -8°/s [123] τ 0.5s [124]
Pp 3.357 Sec. 3.2.8 Ip 0.012 Sec. 3.2.8
Pid -0.148 Sec. 3.2.8 Iid -5.377 Sec. 3.2.8
Piq -0.155 Sec. 3.2.8 Iiq -2.689 Sec. 3.2.8
βsamp 0.00125s [123] βquant 0.01 [123]
ωsamp 0.00125s [123] ωquant 0.001 [123]
Isamp 0.00125s [123] Iquant 0.01 [123]
Ts 5×10−6s - ωt,max 2.43rad/s Sec. 3.2.6
τω 0.01s [123] fsw 2kHz [115]
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3.2.9 Drive Train Model Summary
The drive train model consists of the following key features:
 Modelled as a direct-drive 2MW wind turbine.
 Mechanical drive train modelled as a 2-mass model.
 2nd order non-salient PMSG modelled in the dq0 reference frame.
 FRC with MSC based on SEMIKRON RE stacks.
 GSC modelled as an ideal DC link.
 Turbine controlled using ωt as the reference signal.
 MPPT achieved using dq0 vector control.
 MSC switching achieved using SPWM.
 Power limited above rated wind speed using active pitch control.
 MSC and pitch control allowed to interact to improve turbine response.
3.3 DDTRET: Thermal Loading Model
Chapter 2 outlined a number of approaches for determining the thermal loading of the power
converter that have been considered in the literature. For this work the focus was on exploring
the validity of manufacturers’ approach to thermal modelling and therefore the power loss and
thermal equivalent circuit approach was used.
The thermal loading model was based primarily on the approach used by SEMIKRON [105],
with modifications made in line with the methodology discussed in [125]. The following sec-
tions outline the power loss model (Section 3.3.1), the thermal model (Section 3.3.2) and the
temperature initialisation procedure (Section 3.3.3).
3.3.1 Power Loss Model
To convert the current throughput into Tj profiles, power losses must be calculated, specifically:
 The IGBT and diode conduction losses.
 The IGBT switching losses and diode reverse recovery losses.
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Conduction Losses
The conduction losses are related to the power dissipated from the devices’ internal resistance.
This is calculated by determining the voltage and current of the device (3.24, 3.25).
PC,IGBT = VceIc (3.24)
PC,diode = VfdIf (3.25)
Where PC,IGBT and PC,diode are the IGBT and diode conduction losses respectively, Vce is
the IGBT collector-emitter voltage, Vfd is the diode forward voltage, and If is the diode forward
current.
Ic and If are the input currents. Vce and Vf are functions of the device Tj , and Ic and If
respectively. The functions are given in the manufacturer’s data sheet [116] for a Tj of 25°C and
125°C. Vce and Vf are calculated by interpolating between the values given at these reference
temperatures.
Switching/Reverse Recovery Losses
Switching and reverse recovery losses occur when there is a change in the direction of voltage and
current as device response is not instantaneous but occurs over nanoseconds [125]. Nanosecond
simulation is impractical for run times longer than a few seconds and the energy loss information
given in manufacturer’s datasheets is not detailed enough for accurate temporal loss simulation.
For example, the energy loss during switch on (Eon), and switch off (Eoff ) are not given sepa-
rately, but reported as a summation of the two (Eon+off ) [116]. As such, a simplified approach
has to be taken.
With the above assumptions, the switching/ reverse recovery losses were found by:
1. Determining the energy losses at low-high switching events. The switching/reverse re-
covery energy loss is given as a function of input current at two reference VDC’s and is
assumed to be linear [116]. The IGBT energy loss is Eon+off , whilst the diode energy loss
is twice the reverse energy loss (Err).
2. Calculating the equivalent modulated power losses over the switching cycle using (3.26-
3.29) [105].
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Psw(t : Ts,th : (t+ Tp,sw(t))) =
Eon+off (t)
Tp,sw
(3.26)
Prr(t : Ts,th : (t+ Tp,rr(t))) =
Err(t)
Tp,rr
(3.27)
Psw,Tj (t) = (1 + TCEsw(Tj,IGBT (t)− Tref ))Psw(t) (3.28)
Prr,Tj (t) = (1 + TCErr(Tj,diode(t)− Tref ))Prr(t) (3.29)
Psw is the IGBT switching power loss, Prr is the diode reverse recovery power loss, t is the
time step, Ts,th is the thermal sampling time, Tp,sw is the IGBT switching time period,
Tp,rr is the diode reverse recovery time period, Psw,Tj , Prr,Tj are the Tj corrected Psw and
Prr respectively, TCEsw, TCErr are the switching loss and reverse recovery temperature
coefficients respectively, and Tref is the reference temperature of the energy loss LUTs.
With the conduction and switching/reverse recovery power losses calculated the total power
loss for each device can be calculated by summing the power losses at each time step.
3.3.2 Thermal Loss Model
As discussed in Chapter 2, converter thermal modelling is carried out in three ways:
 Thermal equivalent circuits.
 Thermal diffusion equations.
 FEA.
The choice of thermal model is based on data availability and computational efficiency. The
thermal equivalent circuits are used when Foster network RC manufacturing data is available
as this is the most computationally efficient whilst providing accurate results. Modifications
are made to improve the network accuracy further, which often involves converting to a Cauer
network. If this data is not available or detailed device analysis is required, thermal diffusion
equations or FEA is used. However these methods are computationally expensive. As the
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RC network data was available, and detailed analysis of the internal thermal paths was not
required,a thermal equivalent circuit was used.
The data given in [105] is for a Foster RC network. This network gives a numerical ap-
proximation of the thermal network which means that the calculated temperatures, except Tj
and Ta, have no physical meaning. To provide a more accurate half-bridge temperature profile,
the Foster thermal resistance (Rth,f ) and time constant (τth) parameters were converted into
RC parameters (3.30) [126], and then converted into Cauer RC parameters using the algorithm
available at [127]. This conversion was carried out independently for each IGBT, diode and heat
sink. Figure 3.11 gives the half-bridge Cauer RC network.
Cth,f =
τth
Rth,f
(3.30)
Where Cth,f is the Foster thermal capacitance.
Rth,c,i(1)Tj,i1
Pi1
IGBT2, Diode2
Ta
Rth,c,h(1)
Cth,c,i(1) Cth,c,i(5)
Pd1
Tj,d1 Rth,c,d(1)
Cth,c,d(1)
Rth,c,d(6)
Cth,c,d(6)
Rth,c,i(5)
Rth,c,h(5)
Cth,c,h(1) Cth,c,h(5)
Figure 3.11: Half bridge Cauer RC network (only one IGBT and diode represented here).
Pi1 is the IGBT power loss, Pd1 is the diode power loss, Tj,i1 is IGBT1’s junction temperature,
Tj,d1 is diode1’s junction temperature, Rth,c,i is the IGBT Cauer thermal resistance, Rth,c,d is
the diode Cauer thermal resistance, Rth,c,h is the heatsink Cauer thermal resistance, Cth,c,i is the
IGBT Cauer thermal capacitance, Cth,c,d is the diode Cauer thermal capacitance and Cth,c,h is
the heatsink Cauer thermal capacitance. The values can be found in Table 3.4 and Appendix B.
Table 3.4: Thermal model parameter values
Parameter Value Reference Parameter Value Reference
Ta 40°C [80] Rth,c,i(1) 1.5× 10−3K/W -
Rth,c,i(2) 7.3× 10−3K/W - Rth,c,i(3) 5.9× 10−3K/W -
Continued on next page
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Table 3.4 – Continued from previous page
Parameter Value Reference Parameter Value Reference
Rth,c,i(4) 2.5× 10−3K/W - Rth,c,i(5) 0.37× 10−3K/W -
Cth,c,i(1) 0.55Ws/K - Cth,c,i(2) 3.61Ws/K -
Cth,c,i(3) 35.90Ws/K - Cth,c,i(4) 476.61Ws/K -
Cth,c,i(5) 4.81×103Ws/K - Rth,c,d(1) 2.8× 10−3K/W -
Rth,c,d(2) 10.2× 10−3K/W - Rth,c,d(3) 10.5× 10−3K/W -
Rth,c,d(4) 11.9× 10−3K/W - Rth,c,d(5) 8.6× 10−3K/W -
Rth,c,d(6) 0.94× 10−3K/W - Cth,c,d(1) 0.773Ws/K -
Cth,c,d(2) 1.45Ws/K - Cth,c,d(3) 4.90Ws/K -
Cth,c,d(4) 36.07Ws/K - Cth,c,d(5) 577.76Ws/K -
Cth,c,d(6) 1.60× 104Ws/K - Rth,c,h(1) 0.79× 10−3K/W -
Rth,c,h(2) 3.1× 10−3K/W - Rth,c,h(3) 4.3× 10−3K/W -
Rth,c,h(4) 0.88× 10−3K/W - Rth,c,h(5) 0.14× 10−3K/W -
Cth,c,h(1) 337.28Ws/K - Cth,c,h(2) 409.76Ws/K -
Cth,c,h(3) 1.37×3Ws/K - Cth,c,h(4) 1.91×4Ws/K -
Cth,c,h(5) 1.30×4Ws/K - Tj,ref 125°C -
TCEsw 0.003 [105] TCErr 0.006 [105]
In this case, Ta is set to 40°C as found in [80] and is the temperature of the cooling fluid. It
is assumed that this cooling fluid system is adequately sized to provide a constant temperature
at the heat sink surface. This was deemed sufficient for this study, but this could be adapted to
consider an imperfect cooling system.
3.3.3 Thermal Model Initialisation
The power losses (Ploss) are dependent on Tj and therefore the power loss and thermal sub-
systems must be run con-currently. Technically, the current throughput of the devices is also
dependent on the power losses and Tj , but it was assumed that this effect would be negligible
[125].
Due to the power-thermal inter-dependency, the initialisation of Cth temperatures was solved
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iteratively. The initial steady-state temperatures are related to the Rth only [105], with the
temperatures analogous of a voltage drop (temperature) due to a current throughput (power).
The steps are as follows:
1. Set initial temperatures for each Cth (typically to Ta).
2. Take first 0.5s of input current for each device.
3. Calculate power loss over 0.5s given device Tj .
4. Calculate steady state temperatures using Rth only.
5. Update device temperatures.
6. Compare previous and new device temperatures. If the variation is less than 0.001°C then
the temperatures are deemed correct as the change will now be insignificant. Otherwise
repeat steps 2-6.
This initialisation is dependent on variations in the input current and therefore all tests are
carried out with a 5s constant wind speed at the start.
3.4 DDTRET: Lifetime Model
With the Tj profiles calculated using the approach explained in Section 3.3, the impact of op-
erating conditions on power converter remaining useful life can be estimated. As discussed in
Chapter 2 there are a number of approaches taken for estimating the impact of temperature on
the reliability of the device, but they are all based on fatigue cycles. Therefore, as SEMIKRON
specific data is available, and more complex modelling techniques’ applicable operating condi-
tions limit their viability, SEMIKRON’s cycles-to-failure against mean Tj and ∆Tj for IGBT3
modules was used (Figure 3.12).
With the lifetime data available from data sheets, the total device life used be calculated
using the following steps:
1. Break down the Tj data into cycles with mean Tj (Tj,mean) and ∆Tj . This was carried out
using the rainflow counting algorithm available in MATLAB [128].
2. Use cycle data to provide a cycles-to-failure look-up table (LUT) and calculate percentage
of total life used per cycle.
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Figure 3.12: SEMIKRON IGBT3 cycles to failure data [105].
3. Sum the percentage of total life used per cycle to produce percentage of total life used due
to the given thermal profile.
There has been little discussion in the literature about the minimum ∆Tj range over which
damage to the power module occurs; an issue that is briefly outlined in [85]. In general, studies
either disregard cycles that have a ∆Tj of less than 30K due to a lack of manufacturer’s data,
or extrapolate the curves given to cover all temperature swings. SEMIKRON’s data reaches as
low as 10K (Figure 3.12), but it is unclear if this is based on experimental data or extrapolation
of existing data.
Held et al. has attempted to provide an empirical limit to the ∆Tj that will cause damage
to the power module by considering the limit for plastic strain to occur in the aluminium of
an IGBT [129]. This limit was given as 18K, though in reality the limit may be lower due to
the simplified model of the bondwire used in the analysis. The effect of this limitation on life
estimation will be explored in Chapter 5.
3.5 DDTRET Drive Train Model Verification
This section outlines the DDTRET electrical response to a range of static and dynamic wind
speed conditions to verify that the drive train responds as theoretically expected. The conditions
shown are:
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 Wind speed reduction in MPPT operating region (Section 3.5.1) to test the wind turbine
model under variable speed conditions.
 Wind speed increased from MPPT to rated operating region (Section 3.5.2) to verify that
the controller interaction introduced in Section 3.2.6 is operating correctly, and to verify
that the pitch controller is stable.
To note, validation of the DDTRET’s thermal reponse can be found in Chapter 5.
3.5.1 Wind Speed Reduction in MPPT Operating Region
Figure 3.13 details the turbine response to a ramped reduction in wind speed from 12m/s to
8m/s in the MPPT operating region. The following steps describe the turbine response to this
large reduction in wind speed:
1. As the wind speed drops (Fig. 3.13.a, 1.5 to 2s), Pt reduces (Fig. 3.13.b, 1.5 to 2s).
2. As the ωt response (Fig. 3.13.c) is limited by the drive train dynamics, the reduction in
Pt causes a dramatic reduction in Tt (Fig. 3.13.d, 1.5 to 2s).
3. As the turbine control signals are based on the ωt, Tg only reduces slowly (Fig. 3.13.e) and
therefore is greater than Tt, causing turbine rotor deceleration.
4. ωt subsequently reduces (Fig. 3.13.c), triggering the MSC controller to reduce Iq (Fig.
3.13.h).
5. As Iq reduces, Tg reduces proportionally (Fig. 3.13.e), causing a lower Tt−Tref (Fig. 3.13.d),
and therefore a lower αt (Fig. 3.13.c).
6. When Tt and Tref converge (Fig. 3.13.d, 29s), ωt remains constant (Fig. 3.13.c, 29s). Cp
returns to its maximum value (Fig. 3.13.f, 29s), and Pt increases slightly (Fig. 3.13.b),
showing successful MPPT region operation after a large wind speed change.
3.5.2 Wind Speed Ramp from MPPT to Rated Operating Region
Figure 3.5.2 details the turbine response to a ramp in wind speed from 11m/s to 13.5m/s; from
the MPPT to rated operating region. The turbine rated wind speed (urat) is 12.7m/s and Pt,r
is the rated turbine power. The turbine response is slower than in Section 3.5.1 and is more
complex due to controller interaction. The following steps describe the turbine response to this
large reduction in wind speed:
1. As the wind speed increases (Fig. 3.5.2.a, 1.5 to 2s), Pt increases (Fig. 3.5.2.b 1.5 to 2s).
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Figure 3.13: Turbine response to reduction in wind speed: (a) wind speed, (b) turbine power, (c)
turbine speed, (d) turbine torque, (e) generator torque, (f) Cp and (g, h) generator d, q currents.
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2. As the ωt response (Fig. 3.5.2.c) is limited by the drive train dynamics, the increase Pt
causes a dramatic increase in Tt (Fig. 3.5.2.d, 1.5 to 2s).
3. As the turbine control signals are based on ωt, Tg remains low (Fig. 3.5.2.e) compared to
Tt, causing turbine rotor acceleration.
4. ωt subsequently increases (Fig. 3.5.2.c), triggering the MSC controller to increase Iq
(Fig. 3.5.2.h).
5. As Iq increases, Tg increases proportionally (Fig. 3.5.2.e), causing a lower Tt − Tref , and
therefore a lower ∆ωt (Fig. 3.5.2.c).
6. ωt exceeds the rated turbine speed (ωt,rat) at approximately 6s (Fig. 3.5.2.c), causing the
pitch controller to respond (Fig. 3.5.2.f).
7. Both controllers interact to control the turbine until ωt exceeds the maximum turbine
speed (ωt,max) at approximately 7s (Fig. 3.5.2.c). Iq remains at Iq,max (Fig. 3.5.2.h) to
support the pitch controller until the controllers reduce ωt below ωt,max again.
8. When Tt and Tref converge (Fig. 3.5.2.d, 37s), ωt remains constant (Fig. 3.5.2.c), β and Iq
are constant (Fig. 3.5.2.f,h), and Cp is now at a lower value (Fig. 3.5.2.g). The controllers
have returned Pt to 2MW (Fig. 3.5.2.b), showing successful rated region operation after a
large wind speed change.
Interaction between the controllers occurs, increasing the complexity of the current experi-
enced by the power module devices (Figure 3.5.2.h) compared to directly deriving the current
from the wind speed. Iq reaches 2800A rather than stopping at 2640A, and provides a much
longer, and more realistic, variation in current.
The interaction between controllers may be avoided by disabling the MSC controller when the
pitch controller is active. However, the response of the turbine would be slower and simulations
revealed that in some extreme cases the turbine became marginally stable (continually oscillated
around the target ωt). Therefore controller interaction is necessary for good turbine performance.
3.6 Summary
In a wind turbine, electrical loading is highly variable and is determined by wind speed, the
wind turbine configuration and the control strategies. Simplified drive train models found in
the literature miss the effects of mechanics on the electrical loading. Therefore, to provide wind
turbine representative electrical loading profiles for simulation and experimentation, a highly
detailed drive train model and power module thermal model (DDTRET) were constructed that
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Figure 3.14: Turbine response to wind speed ramp from 11 to 13.5m/s: (a) wind speed, (b)
turbine power, (c) turbine speed, (d) turbine torque, (e) generator torque (f) pitch angle, (g)
Cp, and (h, i) generator d, q currents.
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included key aspects of wind turbine drive trains. Figure 3.15 summarises the whole system
model.
Drive Train Model Power Loss Model Thermal Model
Life Estimation Model
u
% life removed
Isw, VDC
Tj
Ploss
Tj,mean,∆Tj
Figure 3.15: Summary of DDTRET.
The DDTRET consists of a 2MW FRC PMSG turbine with MPPT achieved using torque
control and rated operation maintained using an active pitch system. There are also detailed
models for rotor power extraction, drive train dynamics, generator, MSC, DC link, turbine
control and sensors.
The DDTRET’s thermal model consists of two key aspects: power loss model and a thermal
equivalent circuit. The power loss model considers conduction losses, IGBT switching losses
and diode reverse recovery losses. The thermal equivalent circuit uses Cauer RC parameters
for a half-bridge module and heat sink. Due to the interdependence between power loss and
temperature, the model must be simulated concurrently and the initialisation is performed
iteratively.
A lifetime model was outlined based on the cycles-to-failure versus Tj,mean and ∆Tj . The
cycles from a thermal profile are counted using a rainflow counting algorithm.
Finally, the operation of the drive train model was verified using two wind speed scenarios to
show the MSC and pitch control in action, including their interaction. DDTRET successfully
responded to the extreme changes in wind speed.
Chapter 4
Experimental Rig Construction
4.1 Introduction
To provide the holistic approach outlined in Chapter 2, the drive train simulation described in
Chapter 3 is complimented with an experimental rig to measure the Tj profiles in a laboratory
setting. This chapter outlines various temperature measurement approaches and chooses the
most suitable for this application (Section 4.2). The chosen measurement approach is then
described and calibrated in Section 4.3. Finally, the experimental rig to produce the necessary
Tj profiles is detailed and verified in Section 4.4.
4.2 Temperature Measurement Approaches
There are three main categories of temperature measurement: direct contact, estimation through
temperature sensitive parameters, and measurement of IR radiation.
4.2.1 Direct Contact Approaches
Direct contact with the measured device can be carried out using a thermocouple or thermistor.
A thermocouple relies on two different metals that produce a potential difference between them
when heated, whilst a thermistor changes resistance with temperature. As these approaches
are based on conduction, they require adhesion to the DUT, and typically have slow response
times of hundreds of ms [130]. This makes them unsuitable for high frequency temperature
measurements. This is highlighted by their limited use in power converter literature, with only
one example of use for temperature monitoring [104], and as a steady state validation tool for
other approaches [131].
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Thermistors are frequently used to monitor the approximate temperature of the power mod-
ules [105], but are typically situated at relatively large distances from the power module devices
(15mm, Figure 4.1), making them unsuitable for precise temperature measurement.
Figure 4.1: Photograph of typical power module device, highlighting the thermistor (red solid
box) and the nearest chip (green dashed box).
4.2.2 IR Spectrum
A body will emit IR with a spectral content that is determined by the temperature of the
body and the emissivity of the body’s surface. This relationship is well documented and can
be calculated using Planck’s formula for a black body (emissivity () of 1) (4.1). Therefore, by
measuring the spectral radiance from a body over a specified wavelength range using a photo-
conductive sensor and correcting for output by the emissivity of the body (as a percentage of
the radiance from a black body), the temperature of the body can be measured without physical
contact with the body.
Bλw =
2hc2
λw5(e
hc
λwKBT − 1)
(4.1)
Bλw is the spectral radiance in terms of wavelength λw, h is the Planck constant, c is the
speed of light, and T is the temperature.
IR measurement comes in two main forms; IR cameras and IR sensors. The output of IR cam-
eras are more recognisable by their multi-coloured images, providing an array of temperatures
for a surface. Unfortunately IR cameras are often expensive, particularly when fast response
times and accurate temperature measurements are required, making them unsuitable for cer-
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tain experimental work. As such, IR cameras have been typically been used for validation of
other temperature measurement/estimation approaches: thermal sensitive parameter validation
experiments [132], validating power converter thermal models [85, 133, 134], and validating the
use of IR sensors in certain applications [131].
In contrast, IR sensors are essentially single pixel IR cameras and are subsequently less
expensive. They are also able to measure spot temperatures more accurately, making them
ideal for use in Tj monitoring in the power module.
Research involving IR sensors for power converter Tj measurements has primarily been con-
cerned with comparison with other temperature measurement approaches to assess their suit-
ability. This includes the favourable comparison of IR sensors with an IR camera, but with a
low sample rate of 1S/s due to the averaging processing used [131]. IR sensors could therefore
be an effective measurement device for Tj due to the low cost, accuracy and small size.
IR approaches have some disadvantages. Firstly, though requiring no physical contact with
the measured device, line of sight is required. This requires modification of the measured device
through removal of its protective casing. Furthermore, as the measured radiation is dependent
on the emissivity of the device, the sensor must be calibrated for each new device type to
compensate for this [135].
As far as the author is aware, there has been limited use of IR sensors in wind turbine
applications. IR sensors have been used by Bartram et al. to verify an FEA model of a DFIG
power converter [74]. The IR sensor in this application was used to produce both a spatial and
temporal temperature mapping of the whole module. The temporal fidelity of the results is
relatively low for the required sampling frequency of 4kHz in this research.
4.2.3 Temperature Sensitive Electrical Parameters
Temperature sensitive electrical parameters use measurable device voltages and currents to es-
timate the temperature of the power module devices. Some examples include the measurement
of collector-emitter saturation voltage (Vces), gate-emitter voltage (Vge) and saturation current
(Icss) [132]. In all cases, a small measurement signal is needed that is independent of the normal
operating conditions. Therefore, to be used in a functional environment, the converter control
requires complex changes and the measurement signals are susceptible to the noisy converter
electromagnetic environment. This makes these measurement approaches impractical [133].
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4.2.4 Chosen Approach
With all three of these approaches there are disadvantages, and a compromise must be made
when choosing a suitable temperature approach.
Temperature sensitive electrical parameters require complex changes to the converter opera-
tion and will therefore not be able to provide wind turbine representative operating conditions
during measurement. Whilst this approach is practical for a laboratory setting, it is unlikely
that any feasible approach will be created that could be used for live monitoring of wind turbine
converter and as such these methods are not considered further in this research.
Direct contact approaches, such as a thermocouple, require direct contact using various ad-
hesives that, during preliminary testing, varied the temperature significantly due to thermal
insulation of the device. Coupled with the slow response rates, this approach would never be a
practical long term solution for detailed temperature measurement of power modules.
IR, due to its lack of physical contact, fast response times, and lack of modification to the
converter operation, make it the most suitable measurement approach. With the need to modify
the power module to provide line-of-sight, the relatively low cost and small size of IR sensors
have made it a more attractive approach than the use of IR cameras. In particular, their small
size means that future development of the technology could, unlike the other approaches, make
them suitable for implementation into the converter design for field tests. As such, the IR sensor
has been chosen to measure Tj in the power modules.
As IR sensors do not provide a perfect solution for measuring Tj , the rest of this chapter
concerns itself with the set-up of the IR sensor, with a focus on providing solutions to three
challenges:
 The sensor needs line-of-sight to the measured device in the IR spectrum, but the power
modules are typically enclosed in IR-opaque materials.
 The sensor must be calibrated using an external measurement.
 The emissivity of the power module device surfaces is unknown.
4.3 Thermal Measurement: Measurement Set-up
The following section outlines the requirements of the thermal measurement set up of the sensor.
The set up is highly dependent on the sensor selected, and therefore the first stage was to
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determine the sensor technology used (Section 4.3.1). With the sensor chosen, the required
optics and device mounting to focus on the DUT is outlined, alongside the sensor amplification
circuitry (Section 4.3.2). Finally, the sensor calibration is outlined in Section 4.3.3.
4.3.1 Infra-red Sensor Selection
When selecting IR sensors for this research there were 4 main considerations:
1. Response time.
2. Spectral range.
3. Detectivity (how well the sensor detects the signal magnitude at a given wavelength).
4. Sensor cost.
As discussed in Section 4.2.2, a black body radiates a spectrum of infra-red light with the dis-
tribution and radiance dependent on the temperature of the body. To aid in determining the
most suitable sensor for this experiment, the spectra for expected minimum (25°C) and maxi-
mum temperatures (125°C) were examined over the relevant IR spectral range for temperature
measurement (0.7 - 25µm). This spectrum was then compared to the sensor detectivity over
this range.
In general, it was found that sensors with faster response time and higher maximum de-
tectable spectral wavelength were orders of magnitude more expensive. Furthermore, sensors
with a wider spectral range also had lower maximum detectivity. After considering a number
of options, a compromise between cost, response time, and spectral range was reached by using
a PbSe photoconductive sensor from ThorLabs [136] (Figure 4.2). Figure 4.3 highlights the
spectral range and relative photo sensitivity (result is given at 15V supply voltage as given
in the datasheet; the detectivity of the sensor can be increased by increasing this voltage) in
comparison to the body’s spectral response.
Figure 4.2: Photograph of PbSe photoconductive sensor.
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Figure 4.3: Black body radiance compared with the relative photo sensitivity of the PbSe
photoconductive sensor.
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Figure 4.4: Optical set-up. VT is the temperature dependent voltage output and fch is the
chopping frequency.
4.3.2 Optics and Sensor Circuitry
With the sensor selected, the sensor signal must be captured and processed. Figure 4.4 sum-
marises the optical set-up and Figure 4.5 provides photographs of the equipment. This section
outlines the key features of each of the components.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.5: Photographs of optical equipment. (a) Parabolic mirrors and chopper, (b) close up
of chopper and mounted IR sensor.
XYZ Motion System
The high sensitivity of the sensor to changes in IR meant that the DUT had to be precisely
positioned. To achieve this precision an XYZ motion system was installed with 0.01mm precision
in all 3 axes. The DUT was mounted to the Z-axis motion panel.
Mirrors and Iris
As a body radiates IR omni-directionally, it was crucial to focus the IR onto the sensor to provide
the strongest possible signal. Therefore, two 4-inch parabolic mirrors were used. An iris was
added to aid in aligning to ensure no other sources of IR were being measured (Figure 4.5).
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Sensor Circuitry and Amplification
Figure 4.6 provides a schematic diagram of the sensor circuitry. Two capacitor types were used
to smooth the incoming DC voltage, and the 50W resistor acts as the bias resistor as per the IR
sensor’s manufacturing specifications.
+100V
+
100µF 0.1µF
50Ω
Sensor
Vout
Figure 4.6: Sensor circuit diagram.
Photo-conductive sensors have a large DC bias from the sensor supply that masks any voltage
change due to the dark resistance so it is necessary to pulse the incident radiation to generate
an AC signal and remove the impact of this DC bias from the output voltage. This was done
using an optical chopper, where a blade with open segments is spun at a given frequency in
the path of the incident IR radiation As the chopping frequency is known, ∆Vout due to the
change in dark resistance can be detected and amplified using a lock-in amplifier searching at
the set chopping frequency. Higher chopping frequencies provide higher signal-to-noise ratios
[136]. Subsequently, a 3.5kHz chopping frequency was used as this was the highest the available
equipment would allow without interference from the second harmonic of the DUT switching
frequency (which is 4kHz, See Section 4.4.4).
4.3.3 Sensor set-up Verification and Calibration
As the IR sensor used in the research was not pre-calibrated and some modifications were made
to the device to improve its emissivity, it was important to verify the effect of these changes
and then calibrate the sensor. This section verifies the improvements made with the addition
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of white-out fluid and impact of the silicon gel. The sensor is then calibrated and the noise
patterns found in the sensor analysed.
Emissivity Improvement
Power module components typically have an emissivity () of much less than 1. Therefore, the
IR radiation will be much lower than the theoretical maximum. To maximise the radiation,
the  was increased to 0.95-0.96 using a white-out fluid [135] painted onto the surface of the
DUT using a delicate brush. White-out fluid also has a short curing time, making it ideal for
laboratory use. There is also a silicon gel isolating gel that covers the device that will not
transmit 100% of this IR radiation. Therefore this silicon gel was removed from the surface of
the DUT.
To verify the white-out fluid’s impact and the silicon gel’s impact on emissivity, a device
with a similar material composition and surface area to the DUT was tested: two parallel 20W
surface-mount resistors. The surface-mount resistors were mounted on a small PCB using lead-
free solder (lead solder failed when the surface temperature reached around 100°C). The PCB
was mounted on a polyurethane model board block to ensure that the mounting material did
not act as a heat-sink. The test resistor set-up is shown in Figure 4.7.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.7: Photographs of surface mount resistor (a) uncovered, (b) with white-out fluid and
(c) with white-out fluid and electrically insulating silicon gel.
A known voltage was applied to the uncovered resistors using a constant voltage source until
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a steady state temperature was reached. The subsequent sensor signal strength was recorded
for one second at a sampling frequency of 300Hz, and averaged to give the steady state result.
The experiment was repeated with the resistors covered in the white-out fluid and the signal
strength compared with the uncovered results (Table 4.1).
Material Relative Signal Strength
Bare device 100%
White-out fluid 244%
White-out fluid + silicon gel 141%
Table 4.1: Relative IR signal strength when measuring surface mounted resistors with various
covering materials at constant voltage.
Table 4.1 reveals that the white-out fluid caused a significant improvement in the emissivity,
and therefore signal strength (2.44 times stronger), from the DUT. This not only provides a
baseline for calibration by having constant emissivity, but also improves the signal strength
significantly.
Effect of Silicon Gel on Emissivity
Much like the white-out fluid, the silicon isolation gel described in Section 4.4.5 will have an
effect on the IR signal strength. However, the silicon gel reduces both the emissivity and the
transmittance. To measure the effect of silicon gel, the device set up and experiment from
the previous section was repeated, but with silicon gel applied to the surface mount resistor.
Figure 4.7.c shows the device with silicon gel applied and Table 4.1 shows the impact of the
silicon gel on the signal strength.
Table 4.1 reveals that the silicon gel had a significant reduction (42%) on the signal strength
when compared to the white-out only case. Therefore, for the laboratory environment, the
silicon gel was removed from the DUT to improve the strength of the IR signal. The gel removal
is discussed in further detail in Section 4.4.5.
Sensor Calibration
To calibrate the sensor for use on the DUT, the surface-mount resistor set-up described above
was used with white-out fluid applied to its surface. Originally, a K-type thermocouple was
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attached to the surface of the resistors to provide a reference temperature. However, it was
found to be impractical as the adhesive heat-shrink used to attach the thermocouple to the
device significantly changed the device’s thermal properties. Instead, a FLIR C2 IR camera was
used.
To produce a calibration curve, a range of known voltages from a constant voltage source
were applied to the resistors, and images of the device were taken when the temperature reached
steady state. The resistors were then placed on the XYZ table and the same voltages were applied
to the resistors. The corresponding signal strength was recorded over one second and collated
with the temperatures measured by the IR camera to produce a calibration curve. Table 4.2
provides the lock-in amplifier and DC bias settings used for this calibration curve while Figure 4.8
shows the resultant calibration curve. Figure 4.9 provides example thermal image of the resistors
during a particular test. The calibration curve equation is detailed in (4.2).
Parameter Value
DC bias voltage 100V
Amplifier time constant 30ms
Amplifier sensitivity 2µV
Table 4.2: DC bias and amplifier parameters for calibration.
Figure 4.8: Calibration curve for IR sensor. The R2 value is 0.9999.
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SV = 3.922× 10−7T 4 − 6.261× 10−5T 3 + 0.00547T 2 − 0.1315T + 1.086 (4.2)
SV is the sensor voltage.
Figure 4.9: Thermal image of surface mount resistor during calibration.
IR Sensor Noise Patterns
One of the limitations of IR sensors is their small signal magnitude meaning that the output
signal after filtering and amplification is still susceptible to noise. To understand how this noise
may affect the temperature measurements, the standard deviation was calculated for the data
sets used for calibration and plotted against the signal mean (Figure 4.10.a). The signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) was also estimated using (4.3) and plotted against the signal mean (Figure 4.10.b).
SNR =
µv
σv
(4.3)
µv is the signal mean, and σv is the signal standard deviation.
The standard deviation of the signal had little correlation with the size of the signal and
remains within the same order of magnitude. As such, in general the SNR increased with
increasing signal mean. This result means that the sensor provided more precise temperature
measurements at higher temperatures. This is important as the higher temperature range is
where the most damage is expected to occur.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.10: Signal mean value against (a) standard deviation and (b) SNR.
4.4 Thermal Measurement: Electrical Design
To determine the efficacy of the IR sensor for Tj measurement, an experimental rig that has
similar aspects to the power converter in a wind turbine has been constructed. The DUT has
then been modified to allow line-of-sight in the IR spectrum for the IR sensor.
This section outlines the key aspects of this rig, including power module selection (Sec-
tion 4.4.1), DC link set up (Section 4.4.2), the devices used to vary the current throughput
(Section 4.4.3), how the device is controlled (Section 4.4.4), and how the device and is modified
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to allow for IR measurement (Section 4.4.5). The system is then verified in Section 4.4.7. The
full experimental rig design is outlined in Figure 4.11.
DC Link
Gate Driver
Load Bank
g1 g3 g5
+DC
g2
-DC
g4 g6
SKiiP 01NAC066V3
Semikron module
CTs & VTs
3.3V to 5V
Translator
A
A
A
V
V
V
+DC -DC
6
g1−6 U V W
6
TI C2000
Microcontroller
6
SKHI 61R
Figure 4.11: Electrical circuit diagram.
4.4.1 Power Module Selection
In the model in Chapter 3, two parallel SEMIKRON SKSB2100GD69/11-MAPB stacks were
used. These stacks contained the SKiiP2013GB172-4DWV3 half-bridge SKiiP module for each
leg in the stacks. Ideally these modules would be the DUT but this was impractical due to the
indicative cost, and current and voltage rating (1000Anom and 1700Vces) of these SKiiP modules.
A lower rated DUT power module was required to operate within the available laboratory
infrastructure.
The lower rated power module selected was the SEMIKRON 01NAC066V3 MiniSKiiP module
[137]. This module has a much lower current and voltage rating (6Anom and 600Vces) and much
lower unit cost whilst still using the Trench3 IGBT technology found in the larger device,
allowing for practical but realistic laboratory testing. The module contains a 3-phase passive
rectifier and active inverter but can be reconfigured to only use the active inverter. Figure 4.12
shows the module with case on and off.
The key limitation of using the 01NAC066V3 module is that the packaging technology differs
from the SKiiP2013 module: the SKiiP2013 uses SKiNTER technology which replaces solder
with cold welded silver between direct copper bond (DCB) and chip [138]. However, according
to expert advice, this increases the lifetime of the device but does not change the fundamental
failure modes, meaning that the 01NAC066V3 module was suitable for emulation of the large
modules found in MW-scale turbines.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.12: Photographs of the SEMIKRON 01NAC066V3 MiniSKiiP module (a) with case,
and (b) without case and with silicon gel removed.
4.4.2 DC Link Voltage
As the DUT collector-emitter saturation voltage (Vces) is lower than that of the MW-scale power
modules, the DC link voltage must be scaled accordingly. (4.4) can be applied to determine the
equivalent DC link voltage. The values are given in Table 4.3.
VDC,e =
Vces,e
Vces,f
VDC,f (4.4)
VDC,e and VDC,f are the experimental and full-scale DC link voltage respectively, and Vces,e
and Vces,f are the experimental and full-scale power module collector-emitter saturation voltage
respectively.
Parameter Value
Vces,e 600V
Vces,f 1700V
VDC,e 406V
VDC,f 1150V
Table 4.3: Power module voltage parameters.
A switch mode power supply with an output capacitor was used to emulate this DC link
(Figure 4.11). Unfortunately, due to equipment limitations the DC link voltage could only be
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set to a maximum of 300V but this was deemed reasonable as it was assumed that the current
throughput would have the greater impact on thermal loading.
4.4.3 Load Bank
A resistor bank was used to provide a range of operating conditions for this experimental rig.
The resistor bank had a number of discrete resistance values (Figure 4.13), limiting the possible
loading on the device to 0-5A.
Figure 4.13: Photograph of resistor bank.
4.4.4 System Control
To invert the DC link voltage, the six IGBTs were switched using SPWM at a frequency of
2kHz. The SPWM was generated using a Texas instruments micro-controller interfaced with
MATLAB/Simulink to allow the use of in-built function blocks. The voltage was controlled
in an open loop configuration with the required voltage set in software and uploaded to the
micro-controller.
The IGBTs require a -9V (open switch) and +15V (closed switch) supply so a SKHI61R
driver [139] was used. This driver also provided opto-couples to protect the control circuitry.
As this driver required 5V input signals from the control circuitry and the micro-controller only
generates 3.3V, a voltage-level translator was implemented with a buffer to reduce overheating
of the translator due to excess current draw.
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4.4.5 Device Access and Connection
One of the main challenges with the chosen temperature measuring approach is the need to have
visual access to the IGBTs and diodes. As shown in Figure 4.12, the device comes with a plastic
case that uses sprung metallic legs to connect to the device, and the devices are coated in an
insulating silicon gel to avoid flash-over. Ideally, the case would be removed and the metallic legs
replicated in the laboratory environment whilst still having visual access to ensure consistency
with normal operating conditions. However, for simplicity the connections were replaced with
direct solder joints.
This direct soldering technique required the silicon gel to be removed by placing the whole
device (with case) in a dodecylbenzenesulfonic acid bath for 24-48 hours. This removed the
silicon gel, and the case floated to the top of the bath. Due to the toxicity of the acid, the device
was then cleaned with isopropanol and dried with nitrogen. The connections were then soldered
to the device, and the device secured to a heat-sink with a screw and thermal paste.
Originally, the silicon gel was not reapplied and a metal screw was used to secure the device to
the heat-sink. However, preliminary testing led to instantaneous catastrophic failure across the
DC link due to flash-over between wires and the screw (Figure 4.14). To prevent this reoccurring
the insulating silicon gel was reapplied, and the metal screw replaced with a nylon one. The
final device set up is shown in Figure 4.15.
Figure 4.14: Photograph of device after catastrophic failure.
As the device was opened up and a high voltage DC link had exposed connections, the whole
experiment was encased in a polycarbonate case to ensure the users’ safety. Whilst this would
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Figure 4.15: Photograph of final device set-up.
reduce the air circulation to the device, the case was sufficiently large to ensure that the internal
ambient temperature would not be raised.
4.4.6 Noise Reduction
Due to the high frequency noise generated by the switching, there were a number of issues with
interference on both the gate driver and the temperature measurement output. To mitigate
these experimental noise issues the following steps were made:
 Isolated grounding for power circuitry, control circuitry and measurement circuitry.
 Metallic shielding for control circuitry.
 Load bank placed a large distance from the rest of the experiment.
 Power cables and gate driver cables kept perpendicular.
 Power circuitry grounding used braiding.
4.4.7 System Verification
To determine whether the experimental rig was producing equivalent voltage and current profiles
with those of the simulations in Chapter 3, the experimental rig (Figure 4.11) was modelled and
simulated in Simulink. The same conditions were then applied to both the model and the
experimental rig and the voltage and current waveforms compared.
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The simulated and experimental voltage waveforms were compared at 300V with a 32W star
connected resistive load with a desired output frequency of 1Hz (Figure 4.16). Unsurprisingly,
the simulated 3 phase voltage output is significantly cleaner (Figure 4.16.a) than that of the
experimental rig (Figure 4.16.b) as the simulation assumes that the IGBTs are perfect switches.
In contrast, the real IGBTs are imperfect and produce short voltage transients when switching.
However, both produce very similar magnitude waveforms and Figures 4.16.d,e reveal that indi-
vidual voltage changes are consistent between simulation and experiment. When a 400Hz filter
is applied to the waveform in Figure 4.16.c, the resulting waveform shows that a 3-phase 1Hz
sinusoidal waveform was successfully produced.
A similar pattern was found with the voltage at 250V with the same load and desired output
frequencies. Figure 4.17.a,b shows the simulation and experimental phase current respectively.
Again, the current is noisier in the experimental data due to the effect of switching noise. The
4 levels in the current would suggest that the 2-level converter is producing 4 levels. However,
this is simply due to the summation of 2 phases on each phase in a purely resistive circuit with
no neutral; if a neutral is added to the centre of the star load in the simulation the current
produced has 2 levels. A 400Hz filter was added to the experimental data to remove switching
effects to reveal that a 1Hz current sinusoidal waveform was successfully produced.
4.5 Summary
In this chapter the temperature measurement approaches in the literature were critiqued and the
IR sensor approach was deemed the most appropriate method due to its high response time, lack
of physical contact, and low cost. The subsequent thermal measurement experimental design
for this research was outlined, including the optics required, the modifications made to allow for
more accurate temperature measurement, and the calibration of the chosen IR sensor.
To provide a realistic testing environment for the temperature measurement approach and
allow for comparison with the simulation results, a simplified experimental rig with a 3-phase
power converter was constructed. This rig included a scaled down Semikron power module
with the same IGBT technology as the power modules used in Chapter 3. This rig included a
resistive load, open loop switching control, and the modifications to the power module required
for accurate temperature measurement. The electrical system was verified against a simulated
system.
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The next chapter uses the experimental approach outlined in this chapter, alongside the
simulation work in Chapter 3, to explore the impact of wind turbine conditions on the thermal
profile and reliability of the power module devices.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e)
Figure 4.16: Verification of 3-phase voltage output: (a) simulated voltage, (b) measured voltage,
(c) filtered measured voltage, (d) zoomed-in simulated voltage, (e) zoomed-in experimental
voltage.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 4.17: Verification of current output: (a) simulated current, (b) measured current, (c)
filtered measured current.
Chapter 5
Simulation and Experimental Results
5.1 Introduction
With the drive train model and experimental rig construction detailed in chapters 3 and 4
respectively, this chapter uses these foundations to answer the following three research questions:
 Which wind speed operating conditions theoretically cause the greatest thermal loading
to the power modules in the power converter? (RQ1)
 Can the junction temperature be measured in order to prove the simulation models cost
effectively? (RQ2)
 What can be learnt by comparing the results of wind turbine simulations with those of
the experimental rig? (RQ4)
This chapter is split into three main sections. Firstly the individual Tj cycles produced by
the DDTRET are validated against manufacturer data (Section 5.2.1), and then analysed to
examine their potential impact on the Tj reached during operation (Section 5.2.2).
Secondly, constant wind speed loading conditions are applied to both DDTRET and the
experimental rig. The experimental rig from Chapter 4 verifies the presence of temperature
variations due to the fundamental current frequency (Section 5.3.1). With the temperature
variation verified, the DDTRET is used to explore the impact of different wind speeds on the
thermal profile (Section 5.3.2) and the results are compared to those in [88] (Section 5.3.3).
The constant wind speed conditions are then applied to the experimental rig and compared to
the simulation results (Section 5.3.3), including verifying the importance of including heat sink
parameters (Section 5.3.5).
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Thirdly, variable wind speed conditions are analysed through the DDTRET. The impact
of the drive train model mechanical properties are examined to determine their necessity for
providing accurate converter loading simulation (Section 5.4.1). Finally, the wind speed data
sampling frequency required for accurate representation of the real loading in the power converter
is determined (Section 5.4.3).
5.2 Simulated Individual Tj Cycles
Firstly, to begin answering RQ1, the Tj cycles due to AC current and device switching are
examined as these are the building blocks for the rest of the thermal profiles. To this end, the
individual Tj cycles are validated against the plots produced in the manufacturer’s handbook
(Section 5.2.1). The potential impact due to the unique features of the simulated Tj cycles for
both high and low wind speeds for the IGBTs and diodes is then evaluated (Section 5.2.2).
5.2.1 Validation against Manufacturer Data
To validate the individual Tj cycle shape, a constant wind speed of 12.7m/s (drive frequency of
9.75Hz) was simulated using the DDTRET, the diode Tj for an individual cycle recorded, and
was compared alongside an example given by the manufacturer found in [105] which shows how
the Tj profile should change with frequency (Figure 5.1).
D
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de
(a) (b)
Figure 5.1: Individual Tj response to constant wind speed of 12.7m/s for (a) diode and (b)
manufacturer’s handbook data.
The Tj profile shape for the diode (Figure 5.1.a) is comparable with the expected response
from the manufacturer’s handbook (Figure 5.1.b). It should be noted that the manufacturer’s
data considers only the average power loss of the switching cycle, rather than individual switching
events. This simulation output can therefore show higher frequency temperature variation than
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revealed in the manufacturer’s data which may reveal interesting temperature variations due to
irregular device switching patterns.
5.2.2 Tj Cycle Results and Discussion
The current and temperature profiles over individual power cycles were examined to explore the
impact of device switching on Tj at both constant high (12.7m/s, 9.75Hz drive frequency) and
low wind speed (4m/s, 3.1Hz drive frequency) at turbine steady state. Figure 5.2 compares the
diode and IGBT current and Tj profiles at constant wind speeds of 4m/s and 12.7m/s.
Tj variation due to device switching becomes apparent in the IGBT (Figure 5.2.f) as shown
by the highly irregular Tj pattern near the profile peak. This can be attributed to the converter
being connected to a PMSG, with the reactance causing the current to be out-of-phase with
the voltage, and therefore the switching cycles are not distributed symmetrically over the input
current, with a period of low voltage (Figure 5.2.e). The low voltage means the IGBT has a
smaller duty cycle. Where there is infrequent current due to a low duty cycle (Figure 5.2.e),
Tj varies more (Figure 5.2.f). This reduces the maximum Tj reached by the IGBT. As this
replicates the real system, it would be expected that this would also occur in the wind turbine
power modules.
This effect is not seen in the diode as the current not flowing through the IGBT must pass
through the diode, creating a near continuous current throughput (Figure 5.2.g) and therefore
a smooth Tj response (Figure 5.2.h).
The opposite is true at low wind speeds. The IGBT current becomes more uniform (Fig-
ure 5.2.a), whilst the diode current becomes less uniform (Figure 5.2.c). As such, the Tj noise
significantly reduces for the IGBT at 4m/s (Figure 5.2.b) compared to the profile at 12.7m/s,
whilst the Tj noise increases slightly for the diode when moving from 4m/s to 12.7m/s (Fig-
ure 5.2.d).
The changes in frequency, current and subsequent switching frequency all have a significant
impact on the magnitude and shape of the individual Tj cycles, particularly for the IGBT at high
wind speeds. This could mean that the traditional approaches of averaging could be producing
incorrect estimations of the temperature profiles and subsequently inaccurate estimations of the
damage done to the power modules.
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Figure 5.2: Device current and Tj response to switching events at 4m/s and 12.7m/s wind speed
inputs: (a,b) IGBT at 4m/s, (c,d) diode at 4m/s, (e,f) IGBT at 12.7m/s, (g,h) diode at 12.7m/s.
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5.3 Constant Wind Speeds
The previous section has attempted to provide validation of the individual Tj cycles against
manufacturer data. The thermal profiles are now simulated and emulated experimentally for
constant wind speeds to determine the following contributions to RQ4:
 Is it possible to measure a temperature variation due to the current cycling to confirm
that current swings cause a quantifiable temperature variation?
 How do frequency and current affect the magnitude of ∆Tj?
 Can the requirement for a heat sink for accurate temperature measurement be confirmed?
Firstly, the experimental rig outlined in Chapter 4 is used to confirm that temperature
variations occur due to the fundamental frequency current swings (Section 5.3.1). Secondly,
the DDTRET was subjected to five constant wind speed profiles between cut-in (4m/s) and
rated (12.7m/s) wind speeds for 60s. The results are analysed, with a focus on the impact of
the 18K plastic deformation limit, as discussed in Chapter 3, on which wind speeds should be
considered as damaging to the wind turbine (Section 5.3.2). Thirdly, the results are validated
and compared to the results in [88] to determine important factors that should be considered to
provide accurate wind turbine thermal profiles (Section 5.3.3). Fourthly, the constant wind speed
profiles are emulated in the experimental rig from Chapter 4 and compared to the simulation
results (Section 5.3.3). Finally, the impact of including heat sink parameters on the temperature
profiles is examined (Section 5.3.5).
5.3.1 Constant Power, Varying Frequency
To confirm that a DUT ∆Tj was detectable experimentally the DUT was electrically loaded
to provide the maximum ∆Tj possible and the PbSe sensor used to measure the surface of one
IGBT. The current was set to the maximum available from the DC source (5A), at the maximum
voltage (300V with a m of 1) and the fundamental AC output frequency was set to 1Hz to allow
for the maximum possible time for the device to heat up and cool down during current cycles.
For this test, the device was operated until the heat sink reached thermal equilibrium (mea-
sured using a K-type thermocouple). Once at thermal equilibrium the sensor voltage was
recorded over 50s with a sampling frequency of 300Hz and amplifier time constant of 10ms.
The sensor voltage was then converted to temperature using the calibration curve in Figure 4.8.
The resulting temperature profile is displayed in Figure 5.3.a.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 5.3: Steady state DUT temperature at 300V, 5A and 1Hz fundamental frequency: (a)
temporal temperature profile, (b) frequency spectrum, and (c) filtered ∆Tj .
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 5.4: Steady state DUT temperature at 300V, 5A and 2Hz fundamental frequency: (a)
temporal temperature profile, (b) frequency spectrum, and (c) filtered ∆Tj .
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 5.5: Steady state DUT temperature at 300V, 5A and 5Hz fundamental frequency: (a)
temporal temperature profile, (b) frequency spectrum, and (c) filtered ∆Tj .
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 5.6: Steady state DUT temperature at 300V, 5A and 10Hz fundamental frequency: (a)
temporal temperature profile, (b) frequency spectrum, and (c) filtered ∆Tj .
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The resulting temperature trace clearly shows that the device is reaching a significant mean
temperature of 60.5°C. The frequency spectrum reveals a very distinct peak at 1Hz, showing
that there is a detectable ∆Tj at 1Hz (Figure 5.3.b).
With a narrow band pass filter, ∆Tj can be observed in the time domain (Figure 5.3.c). Most
of the swing profile is around 2°C, with a peak of 4°C. There is therefore a confirmed ∆Tj caused
by the current variations.
The test was repeated at 2Hz (Figure 5.4), 5Hz (Figure 5.5) and 10Hz (Figure 5.6) to see if
the fundamental frequency had any impact on ∆Tj . Interestingly, as the fundamental frequency
increases, the peak remains relatively consistent on the frequency spectrum until 10Hz where it
drops considerably (Figures 5.3-5.6.b). This reduction at 10Hz was thought to be due to the high
frequency not allowing the DUT to reach thermal equilibrium within a cycle, however further
investigation found that the lock-in amplifier’s low pass filter, despite being set to a cut-off
frequency of 15.9Hz, was attenuating the signal. A repeat test at a higher cut-off frequency of
53.1Hz produced a much higher magnitude peak which was comparable to the other frequencies,
but the temperature profile measured became prohibitively noisy for ongoing use. Therefore the
10ms time constant was kept and the attenuation at higher frequencies was deemed an acceptable
compromise. There is also issue with the fundamental peak magnitude on the 2Hz frequency
spectrum being lower than that of 5Hz and 1Hz. This is suspected to be a product of the short
test cycle and use of one repeat. Therefore, future testing is required with a larger number of
repeats per frequency and a larger number of frequencies tested.
What these results did show is that the device had sufficient time to reach thermal equilibrium
between current cycles regardless of the testing frequency. This was faster than the 0.03Hz
found in the simulations (Section 5.4.3), which is understandable as the experimental device is
significantly smaller and therefore has a much lower thermal inertia.
Figures 5.3-5.6.c reveal that the temperature variation measured due to the current was
not consistent as found in Section 5.2.2, but varies with lower frequency components. It is
hypothesised that this is a product of the optical chopper introducing errors in the measurement
signal that manifest as lower frequency variations in the output temperature as the variation was
observed with no temperature source. However, further testing of the temperature measurement
system with a known, oscillating temperature source would be required to confirm this.
This testing regime has determined that there are DUT ∆Tj caused by the oscillating current,
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confirming the general trend detailed in Section 5.2.2. The frequency spectrum has revealed that
the approach has produced distinctive peaks at the relevant frequencies, and the peak magnitudes
have been consistent for all frequencies tested.
5.3.2 Constant Wind Speed Simulation Results
With the presence of temperature peaks at the fundamental frequencies confirmed, this section
explores the simulated temperature profiles at different constant wind speed profiles. Figure 5.7
shows the thermal response to constant WSTS for one IGBT and diode in the power converter
from cut-in to rated wind speed from DDTRET. The Ta is 40°C as found in [80].
It can be observed from Figure 5.7 that the mean Tj increases non-linearly as wind speed
increases due to the cubic relationship between wind speed and power. The ∆Tj also increases
due to the higher power loss per cycle, and the ∆Tj frequency increases due to the higher
generator rotational speed.
The diode Tj and ∆Tj (Figure 5.7.b) are consistently higher than the IGBT (Figure 5.7.a).
This is due to the higher power losses experienced by the diodes and the higher Rth of the diodes.
The higher diode Rth (K/W) means that for every watt of heat loss, the diode experiences a
greater rise in temperature than the IGBT. This is then coupled with the greater power losses
due to the more continuous current flow through the diode, causing the higher Tj and ∆Tj . This
was also found for the MSC devices in [88] and suggests that the diode is more vulnerable to
thermal cycling with both higher mean Tj and ∆Tj .
The diode exceeds the 18K threshold outlined in Chapter 3 when at 12m/s. Therefore, when-
ever the turbine is operating above 12m/s, plastic deformation would occur and a proportion of
the device useful life consumed. To determine how frequently this could occur, the 01/07/2005
to 30/06/2006 10 minute average SCADA WSTS at the Egmond Aan Zee wind farm in the
Netherlands [140] was used as a case study. The histogram of this wind speed data is displayed
in Figure 5.8.
Using the data outlined in Figure 5.8, the total time at above 12m/s was computed and the
number of 18K+ cycles per year estimated by multiplying the frequency of the current at 12m/s
(9.2Hz) with the number of seconds at 12m/s or above. The cost to remaining life was then
calculated using the cycles to failure data introduced in Chapter 3, assuming all ∆Tj above
12m/s are 18K. Note that these results using the 18K are for demonstration purposes rather
than providing a definitive estimation of converter lifetime.
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Figure 5.7: Tj response to constant wind speeds over 20 seconds for (a) IGBT and (b) Diode.
The dashed line indicates the 18K threshold discussed in Chapter 3.
In this case study, the turbine was operating in the damaging conditions 20.1% of the year.
Using the cycles-to-failure curve, this would represent an annual cost to life of approximately
11.8%. Assuming this was a representative annual wind speed profile and there is no other
downtime, the power module would be expected to fail due to power cycling after 8.5 years.
This is a reasonable first approximation based on the design life of a typical wind turbine of
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Figure 5.8: Histogram of number of 10 minute SCADA data points for each wind speed during
a typical year at a wind farm. Red bars indicate when the turbine is operating at 12m/s or
above.
20-25 years and the result of 5-7 years minimum lifetime in [97]. Indeed, 8.5 years would be an
overestimation of the lifetime of the device as the ∆Tj rises up to 20.7K and the frequency up
to 9.75Hz for rated conditions.
In contrast, the often assumed minimum plastic deformation threshold of 40K would yield an
infinite lifetime for the device. Even a threshold of 21K would provide an infinite lifetime when
solely considering SCADA data for wind speed, whilst a threshold of 15K would reduce the wind
speed threshold for damage to approximately 11m/s. Therefore, determining the appropriate
threshold is paramount for accurate life estimation of the power modules due to thermal cycling
as lifetime calculations are so dependent on it. Furthermore, if this threshold was calculated,
the power converter design itself could be optimised to avoid plastic deformation at the lowest
possible cost.
To note, there were no tests carried out to determine the impacts due to increased power and
increased frequency independently. In order to determine their independent effect on the junction
temperature further testing with fixed power with varying frequency, and fixed frequency with
varying power, would be required.
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5.3.3 Validation against Comparable Study
The results in Figure 5.7 for the 2MW simulation were compared to the 1.55MW turbine in [88]
(Figure 5.9); it is assumed the scaled power ratings would have limited impact on the thermal
loading as the converter rating would also be scaled leading to comparable Tj profiles for a
given wind speed. However, whilst it was found that the ∆Tj for both IGBTs and diodes was
comparable at 8.5m/s and 12m/s, the mean Tj for 12m/s was approximately 10°C higher in this
study than in [88], despite Ta being 10°C lower. This is in part is due to the lack of Rth value
for the heat-sink in [88]. At steady state conditions this will create a higher case temperature
Tc and therefore higher mean Tj . The mean Tj change from 12m/s to 8.5m/s is also much lower
in [88] (6°C for the IGBT and 17°C for the diode) than for the results in Figure 5.7 (19°C for
the IGBT and 35°C for the diode). This suggests that the MSC in this work is more susceptible
to Tj rises due to the higher Rth values in the devices. This highlights 3 key conclusions:
Figure 5.9: Thermal response results from [88]. The red lines indicate a wind speed of 8.5m/s
and the green lines indicate a wind speed of 12m/s.
 The ∆Tj magnitude for IGBTs and diodes is consistent with that found in [88], but
there is greater variation in mean Tj between wind speeds in this study due to the power
modules’ differing thermal properties which would lead to more extreme loading on the
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power module devices.
 The value of Ta can have a large impact on the mean Tj value as shown by the disparity
between this study and the results in [88].
 The inclusion of the heat-sink thermal parameters in the model causes a significant increase
in the mean Tj by up to 30°C.
5.3.4 Replication of Wind Turbine Conditions
One of the key tests to perform was the replication of the conditions applied to the DDTRET
in Section 5.3.2 in an experimental setting. The 12.7m/s conditions could not be replicated as
the DC source did not have the current or voltage capacity required (5A instead of 6A, and
300V instead of 406V). The load bank’s discrete resistances also meant that an exact match
of voltage and current was impossible, and the modulation index, m, would have to change to
accommodate the different maximum voltages available. Therefore the current was given priority
and the voltage varied to compensate as all the losses are driven by the collector current. The
simulation parameters and their physical test equivalents are given in Table 5.1. mf is the full
scale modulation index, me is the experimental modulation index, Ic,f is the full scale IGBT
collector current, Ic,e is the experimental IGBT collector current, and RL is the load resistance.
Ic,e was calculated by using the ratio between rated Ic,e and rated Ic,f (6/2800), and me was set
so that the scaled equivalent AC voltage matched the full scale AC voltage output.
Wind Speed Frequency VDC,f VDC,e mf me Ic,f Ic,e RL
4m/s 3.1Hz 1150V 300V 0.28 0.57 323 0.56 150W
6m/s 4.6Hz 1150V 300V 0.42 0.67 483 1.26 80W
8m/s 6.1Hz 1150V 300V 0.55 0.79 633 2.24 52W
10m/s 7.7Hz 1150V 300V 0.72 0.93 828 3.50 40W
Table 5.1: Experimental test parameters and values for four wind speeds.
The results of the tests are summarised in Figure 5.10. The rise in mean temperature with
wind speed confirms the increase found in Section 5.3. This is as the overall device power losses
increase with increased power throughput of the device. However, unlike in Figure 5.7 where the
∆Tj increased with increasing wind speed, in this case ∆Tj actually reduced. This cannot be
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explained by an increasing fundamental frequency reducing the time to heat up between cycles
as Section 5.3.1 highlighted that the frequency had little to no effect on the magnitude of the
∆Tj . Therefore, the only remaining factor untested was the impact of m on ∆Tj .
Figure 5.10: Mean Tj values for equivalent wind speed tests.
To test the impact of the m, two further tests were conducted. The first involved applying a
300V DC link with a 32W load and modifying m to 0.57 to produce an Ic current of 2.7A. The
second test returned the m to 1 and changed the load to 80W to also produce a current of 2.7A.
This was also compared to the 1Hz fundamental frequency ∆Tj in Section 5.3.1. The results
are detailed in Figure 5.11.
Figure 5.11.c reveals that the ∆Tj is larger for a smaller m than the ∆Tj resulting from a
higher m (Figure 5.11.b), and is even higher than the ∆Tj arising from the highest current test
(Figure 5.11.a). This is despite the mean temperatures for the results in Figures 5.11.b,c both
being 47°C, whilst the mean temperature for the result in Figure 5.11.a is higher at 60.5°C.
Therefore, a higher mean current produces a higher mean temperature, but a lower m produces
a higher ∆Tj .
At first glance, this seems counter-intuitive and seemingly disproves the results in Section 5.3.
However, this result can be explained by the use of a resistive load in the experimental rig.
Despite an average Ic of 2.7A reducing the overall power losses experienced by the device, the
instantaneous Ic at switching is still 5A when the load is at 32W. What is unclear at present
is why when m is reduced, there is a higher ∆Tj around the mean. This requires further
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experimentation. In contrast, the inductive load in the simulations acts as a low pass filter,
smoothing the current throughput, in effect creating a current throughput similar to that of the
80W resistive load which does provide a lower ∆Tj as found in the simulations.
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 5.11: Filtered 1Hz ∆Tj for (a) 300V DC link, 32W resistive load a with m of 1, (b) 300V,
80W and a m of 1, and (c) 300V, 32W and a m of 0.57.
These results therefore validate that the mean temperature will increase with increasing
wind speed in a PMSG wind power module as shown by the increasing mean temperature with
current, and highlights the importance of providing an equivalent reactive load to emulate the
wind turbine power module conditions in future testing as the resistive load produces an opposite
∆Tj trend to the expected response with a reactive load.
5.3.5 Impact of Heatsink
As discussed in Section 5.3.3, comparison of simulation results with a comparative study revealed
the difference including heat sink parameters made to the calculated temperature profile. To
validate the inclusion of heat sink parameters, the temperature was monitored from cold start
for 25 minutes for the test regimes outlined in Table 5.1 at 300Hz. A five second moving average
filter was then applied to each temperature result to highlight the mean temperature trend at
each equivalent wind speed by removing the ∆Tj resulting from the current cycling (Figure 5.12).
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Figure 5.12: Moving average heat up curves of DUT under various equivalent wind speed con-
ditions.
Comparing Figure 5.12 to Figure 5.9, it is clear that the heat sink causes the temperature
rise to take orders of magnitude longer than without. Whilst the time taken may be an overesti-
mation due to the small size of the DUT meaning the thermal separation from junction to heat
sink is smaller than in a larger device, it is unlikely that this would reduce the heat up time from
1000s of seconds to fractions of a second. Indeed DDTRET also takes a significant amount of
time to reach steady state. Therefore, it can be concluded that the heat sink parameters must
be included in any thermal modelling of the power converter for accurate thermal simulation for
both peak temperature (Section 5.3.3) and thermal time constant.
5.4 Simulated Synthetic Wind Speed Inputs
In Section 5.3.2 the example of SCADA data was used to represent how often a turbine may
be in a damaging operating state. Whilst this can provide a rough estimate, SCADA data can
mask much of the wind speed variation and therefore the full range of Tj cycles. This section
analyses the impact of using SCADA data on the resultant Tj profile and estimated cost to life
in more detail. It is also determined whether it is necessary to simulate higher frequency current
cycles in order to provide accurate Tj simulation (Section 5.4.2). Following this, the required
minimum frequency wind speed data for satisfactory simulation of Tj profiles is determined
(Section 5.4.3). This is with the aim of answering RQ1.
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5.4.1 Drive Train Response to Turbulent Wind Profile
Figure 5.13 details the current response of one IGBT in the MSC to a synthetic turbulent wind
speed input for 60s. The wind speed was simulated using the normal turbulence model equation
(5.1) [141] with a mean hub wind speed (Vhub) of 8m/s and turbulence intensity (Iref ) of 0.12.
The wind speeds were produced for each second and the intermediate wind speeds linearly
interpolated.
σ1 = Iref (0.75Vhub + 5.6) (5.1)
where σ1 is the turbulence standard deviation.
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Figure 5.13: IGBT current response to turbulent wind speed.
Figure 5.13 demonstrates three important characteristics that are specific to wind turbine
power converters:
 There are delays between the peaks in wind speed and peaks in current as the drive train
dynamics introduces a time-delayed response to the changing wind speed through inertia.
 The highest wind speed |1| does not correspond to the highest current |2|. As the wind does
not remain at |1|, the wind does not have the power to speed up the turbine sufficiently
to reach optimum operating conditions. In contrast the lower but sustained wind speed
before |2| allows the turbine get closer to the optimum operating point.
 The wind speeds |3| and |4| are similar, but give different current responses. The current
at |3| is higher as the wind speed prior to this peak is higher than the wind speeds before
|4|. The wind speed history is just as important as the present wind speed in determining
the current throughput of the converter.
The turbulent wind speed has highlighted that the current in the converter cannot be directly
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derived from the present wind speed, and the dynamics of the drive train and the wind speed
history must be considered. It can therefore be inferred that it is impossible to get accurate
reliability from lower time resolution wind data such as SCADA as vital wind speed information
is lost.
5.4.2 Analysis of using Low Frequency Wind Speed Data
As the use of low frequency average wind speed data is a popular choice for reliability analysis,
it was deemed crucial to analyse the impact of this data on the life estimation of the power
converter. Two wind speed profiles were analysed and compared. The first is a step change
in wind speed from 12.7m/s to 10m/s, before returning to 12.7m/s (Figure 5.14.a) to represent
SCADA data. The second profile has the same average wind speeds, but with ‘turbulence’ added
of amplitude ±0.5m/s and a frequency of 0.05Hz to represent a low frequency, low magnitude
wind speed oscillation (Figure 5.14.d). The resulting temperature profiles are considered as both
a directly derived single temperature at each wind speed, and with the resulting Tj profile from
the current cycling.
Temperatures Derived From SCADA
The first step was to determine the impact of using mean, or maximum and minimum Tj values
on the estimated cost to life for the profile in Figure 5.14.a. The wind speed profile was applied
to the DDTRET and the mean, maximum and minimum Tj values were extracted. These Tj
profiles were applied to the cycles-to-failure data (Chapter 3) to calculate the life cost during this
20 minute period. For meaningful comparison, the indicative expected lifetime was estimated
by extrapolating the 20 minute period until the end-of-life would be reached. The results of this
analysis can be found in Table 5.2.
Device Tj used ∆Tj (° C) mean Tj (° C) life cost (%) Expected life (yrs)
IGBT mean-mean 12.87 67.13 - -
IGBT max-min 21.85 69.23 7.38× 10−7 5156.06
Diode mean-mean 26.33 85.56 4.66× 10−6 816.56
Diode max-min 42.48 88.69 6.19× 10−5 61.47
Table 5.2: Estimated device lifetime based on 10 minute wind data.
Firstly, Table 5.2 reveals that there is a significant increase in ∆Tj between the mean-mean
profile and max-min profile. Interestingly, there is also a slight increase in the mean Tj which can
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Figure 5.14: Tj Response of (b,e) IGBT and (c,f) diode to varying wind speed inputs (a,d).
be attributed to the non-linear increase in temperature with wind speed; the maximum-mean
∆Tj is larger than the mean-minimum ∆Tj , providing a higher overall mean value.
Secondly, the expected life of the devices decreases significantly from the mean-mean data
to the max-min data. This can be attributed primarily to the increase in ∆Tj , with a small
contribution from the increase in mean Tj . Indeed, IGBT device ∆Tj increases from below the
18K theoretical plastic deformation limit described in Chapter 3, so the device does not see any
damage, to above this 18K limit.
Finally, the indicative expected life of the devices is unrealistically high; even the lowest ex-
pected lifetime is three times the design life of a typical wind turbine, and the studies discussed
in Chapter 2 show that this cannot be the case. These results reveal that the use of single tem-
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perature points for long time periods, such as in [82], is simply unrealistic due to the extremely
high estimated life times produced by the approach. To further condemn this approach, the
results in [82] were replicated and it was discovered that the rainflow counting algorithm had
been incorrectly applied to the Tj profiles; the expected lifetimes were reported in hundreds of
years, but were in fact in the thousands of years. They therefore provide little useful information
for wind turbine converter reliability improvement.
Current Cycling Temperatures
The use of SCADA representative temperatures has been shown to be inadequate for lifetime
estimation of power modules. Therefore, the impact of introducing current cycling data from
the drive train operation superimposed onto the SCADA wind speed profile has been explored.
For this analysis, the results are compared to the mean Tj results from Table 5.2 (Table 5.3).
Tj Source Device SKiiP3 Life Cost (%) Expected Life (yrs)
SCADA mean-mean IGBT - -
DDTRET IGBT 3.9266× 10−7 9690.76
SCADA mean-mean Diode 4.66× 10−6 816.56
DDTRET Diode 1.0157× 10−2 0.375
Table 5.3: Estimated Device lifetime based on wind speed inputs in Figure 5.14 with current
cycling considered.
The current cycles added to the Figure 5.14.a profile have introduced IGBT Tj cycles above
the 18K threshold, moving the life expectancy from infinite to very high. However, these cycles
only occur when moving between wind speed levels as the ∆Tj at 12.7m/s is still too low to cause
plastic deformation according to the 18K limit (Figure 5.7.a). In contrast, the diode’s expected
life has reduced dramatically to a few months as the current cycles lead to cycles above the
18K. Whilst this is only indicative, it reveals that even short periods at high wind speeds can
do significant damage to the diodes.
Addition of Turbulence
The impact of using current cycles in lifetime analysis was expanded by introducing turbu-
lence (Figure 5.14). The results of the life expectancy calculations for both non-turbulent and
turbulent wind speed profiles are outlined in Table 5.4.
It would be expected that the more varied wind speed profile would cause higher damage.
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U Input Device SKiiP3 Life Cost (%) Expected Life (yrs)
Non-Turbulent IGBT 2.2836× 10−7 16663.05
Turbulent IGBT 3.9266× 10−7 9690.76
Non-Turbulent Diode 1.0581× 10−2 0.360
Turbulent Diode 1.0157× 10−2 0.375
Table 5.4: Estimated Device lifetime comparison between SCADA representative temperatures
and current cycling temperatures for non-turbulence wind speed input.
From Table 5.4 it is clear that this is the case for the IGBT, though is due to the transition ∆Tj
becoming more extreme and therefore more damaging. However, the diode Tj profile becomes
slightly less damaging. This is due to the Tj and ∆Tj cycle distribution shown by the rainflow
counting data (Figure 5.15). Whilst there are some cycles with a higher mean Tj due to the
higher wind speeds for the more turbulent wind profile (Figure 5.15.b) when compared to the
2000+ cycles for the non-turbulent results (Figure 5.15.a), on average the mean Tj for many
of the cycles has actually reduced (Figure 5.15.b). Furthermore, the lower wind speeds have
also introduced more lower ∆Tj cycling that actually drop below the 18K threshold, providing
4.4% fewer damaging cycles over the same period (Figure 5.15.b). Combined, these two effects
reduced the impact on the converter lifetime for the diode when moving from the non-turbulent
to turbulent wind speed profile. As a reminder, these lifetimes are for illustrative purposes as the
wind turbine would not remain in the wind speed state indefinitely as assumed by the lifetime
calculation.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.15: Cycle count of Tj for (a) Figure 5.14.e. and (b) Figure 5.14.f.
What these results reveal is that SCADA representative temperatures cannot provide an
accurate estimation of life for the power converter. A rough estimate can be achieved by if
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current cycling data is applied through the DDTRET, but a much more accurate result can be
provided if detailed wind speed profiles are applied to the DDTRET. The importance of this
more detailed wind speed profile is shown by the reduced lifetime estimation for the IGBT when
turbulence is introduced, but an increased lifetime estimation for the diode.
5.4.3 Wind Speed Data Temporal Fidelity
Section 5.4.2 discovered that the use of SCADA wind speed data is limited for providing accurate
lifetime estimation of the wind turbine power converter as it oversimplifies the loading profile.
However, the analysis did not determine the wind speed data frequency required to provide
sufficient quality temperature profiles for converter lifetime analysis.
To address this, experiments have been constructed which use synthetic WSTS to isolate
potential wind speed characteristics and determine their impact on thermal loading. Square
waves have been used to represent sudden changes in wind speed, which was validated against
high frequency wind speed data (Figure 5.16).
The tests are conducted over 65s or 125s of wind speed data, with the first 5s carried out at
constant wind speed to minimise the impact of variations in the input current due to the initial-
isation procedure (Chapter 3). For the square wave tests this constant wind speed represents
the average power wind speed, which is slightly higher than the average wind speed. The model
time step is also much smaller than the test period to ensure it does not influence the results;
5×10−6s for the drive train.
The power module Tj response to square wave WSTS is detailed to understand what might be
masked by using SCADA data in lifetime and ∆Tj calculations. For comparison the maximum
∆Tj over the simulation period (max ∆Tj) has been plotted for square gust amplitudes of 1 and
2m/s, for varying frequencies and mean wind speeds, for both IGBT and diode (Figure 5.17).
In general, the higher the frequency of wind speed variation, the lower ∆Tj becomes. This is
as the turbine inertia acts as a low-pass filter, restricting the high frequency wind speed variation
being transmitted as current variation. Indeed, wind speed variations with frequency greater
than 0.25Hz lead to a minimal increase in ∆Tj compared to the constant wind speed case (0Hz).
Therefore, reasonable approximations of Tj profiles can be made (within 1°C) with 0.25Hz wind
speed data. Furthermore, these results imply that lower turbulence wind farm sites, such as
offshore, have more damaging thermal profiles in the converter than higher turbulence onshore
sites. There are exceptions to this trend. ∆Tj becomes relatively consistent below 0.03Hz. This
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is because the turbine has time to respond to the change of wind speed and reaches its steady
operating state. The turbine is then at this steady state condition long enough for Tj to reach
its maximum before the wind speed reduces. The same will also be true for the minimum Tj .
Therefore gust frequencies of 0.03Hz and below provide the maximum ∆Tj .
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Figure 5.16: Example of square wind speed gust and square wave representation used for this
analysis.
These results agree with the previous section that the use of one wind speed data point for a
long time period e.g. 10 minute SCADA data, 3-hourly data found in [82], or the use of a wind
speed distribution as in [79, 80], can mask a large amount of information and will underestimate
the Tj variation significantly; in Figure 5.17.d the diode ∆Tj at Um of 12m/s increases by
up to 59%, taking it beyond the plastic deformation limit. Therefore these results agree with
the conclusions in [77] that higher frequency wind speed data is required for accurate Tj profile
estimation, and it is suggested that a minimum WSTS sampling frequency of 0.25Hz is required,
though it is recognised that this will not always be available/practical. This, however, would
reduce the amount data required for studies such as in [77, 84, 85, 88] where higher frequency
WSTS is currently used. The results at higher Um also indicate that the unique operating
conditions of wind turbines may have a significant effect on the Tj profile experienced by the
power converter, and therefore the lack of drive train dynamic modelling, such as inertia, in
[74, 80, 86] will change the Tj profiles significantly.
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(a) IGBT, ∆U of 1m/s
(b) IGBT, ∆U of 2m/s
(c) Diode, ∆U of 1m/s
(d) Diode, ∆U of 2m/s
Figure 5.17: max ∆Tj over varying mean wind speeds (Um) and square gust frequencies for (a)
IGBT for ∆U of 1m/s, (b) IGBT for ∆U of 2m/s, (c) diode for ∆U of 1m/s and (d) diode for
∆U of 2m/s.
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5.5 Summary
This chapter has used the drive train model and experimental set up outlined in this thesis to
analyse wind turbine power converter reliability with a holistic approach. From this holistic
approach, the following conclusions have been made:
 The turbulent wind speed has highlighted the need to also consider the wind speed history
in deriving the current throughput. Therefore the power module current throughput is
complex and cannot be directly derived from the current wind speed but requires a drive
train model.
 At high wind speeds and the resulting high frequency sine wave output the switching
pattern of the IGBT causes intermittent Tj profiles.
 The diodes experience greater thermal loading than the IGBTs in all comparative cases
as a result of their thermal properties and current throughput.
 A comparison with another study and experimental tests showed that the inclusion of heat
sink thermal parameters and ambient temperature are important for providing accurate
Tj profiles.
 The lower the frequency of wind speed variation, the higher ∆Tj becomes, implying that
low turbulence sites such as offshore have greater thermal variation, and therefore damage,
in the converter.
 For the first time, the minimum wind speed data frequency for accurate converter ther-
mal simulation has been determined. Wind speed variations with frequency greater than
0.25Hz have a small increase in ∆Tj and therefore reasonable approximations of Tj profiles
can be made with 0.25Hz wind speed data. Wind speed data at lower frequencies allow
simulations to overlook damaging temperature variations.
 At high wind speeds the ∆Tj exceeded the theoretical plastic deformation limit. With a
typical wind speed profile the lifetime of the device was estimated at 8.5 years.
 Experimental tests confirmed that the PbSe sensor is able to measure ∆Tj at the current
fundamental frequencies.
 A replication of the wind speed conditions in the laboratory environment showed the same
pattern for increasing mean temperature with increasing wind speed.
 Interesting ∆Tj results highlighted the need to accurately replicate the reactive load found
in a real wind turbine in a laboratory setting.
Chapter 6
Ongoing Research Projects
6.1 Introduction
With all research there are always paths untravelled, alleys unexplored and detours made and
this project is no exception. This chapter briefly outlines the spin-off activities from this project
that are avenues of ongoing investigation. This research is split into two main categories: ex-
perimental emulation of wind turbine operating conditions (Section 6.2), and power converter
condition monitoring (Section 6.3).
6.2 Wind Turbine Laboratory Emulation
Research from this thesis has highlighted the need for more advanced, larger-scale testing of
devices. In response ANECTO, a power electronics testing company, have supported an ongoing
research project, proposed by the author, to construct a rig to emulate wind turbine operating
conditions applied to power converter in a laboratory environment. This rig is heavily reliant
on the research carried out in Chapter 4, using much of the same equipment and control. This
research aims to tackle further some key limitations of present converter reliability research that
have begun to be addressed in this thesis:
1. Present device manufacturers design their power modules conservatively based on per-
ceived worst case operating conditions, however [46] has shown that failure rates remain
high. By providing a test bench whereby converters are able to be tested under realistic
conditions, the power module design may be optimised, reducing the cost of the power
modules significantly. Furthermore, understanding the loading conditions that cause the
greatest damage may reveal that present design methodologies are not accounting for the
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truly worst case scenarios.
2. Data used for lifetime estimation could be significantly improved using realistic loading
profiles when compared to fixed cycling testing. This will pave the way for more realistic
lifetime estimations, allow for improved prognosis of device end-of-life and increase the
possibility of utilising reactive maintenance. This will significantly reduce wind turbine
O&M costs and subsequently LCoE.
3. Wind turbine specific power cycling can be combined with testing under controlled atmo-
spheric conditions to replicate power cycling in the harsh marine environment. This can
include replicating the impacts of humidity and ambient temperature on device reliability,
and testing potential solutions with a high level of confidence of their practical application
in the field.
The test bench also aims to test a 600Vces, 30A MiniSKiiP 15AC066V1 power module [142] to
examine the impact of scaling factors on the temperature results as compared to the 6A device
used in Chapter 4. This rig is based on the test bench in Chapter 5, with some changes imple-
mented to extend the operational range for more realistic, industrial-scale testing as outlined in
the next section.
6.2.1 Emulation Concept
Figure 6.1 details the circuit diagram for the wind turbine emulation rig.
There are a number of modifications to the test bench outlined in Chapter 4:
 The direction of current has been reversed so that the DUT is set up as an active rectifier
(MSC).
 To emulate a wind turbine drive train and generator, an AC-AC converter and inductor
bank have been added.
 The load in Figure 6.1.a have been replaced with a DC link for regeneration.
 The control has been significantly expanded to allow for closed loop control of the AC-AC
converter and DUT to emulate wind turbine conditions more closely. Much of this control
is based on the DDTRET (Chapter 3).
Generator Emulation
Typically, a wind turbine generator is emulated using a motor-generator set, with the motor
representing the turbine torque from the mechanical drive train. Whilst this unquestionably
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Figure 6.1: Comparison of (a) circuit diagram from rig used in this thesis and (b) circuit diagram
of wind turbine drive train emulation rig.
provides an accurate emulation of generator output, there is little flexibility to examine the
impact of varying machine parameters on converter loading without purchasing a new generator
each time. Furthermore, scaling down the full-scale machine parameters could require costly
bespoke generator design and construction to ensure that the generator parameters are scaled
appropriately. These factors potentially make this approach impractical.
In response, the generator emulation outlined in Figure 6.1 is designed to provide test bench
flexibility with minimal modification costs. In this case, the generator emulation is based on the
per-phase equivalent circuit diagram of a synchronous generator (Figure 6.2). Ea is the armature
voltage, Xs is the synchronous internal reactance, Rs is the synchronous internal resistance, and
Ec is the converter voltage.
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Figure 6.2: Synchronous machine per-phase equivalent circuit diagram.
The AC-AC converter in Figure 6.1 emulates the armature voltage of the generator by pro-
viding a voltage-frequency ratio that is determined by the machine being emulated. The internal
impedance is replicated using a variable inductor bank. A change in generator parameters can
be made by modifying this voltage-frequency ratio and the impedance on the lines, providing
the required flexibility lacking in previous approaches. Furthermore, this approach will allow
for any range of drive train parameters to be emulated by changing the software used to control
the converter, with no mechanical modifications required. This facilitates the testing of other
drive drain topologies outside the wind industry, such as in electric vehicles.
Regeneration
The consumption of tens of amps at hundreds of volts for sustained periods of time is demanding
on research budgets and does not aid in providing sustainable research into a sustainable tech-
nology. As such, it was decided that any power throughput of the device should not be dumped
into a load bank, but fed back into the grid. This regeneration is achieved using a controllable
DC link connected to the grid (Figure 6.1). This will become even more critical when testing at
wind turbine power levels.
Control
There are two main sub-systems to the test bench control: input control to emulate wind turbine
operating conditions, and DUT control.
For turbine emulation, the control variables are the AC-AC converter voltage and frequency.
Variable values are determined using the drive train model developed in Chapter 3. Wind turbine
conditions can then be emulated by feeding the software with the required wind speed profiles
so that the turbine generator response and subsequent voltage and frequency can be calculated.
For the software to ensure stability, the feedback loop will be closed using a measured current
signal as found in the original drive train model.
As a Texas instruments controller will be implemented, as in the test bench outlined in
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Chapter 4, the DDTRET Simulink control blocks can be ported onto the controller with no
fundamental changes required. This will ensure that the control in the simulation work will be
comparable to that used in the test bench.
6.3 Power Converter Condition Monitoring
The knowledge gained during the project has opened up other opportunities for power converter
research, particularly power converter condition monitoring. These opportunities have branched
from two main sources: the drive train model and the converter set-up.
The drive train model has subsequently been modified by other researchers for a number of
wind turbine condition monitoring based scoping studies. The most significant contribution has
been the addition of a medium speed gearbox and GSC to allow for the exploration of using
readily available converter signals to detect faults in the gearbox and characterise potentially
damaging gust profiles. Details of this study, co-authored by this thesis’ author, can be found
in [143]. Other studies have included the addition of start-up and shut-down procedures, and
multi-level converter modules and their respective impacts on turbine reliability.
The converter set-up has also provided opportunities for experimental work into condition
monitoring of the converter itself. This has used a number of the control techniques developed
in this project to provide cycling conditions for converters whilst measuring potential damage,
with damage emulated through artificially overheating the device.
It in envisaged that this condition monitoring work will be combined with the reliability
work outlined in this thesis to produce a centre of excellence for wind turbine power converter
reliability and condition monitoring at Durham University.
6.4 Further DDTRET Testing
There is a range of testing that can be carried out utilising the DDTRET which would aid in
furthering knowledge of power converter thermal loading in wind turbines.
Firstly, despite efforts to accurately scale between simulation and experimental models during
set up, at present the simulation and experimental set up provide temperature results that are
difficult to correlate. This could be rectified by producing a simulation that is at the same scale
as the experimental work for direct comparison and further development. This simulation could
also produce data that could be used to validate the larger scale model. This was not carried
out, in part, due to the lack of thermal capacitance data available for the DUT, but now the
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experimental component of DDTRET is set up this thermal capacitance could now be measured
directly.
Secondly, whilst the impact of increasing wind speed was simulated using DDTRET, it was
impossible to distinguish to what extent different drive train characteristics affect the temper-
ature profile of the power converter. There is scope to provide parameter sensitivity studies to
determine the independent impact of various aspects of the current trace. An example of this
would be to maintain the power levels but vary the driving frequency to see if the frequency
affected the ability of the device to reach thermal equilibrium, and how this affected the num-
ber of thermal cycles in a period. The results of this type of study would aid in the selection
of operating frequencies for large scale wind turbines that could extend the life of the power
converter.
Finally, one of the key questions that arose from this research was the fact that there is much
inherent disagreement on the ∆Tj that will instigate damage to the devices. Consensus on this
value would provide a much improved understanding on the failure mechanisms found in wind
turbines and provide improved ability to optimise converter designs for the wind environment.
This test bench can now provide a platform to explore this important ∆Tj threshold.
6.5 Summary
This chapter has outlined a number of avenues of research that have branched out from the work
outlined in this thesis. This ongoing research includes the construction of an experimental rig
to emulate the converter operating conditions in a wind turbine in a laboratory environment.
This emulation utilises a novel approach to providing the current cycles to the converter.
Other work includes the expansion of the drive train model for use in condition monitoring,
particularly using readily available converter signals to monitor the drive train’s performance,
and provided the basis for experimental studies into direct power converter condition monitoring.
Chapter 7
Conclusions
An analysis of several wind farm failure data has revealed that the power converter, particularly
in permanent magnet synchronous generator wind turbines, is a reliability critical system. As
such, the power converter has been identified as requiring further investigation to determine the
cause of failure to reduce wind turbines’ levelised cost of energy.
A critique of the literature that determine the reliability of the power converter in the wind
turbine/wind farm concluded that physics-of-failure models as the most promising approach for
providing useful information to wind farm operators on how the operation of wind turbines im-
pacts the reliability of the power converter. The limitations of the present research approaches
have been outlined, including the present lack of a holistic approach for power converter reliabil-
ity analysis specific to wind turbine power converters, and the disparity between experimental
and in-field testing results. In response a holistic approach to wind turbine power converter
reliability research was proposed which considered realistic operating conditions of the wind
turbine being emulated in a laboratory environment.
This holistic approach included simulation work in the form of a drive train model and power
converter thermal model, packaged as the DDTRET. The drive train model consisted of a 2MW
fully rated converter permanent magnet synchronous generator turbine with maximum power
point tracking achieved using torque control and rated operation maintained using an active
pitch system. The power module thermal model consists of two key aspects: a power loss model
and a thermal equivalent circuit. A lifetime model was outlined based on the cycles-to-failure
versus mean junction temperature and junction temperature swing. The cycles from a thermal
profile are counted using a rainflow counting algorithm.
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An experimental rig has been designed and implemented for temperature measurement val-
idation to allow for thermal monitoring of the device under test. An infra-red sensor approach
was deemed the most appropriate method for this research which has not been used for this
type of work before. The subsequent thermal measurement experimental design for this re-
search was outlined, including the optics required and the calibration of the chosen lead selenide
infra-red sensor. For a realistic testing environment a simplified experimental rig with a 3-phase
power converter was constructed. This rig included a scaled down Semikron power module,
resistive load, open loop switching control, and the modifications to the power module required
for accurate temperature measurement. The electrical system was verified against a simulated
system.
This DDTRET and experimental set up was used to analyse wind turbine power converter
reliability with a holistic approach. This analysis highlighted some key considerations for future
reliability analysis of power converters:
 The wind turbine power module current throughput is complex and cannot be directly
derived from the present wind speed, therefore requiring implementation of DDTRET to
ensure accuracy.
 At high wind speeds the switching pattern of the IGBT causes intermittent junction tem-
perature profiles.
 The diodes experience greater thermal loading than the IGBTs in all comparative cases.
 Inclusion of heat sink thermal parameters and ambient temperature are important for
providing accurate junction temperature profiles.
 The lower the frequency of wind speed variation, the higher junction temperature swing
becomes, implying that low turbulence sites such as offshore have greater thermal variation,
and therefore damage, in the converter.
 For the first time, the minimum wind speed data frequency for accurate converter ther-
mal simulation has been determined. Reasonable approximations of junction temperature
profiles can be made with a minimum of 0.25Hz sampled wind speed data.
 At high wind speeds the junction temperature swing exceeded the theoretical plastic de-
formation limit. With a typical wind speed profile the lifetime of the device was estimated
at 8.5 years.
 Experimental tests confirmed that the lead selenide (PbSe) sensor is able to measure
junction temperature swing at the current fundamental frequency.
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 Experimental tests showed that the frequency had no impact on the maximum junction
temperature swing reached during a current cycle but did change the number of cycles
experienced.
 Laboratory testing showed the same pattern for increasing mean temperature with in-
creasing wind speed as the simulation work.
 Interesting junction temperature swing results highlighted the need to accurately replicate
the reactive load found in a real wind turbine in a laboratory setting.
A number of avenues of research have branched out from the work outlined in this thesis.
This ongoing research includes the construction of an experimental rig to emulate the converter
operating conditions in a wind turbine in a laboratory environment which would not be possible
without the experimental work carried out here. This emulation utilises a novel approach to
providing the current cycles to the converter. Other work includes the expansion of the drive
train model for use in condition monitoring studies, particularly using readily available converter
signals to monitor the drive train’s performance, and provided the basis for experimental studies
into direct power converter condition monitoring.
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Abstract: Power converter reliability is critical for permanent magnet synchronous generator (PMSG) wind turbines. Converter
failures are linked to power module thermal loading but studies often neglect turbine dynamics, control and the impact of wind
speed sampling rate on lifetime estimation. This study addresses this using a 2 MW direct-drive PMSG wind turbine model with
a two-level converter, and simulating junction temperatures (Tj) using a power module thermal equivalent circuit under various
synthetic wind speed conditions. These synthetic wind conditions include constant and square wave profiles representing stable
and gusty wind conditions. Responses to square wave wind speeds showed that the lower the gust frequency, the higher ΔTj
becomes, demonstrating that low turbulence sites have greater thermal variation in the converter. In contrast, wind speed
variations with frequencies >0.25 Hz deliver only small increases in ΔTj. It is concluded that reasonable approximations of Tj
profiles can be made with 0.25 Hz wind speed data, but that lower data rate wind measurements miss essential, damaging
characteristics.
1 Introduction
To meet EU renewable energy targets for 2020 and beyond, the
levelised cost of energy (LCoE) of offshore wind must be reduced
to below £100/MWh [1]. Operation and maintenance (O&M)
accounts for ∼30% of the LCoE [2]. A key aspect of O&M is
turbine sub-system reliability. By understanding which components
have the greatest impact on downtime and power production,
O&M resources can be focused to minimise turbine disruption and
reduce the LCoE of offshore wind.
1.1 Wind turbine power converter reliability
Numerous studies have explored the reliability of wind turbine sub-
systems using operational data. Carroll et al. [3] examined a large
dataset for offshore wind turbines with mixed turbine technology to
determine the main causes of failure and concluded that power
converters had a typical failure rate of ∼0.2 failures/turbine/year,
much lower than the highest failure rate of > 1 failure/turbine/year
for pitch systems. However, a more focused study on turbine type
[4] found that the failure rate of fully-rated converters (FRC) in
permanent magnet synchronous generator (PMSG) turbines was
0.593 failures/turbine/year compared with 0.106 failures/turbine/
year for partially-rated converters in doubly fed induction
generator turbines. This suggests that the unique operating
conditions of PMSG-FRCs are causing higher failure rates.
Furthermore, Spring et al. [5] examined large wind turbine datasets
and used expert knowledge to determine the impact of component
failure to turbine downtime, compiling a top 30 list of failure
sources. It was concluded that power converters were the highest
source of turbine downtime, with their failure modes occupying the
top 15 positions. Converter reliability must, therefore, be examined
with a focus on the FRC in PMSG turbines.
Of the failures outlined in [4], power module failure is the
failure mode for nearly all major converter repairs. Traditionally,
power module failure has been linked to power module thermal
loading, where the variation of temperature in the insulated gate
bipolar transistors (IGBT) and diode cases causes fatigue through
expansion and contraction between package layers (Fig. 1a). The
temperature used for reference is the virtual junction temperature,
(ΔTj,IGBT, ΔTj,diode), which is a virtual representation of the chip p–
n junction temperature (Fig. 1b). 
1.2 Power converter reliability studies
This approach has been applied in a number of studies to explore
the expected reliability of power converters in wind turbines [7–
16]. However, these studies often have limitations. Some studies
neglect the impact of wind turbine dynamics and control, so wind
speed inputs are directly converted into a Tj [7–9], which will
deviate significantly from the true Tj profile in the converter. The
use of wind speed distributions [8, 10] and large time steps, e.g. 3-
hourly [11] neglects the impact of wind speed history, which has
been shown to have a large impact on the current loading, and
subsequently, the thermal loading of the converter [17]. For
example, the use of supervisory control and advisory data
acquisition (SCADA) data may only provide a mean and maximum
wind speed over a 10 min period, which may hide a large amount
of variation that is causing damage to the converter.
Some studies have included both realistic wind speed profiles
and drive train models [12–15]. However, only two have studied a
PMSG wind turbine [14, 15], and these two studies disagree
whether high-frequency wind speed events impact the thermal
loading of the converter significantly. There is therefore a need for
a detailed study into the impact of operating conditions on power
converter reliability to help inform how the turbine should be
operated in order to extend its life and reduce the LCoE.
1.3 Research contributions
These limitations mean that operational profiles and failure data
may not be representative of converter operation in the field, and
there is no consensus on the required wind speed data frequency
for accurate thermal simulation. This paper addresses these
limitations by identifying the temporal fidelity over which wind
events (such as gusts) cause the highest thermal variation. The
minimum wind speed sampling frequency that will still provide
accurate thermal profile simulation can then be determined. The
impact of modelling assumptions on the estimated Tj profiles is
also explored. These results will provide guidance for future
simulation and experimental studies to improve converter
reliability analysis accuracy, with an aim of improving best
practice in both academia and industry.
To simulate these thermal loading profiles, a drive train model
(Section 2.1), power loss model (Section 2.2), thermal model
(Section 2.3), and wind inputs (Section 2.4) are required. The
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impacts of temporal fidelity and modelling assumptions were
explored through an analysis of individual Tj cycles (Section 3.1),
comparison of constant wind speed results with a comparable study
(Sections 3.2 and 3.3) and analysis of the converter response to
synthetic wind speed time series (WSTS) (Section 3.4). A
summary of the main findings is given in Section 4.
2 Approach
First, an approach to identifying the thermal loading of a wind
turbine power converter was developed as follows:
• Modelling of a wind turbine drive train to provide the current
throughput of the converter.
• Modelling of the resultant power losses in the converter due to
the current throughput.
• Modelling the power module thermal processes in response to
the power losses.
• Simulation of power module thermal response to selected wind
speed inputs.
Fig. 2 illustrates the full-system model. U is the incoming wind
speed, Isw is the converter switch current, VDC is the DC link
voltage, and Ploss is the power module device switching losses. 
This section outlines the details of each of the sub-systems.
2.1 Drive train model
The drive train model developed for this work was a 2 MW FRC-
PMSG, direct-drive turbine. The model was split into five sub-
systems: rotor power extraction, drive train dynamics, generator,
machine-side converter (MSC), and turbine control. Fig. 3 provides
a summary of the drive train model. Tt is the turbine torque
extracted from the wind, Tm is the mechanical torque resulting
from the shaft stiffness and damping, Tg is the electromagnetic
torque, ωt is the turbine rotational speed, ωg is the generator
rotational speed, β is the pitch angle, βref is the reference pitch
angle, Iabc is the generator output current, Vt,abc is the generator
terminal voltage applied by the MSC, and Vref,abc is the reference
MSC output voltages. 
This section outlines the core aspects of each sub-system.
Detailed descriptions can be found in [17, 18].
2.1.1 Turbine power extraction: Tt from the wind is calculated
using the following equation:
T t =
0.5Cpρπr
2U3
ωt
(1)
Cp is the power coefficient, ρ is air density, and r is the turbine
radius.
Cp depends on the tip speed ratio (λ) and β. The Cp, λ, and β
relationship is turbine specific but it is typical to use a numerical
approximation (2) and (3) [19], with λ calculated using (4)
1
λi
= 1λ + Htβ
−
Kt
β3 + 1 (2)
Cp = At
Bt
λi
− Ctβ − Dtβ
Et − Ft e
( −Gt/λi) (3)
λ =
ωtr
U (4)
At to Ft and Kt are turbine specific constants. The values used can
be found in the Appendix.
2.1.2 Drive train dynamics: Tt is applied to the drive shaft. The
drive train can be modelled as a mechanical mass-spring-damper
system which dynamically impacts the Tm applied to the generator.
Fig. 1  Chip layout and packaging for typical power module devices. Figures adapted from [6]
(a) Typical IGBT power module packaging with no base plate. Areas of fatigue include the bondwire, the bondwire bonds, and the chip solder/sintered layer, (b) Internal structure of
a typical p–n diode chip showing the location of the p–n junction used as the virtual reference point for Tj,diode
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The drive train was modelled as a two-mass system, rather than
a lumped-mass system, to include the dynamic effects of shaft
stiffness and damping. The two-mass system is defined by the
following equation [20]:
Jt 0
0 Jg
αt
αg
+
Cd −Cd
−Cd Cd
ωt
ωg
+ K −K
K −K
θt
θg
=
T t
Tg
(5)
Jt, Jg are the moments of inertia of the turbine and generator,
respectively, θt, θg are the rotational displacements of the turbine
and generator, respectively, Cd is the shaft damping coefficient, K
is the shaft stiffness, and αt, αg are the rotational accelerations of
the turbine and generator, respectively. The expanded matrix can be
solved numerically, with Tm calculated using the following
equation:
Tm = ωt − ωg Cd + θt − θg K (6)
2.1.3 Generator: The generator model used is a second-order
non-salient PMSG in the dq0 reference frame [21] with a current
rating of 1868 Arms. The mechanical component was modelled
with the torque swing equation. The generator parameters can be
found in the Appendix.
2.1.4 MSC: In a typical wind turbine, the converter is comprised
of an MSC and grid-side converter (GSC). The role of the MSC
and GSC differs depending on control strategy but the MSC
typically controls the speed of the wind turbine for optimum power
production whilst the GSC controls power export to maintain the
DC-link voltage.
Due to the turbine's variable speed operation for maximum
power extraction, the MSC experiences a more varied operating
profile compared with the GSC, which operates at fixed frequency.
The MSC is consequently of greater interest for reliability analysis.
Here, only the MSC is modelled while the GSC is replaced with a
constant voltage source of 1150 VDC (± 575 VDC).
The MSC parameters were based on the power modules found
in the SEMIKRON SKSB2100GD69/11-MAPB stacks [22]. These
stacks have a maximum DC voltage of 1200 V and a maximum
current of 1000 Arms. The stacks use SKiiP2013GB172-4DWV3
half-bridge integrated power modules [23].
The voltage output of the MSC is determined by Vabc,ref from
the machine-side controller (Section 2.1.5). Pulse width
modulation (PWM) converts the modulated Vabc,ref (Vm) into a
switching pattern for the IGBTs in order to produce the three-phase
converter output voltage (Vc,abc). Space vector PWM was chosen
and therefore Vm was calculated using the following equation:
Vm =
3
VDC
Vabc, ref (7)
The current through the devices is split between diode and IGBT
depending on the current polarity. Since two parallel stacks are
required to reach the current rating of the turbine (Section 2.1.3),
this current is split equally between stacks [24].
2.1.5 Turbine control: Power extraction is controlled in two ways
depending on operating region. Maximum power point tracking
(MPPT) is used for below rated speed, while active pitch control is
used above rated speed to limit power.
Fig. 3  Drive train model summary
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For MPPT, Cp must be maximised (Cp,max). By controlling ωt,
the optimum λ can be maintained (λopt) when below rated wind
speed
ωt,opt(u) =
Uλopt
r (8)
ωt,opt(u) is the optimum turbine rotational speed at a given wind
speed.
As U is not measured in this control strategy, ωt,opt is unknown.
Instead ωt is varied until the turbine reaches steady state, which
occurs when ωt = ωt,opt. ωt is varied via Tg, which is carried out
using direct-quadrature-zero current (Idq0) control applied to the
MSC. Fig. 4a illustrates the machine-side control algorithm. Vd,q
are the d,q reference frame voltages, Vd,q,ref are the required d,q
terminal voltages, Id,q,ref are the reference Id,q, rs is the PMSG
stator phase resistance, Ld,q are the PMSG d,q armature
inductances, φ is the permanent magnet flux linkage, KMPPT is a
turbine specific constant, ωt,max is the maximum turbine rotational
speed considered by the controller, and ωe is the magnetic field
rotational speed, which is related to ωg via the generator pole pairs.
To determine the required generator currents, ωt is related to the
required Tg (Tref) via the turbine power curve using a turbine
specific constant KMPPT (9) and (10). The reference Iq is calculated
using a known relationship between Iq and Tg in the generator (11).
Id is maintained at 0 A [25]. These currents are achieved by
applying a controlled voltage on the generator terminals using the
MSC
Tref = KMPPTωt
2 (9)
Fig. 4  Schematics of
(a) Machine side controller, (b) Pitch controller, (c) Pitch actuator
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KMPPT = 0.5Cp,maxρπr
2 r
λopt
3
(10)
Iq, ref =
2p
3φTref (11)
To note, the machine-side controller is not constrained by the rated
turbine rotational speed (ωt,rat) but by a higher maximum (ωt,max).
This allows the machine-side controller to deal with sudden
increases in wind speed for which the pitch controller is too slow to
respond effectively. This provides a similar controller interaction to
[26].
Pitch control limits power extraction when above rated wind
speed by pitching the blades away from the optimum angle,
reducing the turbine's Cp.
There are a number of pitch control methods available [27]. For
this work, the difference in ωt and rated ωt (ωt,rat) is used to
produce a β error (βerr) (Fig. 4b). βerr is added to the current β to
produce a reference β (βref) and applied to the pitch actuator
(Fig. 4c). The pitch actuator is modelled as a first-order dynamic
system [28] with limits on β and the rate of change of β (βrate).
These values can be found in the Appendix.
2.1.6 Drive train model summary: The drive train model
consists of the following key features:
• Modelled as a direct-drive 2 MW PMSG wind turbine to align
with modern turbine technology with sufficient data for
modelling.
• Mechanical drive train modelled as a two-mass model to capture
the critical dynamics of a wind turbine drive train.
• FRC with MSC based on SEMIKRON Renewable Energy
stacks to provide realistic converter parameters.
• GSC modelled as an ideal DC link to isolate impacts of wind on
the MSC.
• Turbine controlled using ωt as the reference signal, with both
MPPT and active pitch control as in the majority of modern
wind turbines.
2.2 Converter power loss model
To convert the current throughput into Tj profiles, power losses
must be calculated, specifically:
• The IGBT and diode conduction losses.
• The IGBT switching losses and diode reverse recovery (RR)
losses.
The conduction and switching losses are summed for each
device. The power loss model used is based on [29, 30].
2.2.1 Conduction losses: Conduction losses depend on device
internal resistance so are calculated using the device voltage and
current
PC, IGBT = Vce Ic (12)
PC,diode = Vf If (13)
PC,IGBT and PC,diode are the IGBT and diode conduction losses,
respectively, Vce is the IGBT collector–emitter voltage, Vf is the
diode forward voltage, Ic is the IGBT collector current, and If is the
diode forward current.
Ic and If are the input currents. Vce and Vf are functions of Ic and
If, respectively, and the device Tj. The functions are given in the
manufacturer's data sheet [23] for a Tj of 25 and 125°C. Vce and Vf
are calculated by interpolating between the values given at these
reference temperatures.
2.2.2 Switching/RR losses: Switching and RR losses occur when
there is a change in direction of voltage and current. Device
response is not instantaneous but occurs over nanoseconds [29].
Nanosecond simulation is impractical for run times longer than a
few seconds and the energy loss information given in
manufacturer's datasheets is not detailed enough for accurate
temporal loss simulation. For example, the energy loss during
switch on (Eon) and switch off (Eoff) are not given separately, but
reported as a summation of the two (Eon+off) [23]. As such, a
simplified approach has to be taken.
It has been assumed that the energy loss is given by the
conditions at the first low-high (L-H) switching instance. The
energy is modulated over the switching cycle (between L-H and the
next L-H) to provide a constant switching power loss. This was
deemed acceptable as the device thermal time constants (μs-ms)
will dominate the thermal profile [29].
With the above assumptions, the switching/RR losses were
found by
(i) Determining the energy losses at L-H switching events. The
switching/RR energy loss is given as a function of input current at
two reference VDC [23] and is assumed to be linear. The IGBT
energy loss is Eon+off, whilst the diode energy loss is twice the
reverse energy loss (Err).
(ii) Calculating the equivalent modulated power losses over the
switching cycle using the following equations [30]:
Psw t:Ts, th: t + Tp, sw t =
Eon + off(t)
Tp, sw(t)
(14)
Prr t:Ts, th: t + Tp, rr t =
Err(t)
Tp, rr(t)
(15)
Psw,T j t = 1 + TCEsw T j, IGBT t − Tref Psw t (16)
Prr,T j t = 1 + TCErr T j,diode t − Tref Prr t (17)
Psw is the IGBT switching power loss, Prr is the diode RR power
loss, t is the time step, Ts,th is the thermal sampling time, Tp,sw is
the IGBT switching time period, Tp,rr is the diode RR time period,
Psw,Tj, Prr,Tj are the Tj corrected Psw and Prr, respectively, TCEsw,
TCErr are the switching loss and RR temperature coefficients,
respectively, and Tref is the reference temperature of the energy loss
look-up tables (LUTs).
2.3 Thermal loss model
Converter thermal modelling can be carried out in three ways:
• Thermal equivalent circuits using resistor–capacitor (RC)
networks [8, 10–12, 14–16].
• Thermal diffusion equations [13].
• Finite-element analysis [7].
As the RC network data was readily available, a common
practice approach of thermal equivalent circuit modelling was
used.
The data given in [23] is for a Foster RC network. To provide a
more accurate half-bridge temperature profile the Foster thermal
resistance (Rth,f) and time constant (τ) parameters were converted
into RC parameters [31], and then converted into Cauer RC
parameters to provide a more realistic thermal profile throughout
the device [32]. Fig. 5 gives the half-bridge Cauer RC network.
The parameters are available in the Appendix. 
The power losses (Ploss) are dependent on Tj and therefore the
power loss and thermal sub-systems must be run concurrently. Due
to the power-thermal inter-dependency, the initialisation of Cth
temperatures was solved iteratively. The steady-state temperatures
are related to the Rth only [30]. Therefore, initial temperatures were
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set throughout the device, and then the power losses and
temperatures were iteratively updated until steady state was
reached.
2.4 Wind speed inputs
Wind speed and converter current throughput are partly decoupled
by the drive train inertia and control [17]. As such, it can be
challenging to determine which characteristics of a WSTS have the
largest impact on thermal loading.
To address this, experiments have been constructed which use
synthetic WSTS to isolate potential wind speed characteristics and
determine their impact on thermal loading. Square waves have
been used to represent sudden changes in wind speed, which was
validated against high-frequency wind speed data. The tests are
carried out over 65 s, with the first 5 s carried out at constant wind
speed to minimise the impact of variations in the input current. For
the square wave tests this constant wind speed represents the
average power wind speed, which is slightly higher than the
average wind speed. The model time step is also much smaller than
the test period to ensure it does not influence the results; 5 × 10−6s
for the drive train, and 5 × 10−5s for the thermal simulation.
2.5 Summary
To summarise, a Simulink model of a wind turbine drive train and
power converter thermal network has been constructed. This allows
for any wind speed profile to be entered and the corresponding
power module thermal profiles be produced.
3 Results and discussion
This section outlines the analysis performed on Tj profiles
produced in response to constant and square wave WSTS.
3.1 Individual Tj cycles
The power loss and temperature profiles over individual power
cycles were examined. Fig. 6 compares the diode and IGBT current
Tj profiles at a constant 12.7 m/s. The Tj profile for the diode
(Fig. 6d) is comparable with the expected response found in
Fig. 5.2.13 in the manufacturer's handbook [30], although it should
be noted that the manufacturer's data considers only the average
power loss of the switching cycle, rather than individual switching
events. This simulation output can show higher frequency
temperature variation than revealed in the manufacturer's data. 
This higher frequency temperature variation becomes most
apparent in the IGBT (Fig. 6c), particularly in the first half of the
current cycle. This can be attributed to the converter being
connected to a PMSG. The PMSG reactance causes the current to
be out-of-phase with the voltage, and therefore the switching
cycles are not distributed symmetrically over the input current,
with a period of low voltage (Fig. 6a). The low voltage means the
IGBT has a smaller duty cycle. Where there is infrequent current
due to a low duty cycle (Fig. 6a), Tj varies more (Fig. 6c). This
effect is not seen in the diode as the current not flowing through the
IGBT must pass through the diode, creating a near continuous
current throughput (Fig. 6b) and therefore a smooth Tj response
(Fig. 6d).
3.2 Constant wind speeds
Fig. 7 shows the thermal response to constant WSTS for an IGBT
and diode with an ambient temperature (Ta) of 40°C [8]. The mean
Tj increases non-linearly as wind speed increases due to the cubic
relationship between wind speed and power. The ΔTj also increases
due to the higher power loss per cycle, and the ΔTj frequency
increases due to the higher generator rotational speed. 
The diode temperatures Tj and ΔTj (Fig. 7b) are consistently
higher than the IGBT (Fig. 7a). This is due to the higher power
losses experienced by the diodes and the higher Rth of the diodes.
The higher diode Rth (K/W) means that for every watt of heat loss,
the diode experiences a greater rise in temperature than the IGBT.
This is then coupled with the greater power losses due to the more
continuous current flow through the diode (Section 3.1), causing
the higher Tj and ΔTj. This was also found for the MSC devices in
[14] and suggests that the diode is more vulnerable to thermal
cycling, with both higher mean Tj and ΔTj.
3.3 Study comparison
The results in Figs. 7a and b were compared with the 1.55 MW
turbine in [14] (Fig. 7c); it is assumed the scaled power ratings
would have limited impact on the thermal loading as the converter
rating would also be scaled, leading to comparable Tj profiles for a
given wind speed. However, whilst it was found that the ΔTj for
both IGBTs and diodes was comparable at a given wind speed, the
mean Tj for a given wind speed was higher in this study than in
[14], despite Ta being 10°C lower. This is in part is due to the lack
of Rth value for the heatsink in [14]. At steady-state conditions this
will create a higher case temperature (Tc) and therefore higher
mean Tj. The mean Tj change from 12 to 8.5 m/s is also much
lower in [14]. This suggests that the MSC in this work is more
susceptible to Tj rises due to the higher Rth values in the devices.
This highlights three key conclusions that must be made.
• The ΔTj magnitude for IGBT and diodes is consistent with those
found in [14], but there is greater variation in mean Tj between
wind speeds in this study.
Fig. 5  Half-bridge Cauer RC network (one IGBT and diode represented). PIGBT1 is the IGBT power loss, Pdiode1 is the diode power loss, Rth,c is the Cauer
thermal resistance, and Cth,c is the Cauer thermal capacitance
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• The value of Ta can have a large impact on the mean Tj value.
• The inclusion of the heatsink thermal parameters in the model
causes a significant increase in the mean Tj.
3.4 Response to varying wind speed input
The Tj response of the power module to a range of square wave
WSTS is detailed to understand what might be masked by using
SCADA data in lifetime/temperature swing calculations. For
comparison, the maximum Tj swing over the simulation period
(max ΔTj) have been plotted for square gust amplitudes of 1 and 2 
m/s, for varying frequencies and mean wind speeds, for both IGBT
and diode (Fig. 8). 
In general, the higher the frequency of wind speed variation, the
lower ΔTj becomes. This is as the turbine inertia acts as a low-pass
filter, restricting the high-frequency wind speed variation being
transmitted as current variation. Indeed, wind speed variations with
frequency >0.25 Hz lead to a minimal increase in ΔTj compared
with the constant wind speed case (0 Hz). Therefore, reasonable
approximations of Tj profiles can be made (within 1°C) with 0.25 
Hz wind speed data. Furthermore, these results imply that lower
turbulence wind farm sites, such as offshore, have more damaging
thermal profiles in the converter than higher turbulence onshore
sites.
There are exceptions to this trend. ΔTj becomes relatively
consistent below 0.03 Hz. This is because the turbine has time to
respond to the change of wind speed and reaches its steady
operating state. The turbine is then at this steady-state condition
long enough for Tj to reach its maximum before the wind speed
reduces. Lower frequencies will increase the number of times that
the maximum Tj is reached during a particular gust, but will not
affect the maximum Tj. The same will also be true for the
minimum Tj. Therefore, gust frequencies of 0.03 Hz and below
provide the maximum ΔTj.
These results show that the use of one wind speed data point for
a long time period, e.g. 10 min SCADA data, 3 hourly data found
in [11], or the use of a wind speed distribution in [8, 10], can mask
a large amount of information and will underestimate the Tj
variation significantly; in Fig. 8d the diode ΔTj at Um of 12 m/s
increases by up to 71%. Therefore, these results agree with the
conclusions in [15] that higher frequency wind speed data is
required for accurate Tj profile estimation, and it is suggested that a
minimum WSTS frequency of 0.25 Hz is required, though it is
recognised that this will not always be available/practical. This,
however, would reduce the amount of data required for studies
such as in [12–15]. The results at higher Um also indicate that the
unique operating conditions may have a significant effect on the Tj
profile experienced by the power converter, and therefore the lack
of drive train dynamic modelling in [7–9] will change the Tj
profiles significantly.
4 Conclusions
The power converter is reliability critical for FRC-PMSG wind
turbines. Converter failures are typically linked to the thermal
loading of the power module. This paper models the converter
thermal loading when the turbine is subjected to various synthetic
WSTS to explore and demonstrate the impact of the frequency of
wind speed variation on power converter thermal loading.
The thermal simulation has three main parts: a PMSG drive
train model, a converter power loss model based on conduction and
switching/RR, and a thermal equivalent circuit model. Both
constant and square wave WSTS were tested to replicate real wind
characteristics. From the results, it can be concluded that:
Fig. 6  Cycle view of
(a) IGBT current with the current waveform peak magnified, (b) Diode current with the current waveform peak magnified, (c) IGBT Tj, (d) Diode Tj at a constant 12.7 m/s
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• At high wind speeds the switching pattern of the IGBT causes
intermittent Tj profiles.
• The diodes experience greater thermal loading than the IGBTs in
all comparative cases.
• A comparison with another study showed that the inclusion of
heat sink thermal parameters and ambient temperature are
important for providing accurate Tj profiles.
• The lower the frequency of wind speed variation, the higher ΔTj
becomes, implying that low turbulence sites such as offshore
have greater thermal variation, and therefore damage, in the
converter.
• For the first time, the minimum wind speed data frequency for
accurate converter thermal simulation has been determined.
Wind speed variations with frequency >0.25 Hz have a small
increase in ΔTj and therefore reasonable approximations of Tj
profiles can be made with 0.25 Hz wind speed data. Wind speed
data at lower frequencies allow simulations to overlook
damaging temperature variations.
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Fig. 7  Tj response to constant wind speeds in the MPPT region for
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7 Appendix
 
Pt,rat is the rated turbine power, frat is the rated frequency, Urat is
the rated wind speed, Vl,rat is the rated line voltage, Irat is the rated
current, Trat is the rated torque, Vf is the IGBT forward voltage, Vfd
is the diode forward voltage, Tf,t is the IGBT fall time and tail time,
respectively, Ron is the IGBT on-state slope resistance, Pp,id,iq are
the proportional gains for the pitch, Id, and Iq controllers,
respectively, Ip,id,iq are the integral gains for the pitch, Id, and Iq
controllers, respectively, and fsw is the switching frequency (see
Table 1). 
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Table 1a Continued
Parameter Value Reference
At 0.22 [33]
Bt 116 [33]
Ct 0.4 [33]
Dt 0 [33]
Et 0 [33]
Ft 5 [33]
Gt 12.5 [33]
Ht 0.08 [33]
Kt 0.035 [33]
Pt,rat 2.0 MW [21]
ωt,rat 22.5 rpm [21]
frat 9.75 Hz [21]
λopt 6.3 —
Cp,max 0.438 —
Urat 12.7 m/s —
r 34 m —
ρ 1.225 kg/m3 [25]
Jt 2.92 × 106 kg/m2 [34]
Jg 200 kg/m2 [35]
K 4.0 × 107 Nm/rad [34]
Cd 6.72 × 106 Nms/rad —
Vl,rat 690 V(rms) [21]
I,rat 1867.76 A(rms) [21]
Trat 848.826 kNm [21]
Rs 8.21 × 10−4 Ω [23]
Ld 1.5731 mH [23]
p 52 [23]
φ 8.24 Vs (peak) [23]
Vf 0.95 V [23]
Vfd 1.9 V [23]
Ron 0.925 mΩ [23]
VDC 1150 V —
βmax 45° [36]
βmin 0° [36]
βrate,max 8°/s [36]
βrate,min −8°/s [36]
τ 0.5 s [37]
Pp 3.357 —
Ip 0.012 —
 
Table 1b Drive train parameters
Parameter Value Reference
Pid −0.148 —
Iid −5.377 —
Piq −0.155 —
Iiq −2.689 —
fsw 2 kHz [22]
Rth,c,IGBT(1) 1.5 × 10−3 K/W —
Rth,c,IGBT(2) 7.3 × 10−3 K/W —
Rth,c,IGBT(3) 5.9 × 10−3 K/W —
Rth,c,IGBT(4) 2.5 × 10−3 K/W —
Rth,c,IGBT(5) 0.37 × 10−3 K/W —
Cth,c,IGBT(1) 0.55 Ws/K —
Cth,c,IGBT(2) 3.61 Ws/K —
Cth,c,IGBT(3) 35.90 Ws/K —
Ch,c,IGBT(4) 476.61 Ws/K —
Ch,c,IGBT(5) 4.81 × 103 Ws/K —
Rth,c,diode(1) 2.8 × 10−3 K/W —
Rth,c,diode(2) 10.2 × 10−3 K/W —
Rth,c,diode(3) 10.5 × 10−3 K/W —
Rth,c,diode(4) 11.9 × 10−3 K/W —
Rth,c,diode(5) 8.6 × 10−3 K/W —
Rth,c,diode(6) 0.94 × 10−3 K/W —
Cth,c,diode(1) 0.773 Ws/K —
Cth,c,diode(2) 1.45 Ws/K —
Cth,c,diode(3) 4.90 Ws/K —
Cth,c,diode(4) 36.07 Ws/K —
Cth,c,diode(5) 577.76 Ws/K —
Cth,c,diode(6) 1.60 × 104 Ws/K —
Rth,c,h(1) 0.79 × 10−3 K/W —
Rth,c,h(2) 3.1 × 10−3 K/W —
Rth,c,h(3) 4.3 × 10−3 K/W —
Rth,c,h(4) 0.88 × 10−3 K/W —
Rth,c,h(5) 0.14 × 10−3 K/W —
Cth,c,h(1) 337.28 Ws/K —
Cth,c,h(2) 409.76Ws/K —
Cth,c,h(3) 1.37 × 103 Ws/K —
Ch,c,h(4) 1.91 × 104 Ws/K —
Ch,c,h(5) 1.30 × 104 Ws/K —
TCEsw 0.003 [30]
TCErr 0.006 [30]
Tref 125°C —
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Abstract 
Power converter reliability is critical for permanent magnet 
synchronous generator (PMSG) wind turbines. Converter 
failures are commonly linked to the power module thermal 
loading. This paper models the expected converter thermal 
loading when the turbine is subjected to various synthetic 
wind speed conditions, including constant and square wave 
profiles. It was found that the model performed as expected 
compared to manufacturer’s data and the diodes had greater 
thermal loading than the insulated-gate bipolar transistors 
(IGBTs). The preliminary results from synthetic square wave 
wind speed time series (WSTS) suggest that wind events with 
a period >5s are critical to the device thermal loading. 
1 Introduction 
To meet EU renewable energy targets for 2020 and beyond, 
the Levelised Cost of Energy (LCoE) of offshore wind needs 
to be reduced to below £100/MWh [1]. Operation and 
maintenance (O&M) accounts for approximately 30% of the 
LCoE [2]. A key aspect of O&M is the reliability of the 
turbine sub-systems. By understanding which components’ 
reliability has the greatest impact on downtime and power 
production, O&M resources can be focused to minimise 
turbine disruption and reduce offshore wind’s LCoE. 
A number of studies have explored the reliability of wind 
turbine sub-systems. [3] examined a large dataset for offshore 
wind turbines with varying turbine technology to determine 
the main causes of failure and concluded that the power 
converter had a typical failure rate of ~0.2 
failures/turbine/year (f/t/y), which was much lower than the 
highest failure rate of >1 f/t/y for the pitch system. However, 
a more focused study on turbine type [4] found that the failure 
rate of fully-rated converters (FRC) in permanent magnet 
synchronous generator (PMSG) turbines was 0.593 f/t/y 
compared to the 0.106 f/t/y for doubly fed induction generator 
(DFIG) turbines. Furthermore, [5] examined large datasets of 
wind turbines and consulted expert knowledge to produce a 
top 30 list of turbine failure modes and concluded that the 
power converter was the highest risk component to turbine 
reliability. The reliability of the converter must therefore be 
examined with a focus on the FRC in PMSG turbines. 
Of the failures outlined in [4], power module failure is the 
failure mode for nearly all major converter repairs. 
Traditionally, this power module failure has been linked to 
power module thermal loading, where the variation of 
junction temperature in the insulated gate bipolar transistors 
(ΔTj,IGBT) and diodes (ΔTj,diode) causes fatigue through 
expansion and contraction of current carrying components. 
This is analogous to fatigue in mechanical engineering.  
This approach has been applied in a number of studies to 
explore the expected reliability of power converters in wind 
turbines [6-15]. However these studies often have limitations: 
• Neglect the impact of turbine response by using 
simplified wind turbine models and/or wind speed inputs. 
• Limited scope of failure data. Cycles-to-failure is derived 
from manufacturer or experimental data which consider 
only fixed magnitude ΔTj, implying a fixed input current. 
• Limited validation approaches. Experimental work is 
often carried out at constant input conditions. 
These limitations mean that the operational profiles and 
failure data are not representative of how a converter operates 
in the field. In response these research questions were formed. 
1. Are the thermal loading profiles generated in the power 
modules verifiable for complex input profiles? 
2. Which operating conditions cause the greatest thermal 
loading to the power modules and does this correspond to 
the greatest damage? 
3. Is the use of manufacturing cycles-to-failure data a valid 
approach for converter lifetime estimation under complex 
loading conditions such as operation in a wind turbine? 
This paper concentrates on providing the benchmark for the 3 
questions by modelling the expected thermal loading and 
finding the wind conditions which theoretically cause the 
greatest damage to the converter. 
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 outlines the 
approach for producing the thermal loading profiles, 
including a drive train model (Section 2.1), power loss model 
(Section 2.2), thermal model (Section 2.3) and wind inputs 
(Section 2.4). Section 3 outlines the thermal loading results 
from simulations and Section 4 concludes the work. 
2 Approach 
To determine the thermal loading of a wind turbine power 
converter the following procedure was followed: 
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1. Model a wind turbine drive train to provide the current 
throughput of the converter. 
2. Model the resultant power losses in the converter due to 
the current throughput. 
3. Model the power module thermal processes in response 
to the power losses.  
4. Simulation of power module thermal response to a 
variety of wind speed inputs. 
This section outlines the details of each step. 
2.1 Drive Train Model 
To ensure an accurate current throughput is provided the 
turbine dynamics need to be considered. A drive train model 
has been constructed previously for this purpose [16]. The 
following summarises the model’s key details. 
• Modelled as a direct-drive 2MW wind turbine. 
• Mechanical drive train modelled as a 2-mass model. 
• 2nd order non-salient PMSG. 
• FRC based on SEMIKRON RE stacks. 
• Grid-side converter (GSC) modelled as an ideal DC link. 
• Maximum power point tracking (MPPT) achieved using 
dq0 vector control. 
• Active pitch control. 
Updates have been made to the turbine control for this paper: 
1. The reference pitch angle (βref) is limited to positive 
values to avoid an issue in the actuator system integration 
delaying the pitch actuator. 
2. The torque controller is no longer constrained by the 
rated turbine rotational speed (ωt,rat) but by a higher 
maximum (ωt,max). This allows the torque controller to 
deal with sudden increases in wind speed that the pitch 
controller is too slow to respond to effectively. This 
provides a similar controller interaction as found in [17]. 
Figure 1.b, d shows an improved pitch control response. This 
updated control requires a higher converter maximum current 
throughput (Iout,max) compared to in [16] (Figure 1.c, e). 
Therefore the MSC was replaced with two parallel 
SKSB2100GD69/11-MAPB stacks, providing an Iout,max of 
1000 Arms per stack [18]. This corresponds to a total Iq of 
2828 A, which was reduced to 2800 A to allow for noise and 
controller overshoot This dictates a ωt,max of 2.43 rad/s. 
The new stacks meant the half-bridge modules used were 
changed to SKiiP 2013GB172-4DWV3 modules [19]. This 
made little difference to the drive train parameters except the 
collector-emitter resistance (Ron) was reduced to 0.925 mΩ. 
To summarise, a 2MW PMSG wind turbine with a FRC 
model was used from a previous work [16] with 
improvements to the turbine control and MSC data used. 
2.2 Converter Power Loss Model 
To convert the current throughput into power module Tj 
profiles the power module component power losses much be 
calculated. This section outlines the power loss model used. 
 
Figure 1: Turbine control update. (b) and (c) are the pitch and 
Iq response in [16] to a given wind speed input (a). (d) and (e) 
are the updated pitch and Iq response. 
The electrical loss models used in the literature consider 
losses in IGBTs and diodes. This includes the conduction 
losses of IGBTs and diodes, the switching losses of the IGBT 
and the reverse recovery (RR) losses of the diodes [7-10, 20]. 
The power loss model used is based on the models in [20, 21]. 
The power losses were calculated as follows: 
1. The current throughput of each device is simulated. 
2. The IGBT and diode conduction losses are calculated. 
3. The IGBT switching losses and diode RR losses are 
calculated. 
4. The conduction and switching losses are summed for 
each device and fed to the thermal model. 
Conduction Losses 
The conduction losses are related to the power dissipated 
from the devices’ internal resistance. This is calculated by 
determining the voltage and current of the device (1, 2). 
 PC,IGBT = Vce Ic (1) 
 PC,diode=Vf If (2) 
Where PC,IGBT and PC,diode are the IGBT and diode conduction 
losses respectively, Vce is the IGBT collector-emitter voltage, 
Vf is the diode forward voltage, Ic is the IGBT collector 
current, and If is the diode forward current. 
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Ic and If are the input currents. Vce and Vf are functions of Ic 
and If respectively, and the device Tj. The functions are given 
in the manufacturer’s data sheet [19] for a Tj of 25°C and 
125°C. Look-up tables (LUT) have been produced to 
determine the Vc, and Vf for each time step for these reference 
Tj. The Tj from the previous time step is used to provide the 
actual V by linearly interpolating between the reference Vs. 
Switching/RR Losses 
Switching and RR losses occur when there is a change in 
direction of voltage and current as these changes are not 
instantaneous. This occurs in a period of hundreds of 
nanoseconds [20] so the  model fidelity has to be considered. 
Simulating over nanoseconds is impractical for times longer 
than a few seconds. Energy loss information given in 
manufacturer’s datasheets is also not detailed enough for 
accurate temporal loss simulation. For example, the IGBT 
energy loss is a total energy loss for both on and off switching 
events (Eon+off) [19]. Splitting this energy equally would not 
be valid as revealed in other datasheets [22]. This limited 
information means a simplified approach has to be taken. 
It has therefore been assumed that the energy loss is given by 
the conditions at the first low-high (L-H) switching instance. 
The energy is modulated over the switching cycle (between 
L-H and the next L-H) to provide a constant switching power 
loss. This was deemed acceptable as the device thermal time 
constants will dominate the thermal profile. 
The switching/RR losses are calculated as follows: 
1. Determine when the device input changes from L-H. 
2. Determine the time period between L-H switching events 
(Tp). If this time period was found to be greater than a 
threshold (Tp,max) the device was deemed to be switched 
off for a long time and the Tp set to 1/fsw,ref, where fsw,ref is 
the maximum switching frequency of the converter. 
3. Determine the energy losses at L-H switching events. 
The switching/RR energy loss is given as a function of 
input current at two reference DC voltages (VDC) [19]. 
Therefore a LUT was constructed for both reference 
VDC’s and the input current used to determine the 
corresponding energy loss. The actual VDC is then used to 
linearly interpolate between these two reference values. 
For the IGBT this energy loss is the Eon+off, whilst the 
diode energy loss is twice the RR energy loss (Err). 
4. The equivalent modulated power losses over the 
switching cycle are calculated using (3, 4). 
 Psw(t:Ts,th: (t + Tp,sw(t))) = 
Eon+off(t)
Tp,sw(t)
 (3) 
 Prr(t:Ts,th:(t + Tp,rr(t))) = 
Err(t)
Tp,rr(t)
 (4) 
Where Psw is the IGBT switching power loss, Prr is the 
diode RR power loss, t is the time step, Ts,th is the thermal 
sampling time (5x10-5 s), Tp,sw is the IGBT switching time 
period and Tp,rr is the diode RR time period. 
5. The switching/RR losses are also Tj dependent, with the 
relationship determined as in (5, 6) [21]. 
 Psw,Tj(t) = (1 + TCEsw(Tj,IGBT(t) - Tref)) Psw(t) (5) 
 Prr,Tj(t) = (1 + TCErr(Tj,diode(t) - Tref)) Prr(t) (6) 
Where Psw,Tj, Prr,Tj are the Tj corrected Psw and Prr 
respectively, TCEsw TCErr are the switching loss and RR 
temperature coefficients respectively, and Tref is the 
reference temperature of the energy loss LUTs. 
With the conduction and switching/RR power losses 
calculated the total power loss can be calculated. 
2.3 Thermal Loss Model 
Converter thermal modelling is carried out in three ways: 
• Thermal equivalent circuits [7-9, 11-14]. 
• Thermal diffusion equations [10]. 
• Finite Element Analysis (FEA) [6]. 
The choice of thermal model is based on data availability and 
computational efficiency. The thermal equivalent circuits are 
used when Foster network resistor-capacitor (RC) 
manufacturing data is available. Modifications are made to 
improve the network accuracy, which often involves 
converting to a Cauer network. If this data is not available or 
detailed device analysis is required, thermal diffusion 
equations or FEA is used. However these methods are 
computationally expensive. As the RC network data was 
available a thermal equivalent circuit was used. 
The data given in [19] is for a Foster RC network. This 
network gives a numerical approximation of the thermal 
network which means that the calculated temperatures, except 
Tj and the ambient temperature (Ta), have no physical 
meaning. To provide a more accurate half-bridge temperature 
profile the Foster thermal resistance (Rth,f) and time constant 
(τ) parameters were converted into RC parameters (7) [23], 
and then converted into Cauer RC parameters using the 
algorithm available at [24]. This conversion was carried out 
independently for each IGBT, diode and heat sink. Figure 2 
gives the half-bridge Cauer RC network. 
 Cth,f = 
τ
Rth,f
 (7) 
Where Cth,f is the Foster thermal capacitance. 
Wind Speed Inputs 
Wind speed and converter current throughput are decoupled 
by the turbine inertia and control [16]. As such, determining 
which characteristics of a wind speed time series (WSTS) 
have the largest impact on thermal loading is challenging. 
To address this, experiments have been constructed which use 
synthetic WSTS to isolate potential wind speed characteristics 
and determine their impact on thermal loading. Square waves 
have been used to represent sudden changes in wind speed. 
Figure 3 shows an example synthetic WSTS. The constant 
wind speed at the start is for initialisation (Section 2.5).  
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Figure 3: 7-9 m/s, 20s period square wave. 
2.4 Overall system 
Figure 4 summarises the whole system model. 
Figure 4: Turbine-converter thermal loading model. 
The power losses (Ploss) are dependent on Tj and therefore the 
power loss and thermal sub-systems must be run con-
currently. Technically the current throughput of the devices is 
also related to the power losses and Tj, but it was assumed 
that this effect would be negligible [20]. 
Due to the power-thermal inter-dependency the initialisation 
of Cth temperatures was solved iteratively. The steady-state 
temperatures are related to the Rth only [21], with the 
temperatures analogous of a voltage drop (temperature) due to 
a current throughput (power). The steps are as follows: 
1. Set initial temperatures for each Cth (typically to Ta). 
2. Take first 0.5s of input current for each device. 
3. Calculate power loss over 0.5s given device Tj. 
4. Calculate steady state temperatures using Rth only. 
5. Update device temperatures. 
6. Compare previous and new device temperatures. If the 
variation is less than 0.001°C then the temperatures are 
deemed correct. Otherwise repeat steps 2-6. 
This initialisation is subject to variations in the input current 
and therefore all tests are carried out with a 5s constant wind 
speed at the start (Figure 3). For the square wave tests this 
constant wind speed represents the average power wind 
speed, which is slightly higher than the average wind speed 
due to the cubic relationship between wind speed and power. 
To summarise, a computer model of a wind turbine drive train 
and power converter thermal network has been constructed. 
This allows for any wind speed profile to be entered and the 
corresponding power module thermal profiles be produced. 
3 Results and Discussion 
This section outlines the analysis performed on Tj profiles 
produced in response to constant and square wave WSTS. 
3.1 Constant Wind Speeds 
Figure 5 shows the thermal response to constant WSTS for 
IGBT1 and Diode1 with a Ta of 25°C. As expected, the mean 
Tj increases non-linearly as wind speed increases due to the 
cubic relationship between wind speed and power. The ΔTj 
also increases with increased wind speed due to the higher 
power loss per cycle, and the ΔTj frequency increases due to 
the higher generator rotational speed. Interestingly the diode 
Tj and ΔTj (5.a) are consistently higher than the IGBT (5.b). 
This is due to the higher power losses experienced by the 
diodes. This was also found for the MSC devices in [11]. 
The results in Figure 5 were compared to those in [11]. It was 
found that the Tj and ΔTj for 12 m/s were similar for both 
IGBT and diode. However, this similar Tj is misleading as the 
Ta was 25°C higher in [11]. This suggests that the MSC in 
this work is more susceptible to Tj rises due to the higher Rth 
values in the devices and heatsink. This is supported by the Tj 
change from 12 m/s to 8.5 m/s being much lower in [11] than 
in Figure 5. It also highlights the need to consider Ta.  
Figure 6 zooms in on one power loss and Tj cycle. The Tj 
profile is comparable with the expected response found in 
Figure 5.2.13 in the manufacturer’s handbook [21]. 
In summary, the devices’ Tj response to various constant wind 
speeds performed as expected, and the diode had a more 
aggressive thermal response. The individual Tj cycles were 
consistent with manufacturer’s data. This MSC was deemed 
to be more susceptible to Tj variation than the one in [11] and 
this difference highlighted the need for an accurate Ta value.  
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Figure 2: Half bridge Cauer RC network (only one IGBT and diode represented here). PIGBT1 is the IGBT power loss, Pdiode1 is 
the diode power loss, Rth,c is the Cauer thermal resistance, Cth,c is the Cauer thermal capacitance, and h is the heat sink. 
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Figure 6: One power loss and Tj cycle for Diode1 at 8m/s. 
3.2 Response to Varying Wind Speed input 
The Tj response of IGBT1 to a range of square wave WSTS is 
detailed. For comparison the mean, maximum and minimum 
Tj (Tj,mean, Tj,max, Tj,min) have been plotted for wave amplitudes 
of 1 and 2 m/s for varying time periods and mean wind speeds 
(Figure 7). There are 4 main conclusions from these results: 
1. The constant wind speed generally has a lower Tj than the 
square waves. This is due to the average power being 
higher than the mean wind speed (Um) power. Therefore 
the average wind power must be considered. 
2. Tj,mean is constant for the square waves for a given Um. 
3. At low time periods (0.5-5s) the temperature range (ΔT) 
is similar to the constant case (Figure 7). This would 
suggest that wind speed variations in this period could be 
neglected for life time estimation, though this assumption 
needs experimental validation. 
4. Between a 5-10s period ΔT becomes significant (Figure 
7), particularly for a wave amplitude of 2 m/s (Figure 
7.b). This was more pronounced for Diode1. Therefore 
variations in wind speed over this period cannot be 
neglected when determining device thermal loading. 
4 Conclusions 
The wind turbine power converter is reliability critical for 
FRC-PMSG turbines. Converter failures are traditionally 
linked to the thermal loading of the power module. This paper 
Figure 5: Tj response to constant wind speeds in the MPPT region for (a) Diode1 and (b) IGBT1. 
(b) (a) 
Figure 7: Tj response to square wave WSTS with varying time period, Um and wave amplitude of (a) 1m/s, (b) 2m/s. 
(a) (b) 
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models the expected converter thermal loading when the 
turbine is subjected to various synthetic WSTS to explore the 
impact of wind conditions on power converter fatigue. 
The thermal simulation has 3 main parts: a PMSG drive train 
model; a converter power loss model based on conduction 
and switching/RR; and a Cauer RC thermal equivalent circuit 
model. Both constant and square wave WSTS were tested and 
compared to manufacturing data and results in [11]. It was 
found that the model performed as expected compared to 
manufacturer’s data. The diodes had greater thermal loading 
than the IGBTs, and this converter had higher mean Tj than in 
[11]. These preliminary results suggest that wind events of 
period >5s are critical to device thermal loading.  
Future work will provide estimation of theoretical failure 
times and the most damaging wind speeds to the converter. 
The results will also be validated using an experimental rig. 
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I. Abstract 
The reliability of fully rated converters (FRC) in 
permanent magnet synchronous generator (PMSG) 
wind turbines is critical. A drive train model has 
been constructed to simulate the current 
throughput of the power modules in the FRC in 
response to a variety of isolated wind speed 
conditions and simulated wind speed profiles to 
explore potentially damaging operating conditions. 
The drive train model is based on a 2MW, PMSG, 
direct-drive, FRC wind turbine. The mechanical 
drive train is modelled as a 2-mass model. The 
machine-side converter (MSC) was parameterised 
using a Semikron converter. The turbine was 
controlled via maximum power point tracking 
(MPPT) and active pitch control. 
The results revealed that the turbine inertia and 
control decoupled the wind and current profiles. 
Pitch control overshoot leads to long term current 
variation even when operating at above rated wind 
speed. Therefore the wind speed cannot be used to 
directly derive the MSC currents. Instead the 
detailed wind turbine drive train model presented 
is required for MSC current simulation. 
With this current response, detailed simulation and 
analysis of the MSC thermal loading is possible. 
The turbine can now be emulated in an 
experimental rig using an AC power supply to 
provide realistic operating conditions. 
Keywords – Power Converter Reliability, Power 
Module Current, Drive Train Model, Simulation 
II. Introduction 
To meet EU renewable energy targets for 2020 and 
beyond, the Levelised Cost of Energy (LCoE) of 
offshore wind needs to be reduced to below 
£100/MWh [1]. Operation and maintenance (O&M) 
costs account for around 30% of the LCoE [2] and 
therefore research has focused on understanding the 
reliability of components and their impact on the LCoE. 
In the past turbine topologies have been modified in 
response to poor reliability. A number of onshore 
turbine failure datasets have been examined [3] to find 
the components causing wind turbine failure. It is 
broadly accepted that generator and mechanical 
subsystem failures have led to the longest downtimes. 
In response turbine manufacturers have introduced 
direct-drive topologies or simplified the gearbox to 
improve reliability. 
Wind turbine drive trains have also introduced more 
power electronic devices to allow for variable speed 
operation for improved energy capture. However these 
devices have a large number of sensitive components 
which has led to a concern that these devices will lead 
to poorer reliability.  
[4] examined a large dataset for offshore wind turbines 
with varying turbine technology to determine the main 
causes of failure and concluded that the power 
converter had a typical failure rate of ~0.2 
failures/turbine/year (f/t/y) over the turbine population, 
much lower than components such as the pitch system 
(~1.1 f/t/y). However this study did not distinguish 
between turbine technology and the extent power 
converters are used. 
A more focused study on turbine type [5] found that the 
failure rate of fully-rated converters (FRC) in 
permanent magnet synchronous generator (PMSG) 
turbines was 0.593 f/t/y compared to the 0.106 f/t/y for 
doubly fed induction generator (DFIG) turbines. This 
FRC failure rate is three times higher than the rest of 
the turbine population. Of these failures, power 
modules are the failure mode for nearly all major 
converter repairs. FRC reliability is critical for PMSG 
turbines, with power module failure the most critical 
failure mode. 
The reduction in reliability when moving to offshore 
has been noted as a key concern. This is due to the 
increased repair times and cost to repair over onshore 
turbines [6]. Onshore, the converter reliability has been 
largely ignored as it is relatively easy to repair or 
replace compared to many of the mechanical 
components. However, with reduced accessibility, a 
converter failure offshore is much more critical to the 
overall performance of the turbine [7]. A small failure in 
the converter in bad weather could lead to a logistical 
delay of up to half a year in extreme circumstances [8]. 
This issue of reduced reliability offshore leads to loss 
in power generation and a loss of revenue [9], 
increasing the LCoE. 
With power converters becoming increasingly 
important for turbine reliability, researchers have 
attempted to predict converter lifetime. Typically this 
has been carried out using cycles-to-failure against 
insulated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT) junction 
temperature swing (ΔTj) manufacturing data [10]. ΔTj is 
calculated by converting power throughput of 
converters into Tj of IGBT chips using thermal 
impedance networks. With this Tj data, cycles-to-failure 
data is used to compute end-of-life. 
However, whilst power module failure modes are well 
understood, manufacturing cycle data is often 
produced at fixed frequency and magnitude ΔTj [5]. 
This is not representative of how a converter is 
operated in the turbine [10]. Therefore harmful 
operating conditions may have their impact on 
reliability omitted.  
To address this, an experimental rig is being designed 
which will apply the power converter under turbine 
operating conditions. The experiments will focus on 
extreme operating conditions. Understanding these 
harmful operating conditions may highlight turbine 
operations that should be avoided to improve 
reliability, and provide information on the failure 
characteristics of power converters for improved 
maintenance strategies. The rig will also provide 
opportunities for condition monitoring research. 
Prior to this experimental work the potentially harmful 
operating conditions need to be characterised. This 
paper outlines a computer simulation of a turbine drive 
train that is used to meet the following objectives: 
• To provide a wind turbine drive train model for 
characterisation of electrical signals that are 
experienced by the MSC at different operating 
points on the power curve. 
• To provide data for parameterisation of an 
experimental rig to test the reliability of MSC 
under various operating regimes. 
• To simulate the electrical signals produced by 
the generator so an AC power supply can be 
used in the experimental rig. 
The paper is organised as follows. Section III outlines 
the details of the drive train model constructed, Section 
IV details the drive train and converter response to 
various isolated and turbulent wind conditions, and 
Section V concludes the paper. 
III. Drive Train Modelling 
The drive train model needs to be relevant to the 
modern wind turbine industry. As discussed in Section 
II, the FRC of the PMSG is proving to be reliability 
critical and therefore is chosen for study. The state-of-
the-art offshore wind turbines being constructed are 
now reaching 5-6 MW. However, there is not enough 
data freely available to be able to simulate this size in 
appropriate detail. Therefore a 2MW PMSG-FRC drive 
train was modelled. 
 The drive train model can be split into 7 sub-systems; 
rotor power extraction, drive train dynamics, generator, 
machine-side converter (MSC), DC link, turbine control 
and simulation details. This section details the key 
features of the model. 
a. Rotor Power Extraction 
 The turbine power, Pt, is calculated as follows: 
 𝑃𝑡 = 0.5𝐶𝑝ρπ𝑟
2𝑢3 (1) 
Where Cp is the coefﬁcient of performance, ρ is air 
density (kg/m3), r is the rotor radius (m), and u is the 
wind speed (m/s).  
Cp depends on the tip-speed ratio (λ) of the turbine and 
the blade pitch angle (β). The Cp, λ and β relationship 
is turbine speciﬁc but it is typical to use a numerical 
approximation (2, 3). 
 𝐶𝑝 = 𝐴𝑡(
𝐵𝑡
𝜆𝑖
− 𝐶𝑡𝛽 − 𝐷𝑡𝛽
𝐸𝑡 − 𝐹𝑡)𝑒
−𝐺𝑡
𝜆𝑖  (2) 
 
1
𝜆𝑖
=
1
𝜆 + 𝐻𝑡𝛽
−
𝐾𝑡
𝛽3 + 1
 (3) 
Where At - Ft, Kt are turbine specific constants. 
The Cp has been plotted for an example turbine in 
Figure 1. The parameters are available in Table A in 
Appendix A. 
Figure 1: Example Cp-λ curves for turbine rotor with 
varying β. 
λ is the ratio between turbine rotational speed (ωt) and 
u and is calculated using (4). 
 𝜆 =
𝜔𝑡𝑟
𝑢
 (4) 
The resultant turbine torque (Tt) is calculated using (5). 
 𝑇𝑡 =
𝑃𝑡
𝜔𝑡
 (5) 
Figure 1 summarises the rotor power extraction model. 
b. Drive Train Dynamics 
The Tt extracted from the wind is applied to the drive 
shaft. As a direct drive turbine was modelled the drive 
shaft is connected directly to the generator without a 
gearbox. The drive train can be modelled as a 
mechanical mass-spring-damper system which 
dynamically impacts the resulting mechanical torque 
(Tm) applied to the generator. 
Ideally the higher the order of the mechanical system 
(number of masses and connections), the more 
accurately the dynamics will be modelled. However, 
the higher order the modelling, the more 
computationally expensive the calculations become. 
Therefore a compromise must be made. In general, 
drive train models for direct-drive PMSG turbines come 
in either lumped-mass or 2-mass models. A 3-mass 
model would be preferred as all fundamental torque 
oscillations that may interact with the electrical 
transients can be modelled [12] but no data was found 
and therefore a 2-mass model was used, as 
represented in Figure 3. 
Jt, Jg are the moments of inertia of the turbine and 
generator respectively (kgm2), ωg is the rotational 
speed of the generator (rad/s), ϴt, ϴg are the rotational 
displacements of the turbine and generator 
respectively (rad), Cd is the shaft damping coefficient 
(Nms/rad), K is the shaft stiffness (Nm/rad) and Tg is 
the electromagnetic torque (Nm).  
The 2-mass model is described by the following matrix 
of equations of motion (1.7) [13]. 
 
[
𝐽𝑡 0
0 𝐽𝑔
] {
𝛼𝑡
𝛼𝑔
} + [
𝐶𝑑 −𝐶𝑑
−𝐶𝑑 𝐶𝑑
] {
𝜔𝑡
𝜔𝑔
}
+ [
𝐾 −𝐾
𝐾 −𝐾
] {
𝜃𝑡
𝜃𝑔
} = {
𝑇𝑡
𝑇𝑔
} 
(6) 
Where αt, αg are the rotational accelerations of the 
turbine and generator respectively (rad/s2). This matrix 
can be expanded to provide a number of equations of 
motion to be solved numerically (7-11). 
 𝑇𝑚
′ = (𝜔𝑡 − 𝜔𝑔)𝐶𝑑 + (𝜃𝑡 − 𝜃𝑔)𝐾 (7) 
 𝛼𝑡 =
𝑇𝑡 − 𝑇′𝑚
𝐽𝑡
 (8) 
 𝛼𝑔 =
𝑇′𝑚 − 𝑇𝑔
𝐽𝑔
 (9) 
 𝜔 = ∫ 𝛼(𝑡)𝑑𝑡 (10) 
 𝜃 = ∫ 𝜔(𝑡)𝑑𝑡 (11) 
Where T’m is the resultant torque from the shaft 
damping and shaft stiffness (Nm). 
As the drive train model was solved discretely, the 
integrations were performed discretely. Figure 4 details 
the block diagram of the drive train dynamics. 
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Figure 4: Block diagram of drive train dynamics. 
Ts is the sample time (s). 
Figure 3: 2-mass model of wind turbine drive train. 
c. Generator 
The generator used was a non-salient PMSG and was 
modelled as a 2nd order generator in the dq0 reference 
frame [12]. The mechanical component was modelled 
with the torque swing equation to simulate the 
acceleration due to difference between mechanical 
and electrical torque (9). 
The generator used for the simulation was Simulink’s 
inbuilt SimPowerSystems ‘permanent magnet 
synchronous machine (PMSM)’. The generator 
parameters can be found in Appendix A. 
d. MSC 
In a typical wind turbine the converter is comprised of 
a back-to-back rectifier/inverter. The rectifier acts as 
the MSC and the inverter acts as the grid-side 
converter (GSC). The role of the MSC and GSC differs 
depending on control strategy but the MSC typically 
controls the speed of the wind turbine for optimum 
power production whilst the GSC maintains the DC link 
voltage and controls power extraction to the grid. 
Due to turbine speed variation the MSC experiences a 
more varied operating profile compared to the fixed 
frequency GSC. The MSC is consequently of greater 
interest for reliability analysis. Therefore, only the MSC 
is modelled fully and the GSC is replaced with a 
constant voltage source to maintain the DC link 
(Section III.e).  
The MSC was modelled as a 2-level IGBT-diode pair 
active rectifier. Simulink’s inbuilt SimPowerSystems 
‘Universal Bridge’ was used and the ‘Power Electronic 
Device’ was set to ‘IGBT/ Diodes’.  
The MSC parameters were based on the power 
modules found in the SEMIKRON 
SKSB1090GD69/11-MAPB stacks [14]. These stacks 
have SKiiP1513GB172-3DWV3 half-bridge modules 
and their data can be found in [15]. The parameters 
used are detailed in Appendix A. 
The current across the devices is taken from the 
‘Universal Bridge’ module. This current output is split 
across diode and IGBT and can be determined by the 
sign convention outlined in [16]. This current must also 
be halved to determine the current throughput of each 
power module as 2 parallel stacks are required to 
provide the power rating for the turbine [17]. Figure 5 
outlines the conversion from converter output to device 
currents. Isw2 is the current on one switch from the 
Simulink model. The positive values of Isw2 give the 
current on the IGBT (IIGBT2) and the negative values 
give the diode current (IDiode2). These are then halved 
to give the current in each stack. 
To summarise, the MSC of the drive train is modelled 
as a 2-level IGBT rectifier using Simulink’s ‘Universal 
Bridge’ module. The MSC is based on 2 parallel 
SEMIKRON RE stacks with the model parameters 
taken from the SKiiP1513GB172-3DWV3 half-bridge. 
e. DC Link 
As discussed in Section III.d the GSC has been 
replaced with a fixed voltage supply. Typically for a low 
voltage PSMG (~690V) the DC link voltage (Vdc) is 
maintained at anywhere between 1000-1300V [12, 18]. 
Based on the RE stack detailed in Section III.d and the 
PWM strategy chosen in Section III.f, the DC-link was 
set to 1150Vdc (±575Vdc). 
f. Turbine Control 
Power extraction is controlled in 2 ways; maximum 
power point tracking (MPPT) for below rated speed, 
and active pitch control for above rated speed. 
MPPT 
MPPT is achieved by maintaining Cp at its maximum 
(Cp,max) via the an optimum λ (λopt) (peak in Figure 1) 
when below rated wind speed. The ωt must be 
controlled to maintain this λopt (12). 
 𝜔𝑡,𝑜𝑝𝑡(𝑢) =
𝑢𝜆𝑜𝑝𝑡
𝑟
 (12) 
Where ωt,opt(u) is the optimum turbine rotational speed 
at a given wind speed (rad/s). 
ωt,opt(u) is achieved using torque control. By varying the 
Tg, the turbine can accelerate or decelerate (9). To 
calculate the torque required at a given wind speed 
(Tref(u)), the equation for turbine power (1) and torque 
(5) can be used to determine a relationship between 
ωt,opt(u) and Tref(u) (13-15). 
 𝑃𝑡,𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 0.5𝐶𝑝,𝑚𝑎𝑥ρπ𝑟
2 (
𝑟
𝜆𝑜𝑝𝑡
)
3
𝜔𝑡,𝑜𝑝𝑡(𝑢)
3 (13) 
 𝐾𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑇 = 0.5𝐶𝑝,𝑚𝑎𝑥ρπ𝑟
2 (
𝑟
𝜆𝑜𝑝𝑡
)
3
 (14) 
Figure 5: Current output from converter. 
 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝑢) = 𝐾𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑇𝜔𝑡,𝑜𝑝𝑡(𝑢)
2 (15) 
Where KMPPT is a turbine specific constant (kgm2). 
As u is not measured in this control strategy, ωt,opt is 
unknown at any given point. Instead Tref is calculated 
using ωt (16). If ωt ≠ ωt,opt then ωt will continue to 
change, changing Tref until steady state is reached.  
 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 = 𝐾𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑇𝜔𝑡
2 (16) 
This Tref is achieved by varying the current demanded 
of the generator. For this control the d,q currents (Id,q) 
are used in a dq0 control strategy (17, 18), with the Id,q 
calculated from the stator currents (Iabc) via a Park 
transform. 
 𝐼𝑑,𝑟𝑒𝑓 = 0 (17) 
 𝐼𝑞,𝑟𝑒𝑓 =
2𝑝
3𝜑
𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 (18) 
Where Id,qref are the reference d,q currents (A), p is the 
number of generator poles, and φ is the permanent 
magnet flux linkage (Vs). 
Id,ref is maintained at zero as it relates to magnetisation 
which is not required for a PMSG machine. Holding the 
magnetisation current at zero also minimises resistive 
losses [19]. 
These currents are achieved by applying a controlled 
voltage on the generator terminals using the MSC. 
Again the voltages are processed in the d,q reference 
frame (Vd,q). Vd,q are determined by using independent 
Proportional-Integral (PI) controllers that use the error 
between Id,q and Id,q,ref to produce Vd,q errors. These 
errors are added to the known generator voltages 
(impedance and armature voltages) to produce the 
required terminal voltages for the generator (Vd,q,ref) 
[12]. Vd,q,ref  is converted into the abc reference frame 
(Vabc,ref) via an inverse Park transform for use by the 
converter pulse width modulation strategy (PWM). 
Figure 6 details the dq0-control of the MSC. 
rs is the PMSG stator phase resistance (Ω), Ld,q are the 
PMSG d,q armature inductances (H), and ωe is the 
magnetic field rotational speed (rad/s) which calculated 
using (19). 
 𝜔𝑒 =
𝑝
2
𝜔𝑔 (19) 
Where p/2 is the number of pole pairs in the generator. 
The PWM converts the modulated Vabc,ref (between -1 
and 1) (Vm) into a switching pattern for the IGBTs in 
order to produce the 3-phase converter output voltage 
(Vc,abc). In this case a sine-wave PWM (SPWM) 
strategy was chosen and implemented using the ‘PWM 
Generator (2-level)’ Simulink block. The carrier mode 
of operation was set to ‘synchronised’ to ensure the 
carrier frequency remained synchronised to reference 
signal. The carrier/reference ratio (Rc/r) can be found in 
Appendix A. 
As the SPWM was used, Vm was calculated using (20). 
 𝑉𝑚 =
2
𝑉𝑑𝑐
 𝑉𝑎𝑏𝑐,𝑟𝑒𝑓 (20) 
To summarise, MPPT was achieved by using torque 
control via dq0 vector control of the MSC. SPWM was 
used to convert the reference voltage signals into 
switching signals for the IGBTs. 
Pitch Control 
Pitch control limits power extraction by pitching the 
blades away from the optimum angle, reducing the 
turbine’s Cp (Figure 1). This pitching occurs above the 
rated wind speed. 
There are a number of control methods available for 
pitch control [20]. For this work the difference in ωt and 
rated ωt (ωt,rat) was used with a PI-controller to 
produce a β error (βerr) (Figure 7.a). In reality the β-ωt 
relationship is not linear but the approximation was 
found to be adequate for turbine control. 
βerr is added to the current β to produce a reference β 
(βref) and applied to the pitch actuator (Figure 7.b). The 
pitch actuator is modelled as a 1st order dynamic 
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Figure 6: Schematic of machine-side controller. 
system as found in [21] with limits on β and the rate of 
change of β (βrate). These values can be found in 
Appendix A. 
g. Simulation Configuration 
The Simulink simulation is discretized using the Tustin 
and Backward Euler method with a Ts of 5x10-6s. As 
the simulation was discretized purely resistive 
snubbers were needed to simulate having no snubbers 
in the ‘Universal Bridge’ [22]. To do this, the default 
snubber parameters in the ‘Universal Bridge’ were 
used (Appendix A). 
To tune the PI controllers a simpler model of the drive 
train was constructed. The PMSG was modelled as 
found in [23] and the MSC was omitted. Simulink’s 
‘Tune’ graphical user interface in the PI controllers was 
used to tune the controllers before the PI parameters 
were applied to the more complex model. These 
parameters can be found in Appendix A. 
h. Drive Train Model Summary 
The drive train model consists of the following key 
features: 
• Modelled as a direct-drive 2MW wind turbine. 
• Mechanical drive train modelled as a 2-mass 
model. 
• 2nd order non-salient PMSG modelled in the 
dq0 reference frame 
• FRC with MSC based on SEMIKRON RE 
stacks. 
• GSC modelled as an ideal DC link. 
• Turbine controlled using ωt as the reference 
signal. 
• MPPT achieved using dq0 vector control. 
• MSC switching achieved using SPWM. 
• Power limited above rated wind speed using 
active pitch control and a 1st order dynamic 
system actuator model. 
IV. Results 
This section outlines the drive train model response to 
a reduction in wind speed in the MPPT operating 
region (Section IV.a), a ramp up in wind speed from 
MPPT to rated operation (Section IV.b), and a 
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Figure 7: (a) Pitch controller and (b) pitch actuator 
block diagrams. τ is the actuator time constant (s). 
Figure 8: Turbine Response to reduction in wind speed: (a) wind speed, (b) turbine power, (c) turbine speed, (d) 
turbine torque, (e) generator torque, (f, g) generator d,q current and (h-j) IGBT current. 
turbulent wind speed input (Section IV.c). 
a. Wind Speed Reduction in MPPT 
Operating Region 
Figure 8 details the turbine response to a reduction in 
wind speed from 12m/s to 8m/s in the MPPT operating 
region. Figure 8.d-g shows that the turbine model 
successfully responds to the variation in wind speed. 
This turbine response is dictated by the change in ωt 
(Figure 8.c). As the ωt is influenced by the turbine 
inertia the turbine response is much smoother than the 
sudden change in wind speed (ωt reaches steady state 
~22s after the wind speed event has finished). 
The Iq response follows the ωt response very closely 
with negligible overshoot (Figure 8.g) and Id remains at 
approximately 0A (Figure 8.f). The negligible overshoot 
on the Iq response can be attributed to the slow turbine 
response leading to small Iq errors over time. 
Furthermore, by following the ωt response, the current 
throughput is smoothed and maintains a higher current 
than if the current was directly derived from the wind 
speed. Therefore, these results indicate that the drive 
train dynamics cannot be neglected when determining 
the current throughput of the converter. 
There is noise on both Id and Iq signals (Figure 8 f,g) 
due to the harmonics generated by the MSC. This 
noise is small (~1.9% of rated peak current) but further 
investigation is required into their impact on ΔTj before 
the noise can be deemed negligible. 
Figure 8.h-j shows the complexity of the current 
throughput of the power modules in the MSC. The 
current varies significantly at various frequencies due 
to the current demanded of the generator (h), the 
direction of the current (i), and the switching pattern of 
the IGBTs (j). This large amount of complexity could 
not be directly derived from the present wind speed. 
The turbine responds successfully to this reduction in 
wind speed in the MPPT region. The Iq response is 
dictated by the ωt response indicating that the drive 
train dynamics cannot be neglected. The current noise 
due to harmonics is small, but further investigation is 
required to determine if it can be neglected. The 
current in the power modules is complex and cannot 
be directly derived from the current wind speed. 
b. Wind Speed Ramp from MPPT to 
Rated Operating Region 
Figure 9 details the turbine response to a ramp in wind 
speed from 11m/s to 13.5m/s; from the MPPT to rated 
operating region. The turbine rated wind speed (urat) is 
12.7m/s. After the disturbance the turbine successfully 
reaches steady state at the rated turbine power (Pt,rat) 
(b) and ωt,rat (c).  
The turbine response is slower than in Section IV.a 
and is more complex. Figure 9.d shows that the turbine 
initially starts in the torque control region until ωt,rat is 
reached, where Tref remains constant and the pitch 
controller takes over (Figure 9.e). However due to 
pitch controller overshoot the ωt drops below rated 
again, activating the torque control again. Therefore 
interaction between the controllers occurs and the 
current on the device has increased variation (Figure 
Figure 9: Turbine response to wind speed ramp from 11 to 13.5m/s: (a) wind speed, (b) turbine power, (c) turbine 
speed, (d) turbine torque, (e) pitch angle, (f, g) generator d,q current and (h) IGBT current. 
9.h). This may increase ΔTj, affecting device lifetime. 
The interaction between controllers may be avoided by 
disabling the torque controller when the pitch controller 
is active, but the response of the turbine would be 
slower as ωt would decrease even further. 
Figures 9.f,g show an increase in noise in the Id,q 
currents and occurs when the ωt is higher than rated. 
This noise increase is due to the increasing ωg, 
causing changes in the generator voltage which must 
be matched by the converter output voltage Whether 
this impacts converter lifetime needs further 
investigation with thermal modelling and physical 
testing but it does indicate an increase in converter 
current loading due to the pitch controller response. 
The turbine responds successfully in both MPPT and 
rated operating regions. The pitch controller overshoot 
causes interaction between the controllers and 
potentially increases the thermal loading on the 
converter power modules. The increased ωt also 
increases the noise on the current signals. 
c. Turbulent Wind Speed Profile 
Figure 10 details the current response of one IGBT in 
the MSC to a turbulent wind speed input of 60s. The 
wind speed was simulated using the normal turbulence 
model (21) [24] with a mean hub wind speed (Vhub) of 
8m/s and turbulence intensity (Iref) of 0.12. The wind 
speeds were produced for each second and the 
intermediate wind speeds linearly interpolated. 
 𝜎1 = 𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑓(0.75𝑉ℎ𝑢𝑏 + 5.6) (20) 
Where σ1 is the turbulence standard deviation. 
There a number of points to highlight from Figure 10: 
• There are delays in the peaks in wind speed and 
peaks in current, but the response appears much 
faster than in Figure 8. This is as the turbine 
cannot reach its maximum operating condition as 
the wind speed changes too quickly. If the wind 
speed remained at the same wind speed for 
longer the currents would be higher. 
• The highest wind speed |1| does not correspond 
to the highest current |2|. As the wind does not 
remain at |1|, the wind does not have the power to 
speed up the turbine sufficiently to reach optimum 
operating conditions. In contrast the lower but 
sustained wind speed before |2| allows the turbine 
get closer to the optimum operating point. 
• The wind speeds |3| and |4| are similar, but give 
different current responses. The current at |3| is 
higher as the wind speed prior to this peak is 
higher than the wind speeds before |4|. The wind 
speed history is just as important as the present 
wind speed in determining the current throughput 
of the converter. 
The turbulent wind speed has highlighted that the 
current in the converter cannot be directly derived from 
the present wind speed, and the dynamics of the drive 
train and the wind speed history must be considered.  
d. Summary 
The turbine responded successfully to both isolated 
wind speed scenarios. The turbine response is 
dominated by the response in ωt which is limited by the 
drive train dynamics. This aspect smooths the current 
response of the turbine compared to if the current was 
derived directly from the wind speed. The current was 
also affected by noise from the MSC which was 
exasperated by the rise in ωt above rated. The pitch 
controller overshoot causes interaction between the 
controllers and potentially increases the thermal 
loading on the converter power modules due to greater 
variation in current. The turbulent wind speed has 
highlighted the need to also consider the wind speed 
history in deriving the current throughput. Therefore 
the power module current throughput is complex and 
cannot be directly derived from the current wind speed 
but requires a drive train model. 
As the ΔTj is closely related to the converter current 
Figure 10: IGBT current response to turbulent wind speed. 
[25], the characterisation of thermal loading on the 
devices in the converter requires this complex drive 
train modelling. However in these simulations it has 
been assumed that all aspects of the current profile, 
including noise due to harmonics, are important for 
thermal loading and damage accumulation on the 
converter power modules. This assumption requires 
further investigation through the thermal modelling of 
the power modules in question and experimental 
validation as mentioned in Section II. This investigation 
can determine if aspects of the drive train can be 
simplified for long-term simulation. 
V. Conclusion 
Maintaining high reliability of offshore wind turbines is 
essential for reducing the LCoE of offshore wind. It has 
been established that FRC reliability is critical for 
PMSG turbines and requires investigation into the 
reasons for their high failure rate. To address this, an 
experimental rig is being designed which will apply the 
power converter under turbine operating conditions.  
Prior to this experimental work the potentially harmful 
operating conditions need to be characterised. The 
experimental rig also needs parameterisation. This 
paper outlines a computer simulation of a turbine drive 
train that is used to meet these objectives. 
The drive train model consists of a 2MW FRC PMSG 
turbine with MPPT achieved using torque control and 
rated operation maintained using an active pitch 
system. with detailed models for rotor power 
extraction, drive train dynamics, generator, MSC, DC 
link and  turbine control. 
The drive train model was subjected to a reduction in 
wind speed in the MPPT operating region, a ramp up 
in wind speed from MPPT to rated operation, and a 
turbulent wind speed input. The turbine responded 
successfully to both isolated wind speed scenarios. 
The turbine response is dominated by the response in 
ωt, smoothing the current. The current was also 
affected by noise from the MSC. Pitch controller 
overshoot caused interaction between the controllers, 
potentially increasing the thermal loading on the 
converter power modules. The turbulent wind speed 
highlighted the need to also consider wind speed 
history and drive train dynamics.  
With this converter current response detailed 
simulation and analysis of the thermal loading on the 
power modules is possible. The turbine can now also 
be emulated using the AC power supply in the 
experimental rig to provide realistic operating 
conditions for the MSC power modules. 
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Appendix A 
Parameter Value Reference 
At 0.22 [26] 
Bt 116 [26] 
Ct 0.4 [26] 
Dt 0 [26] 
Et 0 [26] 
Ft 5 [26] 
Gt 12.5 [26] 
Ht 0.08 [26] 
Kt 0.035 [26] 
Pt,rat 2.0MW [27] 
ωt,rat 22.5rpm [27] 
λopt 6.3 - 
Cp,max 0.438 - 
Cp,betz 0.593 [12] 
urat 12.7m/s - 
r 34m - 
ρ 1.225kg/m3 [12] 
Jt 2.92x106 kg/m2 [28] 
Jg 200kg/m2 [29] 
K 4.0x107 Nm/rad [28] 
Cd 6.72x106 Nms/rad - 
Rs 8.21x10-4 Ω [23] 
Ld 1.5731H [23] 
p 52 [23] 
φ 8.24Vs (peak) [23] 
Vf 0.95 [15] 
Vfd 1.9V [15] 
Tf 0 - 
Tt 0 - 
Ron 1.2mΩ [15] 
Vdc 1150V - 
Rsnub 1x105 Ω [16] 
Csnub inf F [16] 
Rc/r 200 - 
βmax 45° SG 
βmin 0° SG 
βrate,max 8°/s SG 
βrate,min -8°/s SG 
τ 0.5s [30] 
Pp 3.357 - 
Ip 0.012 - 
Pid -0.148 - 
Iid -5.377 - 
Piq -0.155 - 
Iiq -2.689 - 
Table A: Drive train parameters. 
Vf is the IGBT forward voltage (V), Vfd is the diode 
forward voltage (V), Tf,t is the IGBT fall time and tail 
time respectively (s), Ron is the IGBT on state slope 
resistance (Ω) is. Rsnub is the snubber resistance (Ω), 
Csnub is the snubber capacitance (F), Pp,id,iq are the 
proportional gains for the pitch, Id and Iq controllers 
respectively, and Ip,id,iq are the integral gains for the 
pitch, Id and Iq controllers respectively. 
Those labelled ‘SG’ are from the exemplar wind 
turbine from the Supergen wind hub: 
http://www.supergen-wind.org.uk/  
Evaluation of Synthetic Wind Speed Time Series for 
Reliability Analysis of Offshore Wind Farms 
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I. Abstract 
A method for synthesising wind speed time series 
(WSTS) from limited data is required that can be 
used for reliability examination of wind farms and 
maintenance strategies for a range of wind speed 
scenarios. Key characteristics of the wind 
resource need to be captured, including energy 
availability and maintenance weather windows. 4 
WSTS simulators were used to produce synthetic 
WSTS based on benchmark data from a 
meteorological mast data at the offshore Egmond 
aan Zee wind farm in the Netherlands. 
These synthetic WSTS were compared with test 
criteria to determine their suitability for reliability 
analysis. This included comparing the synthetic 
WSTS to the benchmark data in terms of the 
energy availability in the wind and from a typical 
turbine, residence time at wind speeds, number of 
transitions between 1m/s wind speed bins, 
replication of seasonal characteristics including 
weather windows, and underlying statistical 
properties. 
Based on the chosen criteria, the most appropriate 
WSTS simulator was the modified Markov process. 
However, no modelling technique performed best 
against all criteria and none capture the auto-
correlation function (ACF) as closely as desired. 
Therefore, there is scope for a more advanced 
technique for wind speed modelling for reliability 
analysis which combines the best aspects of the 
models used in this work. 
Keywords – Wind speed time series, reliability 
analysis, weather windows, evaluation criteria. 
II. Introduction 
To meet EU renewable energy targets for 2020 and 
beyond, the Levelised Cost of Energy (LCoE) of 
offshore wind needs to be reduced from the current 
£140/MWh to below £100/MWh [1]. As Operation and 
Maintenance (O&M) accounts for around 30% of LCoE 
[2], researchers have carried out reliability studies on 
offshore wind to explore the root causes of these 
costs. 
A unique characteristic of wind generation that impacts 
O&M is the stochastic nature of the fuel. This adds 
complexity to turbine operation and impacts the 
available maintenance opportunities, known as 
weather windows [3]. A weather window is defined as 
a point in time where a maintenance team could be 
dispatched to repair a component as the wind speed is 
below a threshold for a sufficiently long time period to 
carry out the repair (Figure 1). 
Weather windows are particularly critical for offshore 
O&M due the higher sustained wind speeds leading to 
fewer opportunities for maintenance. This is 
compounded by longer lead times due to the large 
distances from shore. As such there is a need to 
ensure that these weather windows are accurately 
represented in O&M research. 
The wind resource also adds uncertainty to the 
expected loss of generation revenue during turbine 
downtime. Therefore reliability studies need to 
Figure 1: Example of a weather window. The weather window (shaded area) is the only time where the wind speed is 
below the threshold (red line) for long enough to carry out the repair. 
accurately capture the elements of the wind resource 
that impact turbine and farm O&M. 
To carry out this reliability analysis a site specific wind 
speed dataset for the lifetime of the farm is essential. 
Typically this data is collected for a year prior to 
turbine construction using a meteorological mast, with 
future data collection affected due to farm wake 
effects. Therefore a method for synthesising wind 
speed time series (WSTS) from limited data is 
required.  
The use of synthetic WSTS facilitates detailed 
reliability studies and maintenance strategy evaluation 
under a range of wind speed scenarios. For example, 
a proposed maintenance strategy could be evaluated 
against a range of scenarios using a Monte-Carlo 
simulation where the weather windows are not fixed 
each time, but their occurrence is allowed to vary 
randomly with a probability determined by the original 
recorded data. Due to the complexity of wind speed 
data this is not a trivial task and all characteristics of 
the wind speed may not be captured using one 
modelling technique. To ensure a suitable model is 
chosen a list of reliability analysis specific criteria is 
needed. 
This paper formalises the desirable attributes of 
synthetic WSTS for use in reliability analysis of 
offshore wind farms by formulating a list of key criteria. 
WSTS simulators are used to produce synthetic WSTS 
which are compared with these criteria to determine 
the most suitable simulator. From this work the 
following learning objectives are aimed to be fulfilled: 
• To understand what characteristics of the wind 
speed are important for reliability analysis of 
offshore wind turbines. 
• To provide a testing procedure for ensuring 
WSTS simulators for synthetic WSTS are fit for 
purpose. 
• To determine the most promising modelling 
techniques of synthetic WSTS for reliability 
analysis. 
The paper is organised as follows; Section III details 
past wind speed modelling techniques and why an 
evaluation criteria is needed, Section IV details the 
benchmark WSTS data used, the evaluation criteria 
developed and the wind speed simulators that will be 
evaluated including a new model methodology, 
Section V details the results of this evaluation, and 
Section V concludes the paper. 
III. Past Wind Speed Modelling 
Techniques 
A number of wind farm reliability studies have aimed to 
capture the stochastic nature of the wind resource, 
with a particular focus on a site’s mean wind speed. As 
local wind speed data for a particular site is limited by 
the length of time a meteorological mast has been 
installed at the site, these long term reliability studies 
have required the wind speed to be simulated based 
on this limited data. This modelling has been carried 
out in a number of ways: 
• Mathematical expectation calculations based 
on probability distribution functions [4-10]. 
• WSTS produced using hindcasting [11]. 
• WSTS produced by randomly sampling from 
probability distributions [12-14]. 
• WSTS produced from Markov processes [15]. 
• WSTS produced using an auto-regressive 
moving average (ARMA) model [16-18]. 
By far the most common of these methods is the use 
of probability distribution functions for expectation 
calculations [4-10]. This calculation uses a probability 
distribution function to represent the wind resource at a 
site. This is typically using the Weibull distribution [8, 
9], or a special case of the distribution with a shape 
factor of 2 known as the Rayleigh distribution [4, 5, 7, 
10]. This probability distribution function can also be 
simplified to a smaller number of points to provide 
simpler computation [6]. These methods are used to 
calculate the expected energy generated or power 
output, which are used to derive index values such as 
Availability and annual energy production (AEP). 
These methods can be used to quickly assess the 
performance of a wind farm configuration, but cannot 
be used to detail the effects of factors such as weather 
windows and maintenance delays. Therefore, this 
model type is not suitable for the reliability analysis 
that this research is targeting. 
The production of WSTS is more appropriate for 
investigating these factors. For example, the use of a 
WSTS can more accurately represent the effect of a 
turbine failure by giving the range of impacts that may 
occur, along with their respective likelihood. This can 
give a confidence level in the energy production 
produced by the model. Therefore, the production of 
WSTS is of interest. 
One way to generate this time series is to use 
hindcasting. This involves using the WSTS data 
available from the site in question directly in the model 
for producing WSTS for future years. The simplest 
method is use the original WSTS directly from an 
anemometer at a site [11] and repeat this data for each 
simulated year. Alternatively, trends in the data to 
predict the amplitude variation whilst maintaining the 
same seasonal variation. Hindcasting is a popular 
method in system adequacy studies for demand [19] 
and ensures that the data is realistic, but the stochastic 
element of the wind resource is not captured. 
A common method used is to generate an average 
farm wind speed is to randomly sample from a 
probability distribution. Generally, this is done from a 
Weibull distribution [12-14]. A variation on this is done 
in [20], where the daily mean wind speed was 
produced by randomly sampling from a Weibull 
distribution, but the hourly wind speed is generated 
from a normal distribution using this mean daily wind 
speed. By using random sampling from a distribution, it 
is ensured that the wind speeds generated are random 
and based on the site specific details. A large number 
of times series can be generated, which is required for 
Monte-Carlo simulation. However, whilst this method 
can be modified to allow for seasonal variations, it is 
difficult to include short term trends such as weather 
windows. These short term trends are important for 
forecasting to allow accurate maintenance dispatch 
characteristics. 
A more novel approach is the use of a continuous 
Markov process to generate the WSTS [15]. This 
method uses the transitions between wind speeds 
within a real time series to dictate the likelihood of 
transitions occurring in the generated time series. This 
is then converted into transition times between states 
to give the time at a state before moving to the next 
state [21]. Like the random sampling from a probability 
density function, the use of probabilities retains the 
stochastic nature of the wind, but the integration of 
other characteristics such as seasonality is simpler. 
However, the calculation of transition rates is more 
complex, and the wind speed transitions in the model 
can only occur if they exist in the original data unless 
transition rate estimations are used. 
Finally, analytical relationships derived from original 
wind speed data can be used. A common method 
used is known as ARMA. This was developed in [16] 
for reliability studies and has been used in subsequent 
work [17, 18]. These models can accurately replicate 
the original WSTS and be used to generate a number 
of time series. However, the accuracy of these 
methods are reliant on the quantity of data available. 
They also assume that the wind speed follows an 
analytical relationship across the year, rather than a 
probabilistic relationship. Whilst noise can be 
introduced to increase the stochastic characteristics, it 
still makes the wind speed synthesis predictable. 
A number of the above methods are suitable for time 
series generation for Monte-Carlo simulation. Whilst 
each method has qualitative benefits and drawbacks 
that may determine which method is used, no work 
has been done to quantify the adequacy of these 
models for reliability analysis. For example factors 
such as energy available in the wind have not been 
considered when choosing the approach. This 
quantification is needed to justify the use of these wind 
speed models. This will become especially important if 
methods are introduced that are modifications of the 
above methods. 
IV. Evaluation Strategy 
This section outlines the field WSTS data used for 
benchmarking, the measurement criteria used to 
assess synthetic WSTS quality, and the WSTS models 
that are assessed. 
a. Benchmark Data 
To assess the quality of WSTS simulators, a field 
WSTS dataset is needed. The data was taken from the 
meteorological mast at the Egmond aan Zee offshore 
wind farm in the Netherlands [22]. The data has been 
validated by Mierij Meteo before it was made publicly 
available on the NoordzeeWind web pages [23]. 
Though there are a number of years of data they are 
not directly comparable. From July 2006 construction 
work began on the wind farm and soon afterwards the 
wind farm began operating. This has affected the wind 
speed readings from the direction of the wind farm due 
to wake effects. The directions that have been 
impacted are detailed in [24]. Therefore, for the 
purposes of this study only data from 01/07/2005-
30/06/2006 inclusive was used. 
The data reported is the raw 10-minute supervisory 
control and data acquisition (SCADA) average wind 
data at 3 heights (26, 70 and 116m) and on three 
booms facing north-east (NE), north-west (NW) and 
south (S). Depending on the wind direction each of 
these booms are shadowed by the mast at some point. 
Therefore to produce an accurate benchmark WSTS 
the data needed to be pre-processed. 
The operator has recommended steps for derived wind 
speed data acquisition [25]. However there were a 
number of assumptions that have had to be made. The 
following steps were made to derive this wind speed: 
1. The first step was to determine the derived wind 
direction in order to choose the correct boom to 
record the wind speed from. The derived wind 
direction is produced by averaging over two 
weather vanes for a given time stamp based on a 
reference wind direction (Table 1). 
The operator does not state which direction 
should be used as a reference so the NW boom 
was used. If the wind direction for the NW boom is 
missing then the other two vanes are checked. If 
no data is available or if one vane data point are 
used for averaging is unavailable the derived wind 
direction is labelled as missing. No statement has 
been made on what to do when data missing 
derived wind direction data. It has been assumed 
that the wind direction has not changed since the 
last healthy derived wind direction data point. If it 
is the first time step, a default of 180° is used. 
 
Reference Wind 
Direction (D) 
Derived D Vanes 
330° ≤ D < 30° Average of NW & NE vanes 
30° ≤ D < 90° Average of S & NW vanes 
90° ≤ D < 150° Average of S & NE vanes 
150° ≤ D < 210° Average of NW & NE vanes 
210° ≤ D < 270° Average of NW & S vanes 
270° ≤ D < 330° Average of NE & S vanes 
Table 1: Weather vanes used for derived wind 
direction based on current wind direction. 
Table 2: Cup anemometers used for derived wind 
speed based on derived wind direction 
 
2. Using the derived wind direction, a derived wind 
speed can be produced. This wind speed is taken 
from the cup anemometer which is chosen from 
the current derived wind direction as detailed in 
Table 2. 
 
There were some missing wind speed data points. The 
WSTS simulators used in this work require complete 
datasets and therefore the missing data was 
substituted rather than omitted. 
A number of data cleaning methods were attempted 
but the following algorithm was found to provide the 
best results. 
1. If the mean wind speed value from a different 
height was available the logarithmic height law 
(1) was used to estimate the wind speed at 
that time period. 
 
𝑈𝑧 =
𝑙𝑛
𝑧 
𝑧0
𝑙𝑛
𝑧
𝑧𝑟𝑒𝑓
𝑈𝑧𝑟𝑒𝑓 (1) 
Where UZ is the wind speed (m/s) at the required 
height Z (m), Z0 is the roughness length (m), and UZref 
is the wind speed (m/s) at the anemometer height Zref 
(m/s). 
2. If both alternative wind speed heights are 
available, the alternative height data with the 
highest correlation coefficient to the healthy 
height data in question was used. 
3. If no alternative data was available but the 
data point is isolated, the value was linearly 
interpolated between previous and future data 
points at that the height in question. 
4. If no alternative data was available as a 
reference and there were a large number of 
corresponding missing data points, data from 
another year was substituted in. This only 
represented 0.75% of the data. 
Following this procedure a cleaned derived benchmark 
WSTS was produced at all 3 boom heights. For this 
study the data at 70m was used at this had the highest 
data recovery rate before cleaning and is the hub 
height of the wind turbines found at the Egmond aan 
Zee wind farm. Figure 2 displays this benchmark 
WSTS. 
To note a key assumption of using this data is that this 
one year is representative of the wind speed for all 
years the wind farm will be operating. In order to 
produce more data measure-correlate-predict (MCP) 
could be implemented. MCP is the process of using 
past data from nearby meteorological stations to 
predict what the wind speed was at the farm site. This 
can be done by comparing the known data at the wind 
farm site with the same time period of data from the 
meteorological stations to produce an analytical 
relationship between the datasets. This relationship 
can be then used to predict the data to give a much 
longer WSTS (in some cases decades). This would be 
an interesting extension but has not been implemented 
here. 
To summarise, wind speeds from a meteorological 
mast at the Egmond aan Zee wind farm were used. 
This wind speed had to be derived from the raw 
SCADA data and cleaned to produce a complete 
dataset. The derived mean wind speed data was taken 
at 10 minute intervals at 70m above sea level for the 
year 01/07/2005 to 30/06/2006. 
Derived Wind Direction (Dd) Anemometer 
0° ≤ Dd < 120° NE cup anemometer 
120° ≤ Dd < 240° S cup anemometer 
240° ≤ Dd < 360° NW cup anemometer 
Figure 2: Cleaned derived 10-minute average wind speed data at 70m height used as the benchmark WSTS. 
b. Desirable Criteria for Synthetic 
WSTS  
To determine the suitability of synthetic WSTS for 
reliability analysis a list of criteria has been created for 
comparison with the benchmark WSTS. These criteria 
have been chosen as the results of any reliability 
analysis using synthetic WSTS will be sensitive to the 
accuracy of these parameters. The synthetic WSTS 
should replicate the benchmark data’s: 
1. Total energy availability in the wind resource. 
2. Energy availability from a typical turbine. 
3. Cumulative time at all wind speeds. 
4. Number of transitions between wind speed states. 
5. Longer term seasonal trends and occurrence of 
sustained low and high wind conditions. 
6. The underlying statistical relationships, 
determined by the sample auto-correlation 
function (ACF), in the benchmark WSTS. 
To make these criteria measurable the calculation for 
the benchmark and synthetic WSTS needed to be 
defined. Note the wind speed data was discretised into 
1 m/s states. 
1. To quantify energy availability in the wind, the 
expected power densities (E(p)) of benchmark 
and synthetic WSTS were computed (2). E(p) was 
used to remove any un-required information such 
as turbine size and turbine life span. 
 
𝐸(𝑝) = ∑ 0.5𝜌𝑢3𝐹(𝑢)
𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑢=0
 (2) 
Where ρ is air density (kg/m3), u is wind speed 
(m/s), umax is the maximum wind speed (m/s) and 
F(u) is the probability distribution function of the 
wind speeds. 
2. The expected power from a typical turbine (E(pt)) 
was computed similarly (3), but with limits to 
represent the turbine power curve (4). 
 𝐸(𝑝𝑡) = ∑ 0.5𝐶𝑝𝜌𝑢𝑡
3𝐹(𝑢)
𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑢=0
 (3) 
 𝑢𝑡 = {
0,
𝑢,
𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 ,
0,
      
𝑢 < 𝑢𝑖𝑛
𝑢𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑢 < 𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 ≤ 𝑢 < 𝑢𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑢 ≥ 𝑢𝑜𝑢𝑡
 (4) 
Where Cp is the coefficient of performance, ut is 
the equivalent wind speed for a wind turbine 
(m/s), uin is the cut-in wind speed (m/s), urated is 
the rated wind speed (m/s), and uout is the cut-out 
wind speed (m/s). 
The turbine data is given in Table 3. In reality the 
Cp would vary to main the power extraction, rather 
than the wind speed itself changing, and would 
not be at the Betz limit. 
Parameter Value 
ρ 1.225kg/m3 
Cp 0.593 
uin 4m/s 
urated 13m/s 
uout 25m/s 
Table 3: Wind and turbine parameters. 
3. A plot was used to visually compare the 
cumulative time at all wind speeds between 
benchmark and synthetic WSTS. 
4. The number of transitions between wind speed 
states for the benchmark and synthetic WSTS 
was recorded for comparison. 
5. To assess the quality of replicating seasonal 
characteristics two tests were carried out. Firstly, 
the frequency spectrum of the synthetic WSTS 
was compared to the benchmark WSTS by using 
a Fourier Transform. In the spectrum, the 
frequencies for both WSTS should have similar 
amplitudes if the seasonal variation has been 
modelled successfully. 
The second test quantified the occurrence of 
weather windows. This was computed by 
calculating the percentage of time a maintenance 
team could be dispatched. The length of the 
weather window and the wind speed threshold is 
dependent on the maintenance type and the 
travel distance. For this work a wind speed 
threshold of 10m/s and a time of 48 hours was 
taken as a weather window, similar to those found 
for a jack-up vessel in [3]. 
6. To assess whether the underlying statistical 
properties of the wind speed were captured the 
ACF was computed for an exemplar synthetic 
WSTS for each modelling technique and the 
benchmark WSTS. 
These 6 criteria produced 7 measurements to be used 
as a metric to assess synthetic WSTS quality. These 
characteristics and measurements are summarised in 
Table 4. 
a. Synthetic WSTS Simulation 
As discussed in Section III there are a number of 
WSTS simulators that have been used for synthesising 
WSTS. This section outlines the 4 modelling 
techniques that have been assessed, including one 
modified approach developed for this work. 
Random sampling from probability distributions 
(PDF). The model used was developed in [20] and 
randomly samples from both Weibull and normal 
distributions to produce the WSTS. Figure 3 outlines 
this method. 
 
WSTS Desirable Criteria  Measurement |Criterion No.| 
Energy availability in the wind resource Comparison of expected power density (𝐸(𝑝)) in wind |1| 
Energy availability from a typical turbine Comparison of expected power density (𝐸(𝑝𝑡)) from a turbine |2| 
Cumulative time at all wind speeds  Comparison of plotted time at each wind speed |3| 
Number of transitions between wind speed 
states 
Comparison of transitions between 1m/s wind speed bins |4| 
Longer term seasonal trends and 
occurrence of sustained wind conditions 
1. Comparison of Frequency spectrums from a Fourier 
transform |5| 
2. Comparison of % of time a maintenance team could be 
dispatched (weather window); below 10m/s for 48 hrs |6| 
Same underlying statistical relationships Comparison of sample auto-correlation functions (ACF) |7| 
Table 4: Summary of desirable criteria and corresponding measurement strategy. 
  
Continuous Markov Process: The Markov process 
uses the transitions between wind speeds in the 
original WSTS to dictate the transitions occurring in 
the synthetic WSTS. The next wind speed state is 
determined by the current state, and the shortest 
transition time from the current state (Figure 4). 
A Markov process approach assumes that the system 
is memory-less; future random behaviour is 
dependent on the current state, and the process is 
stationary; the behaviour of the system is time 
independent. As such, the transition rates must be 
constant. The state residence times are assumed to 
follow an exponential distribution [26]. The transition 
rates are calculated using (4). The transitions times 
from the current state i to state j are calculated using 
(5). 
 𝜆𝑖𝑗 =
𝑁𝑖𝑗
𝑇𝑖
 (4) 
 𝐿𝑖𝑗 =
ℎ𝑦𝑟
𝜆𝑖𝑗
ln (𝑅𝑗) (5) 
Where Nij is the number of transitions between states i 
and j, Tj is the total time at state i (years), Lij is the 
transition time (hours), hyr is the number of hours in a 
year (8760), and Rj is a uniform random number 
between 0 and 1. 
The Markov process model used is similar to that 
found in [15], with a number of variations: 
• The initial state is determined by randomly 
sampling from a Weibull distribution. 
• The input data is based on 10 minute average, 
rather than hourly average, wind speed data. 
 
Benchmark WSTS 
Data 
Calculate Monthly 
Mean Wind speeds 
Calculate annual 
Weibull shape 
parameter 
Calculate Weibull 
scale parameter 
from monthly means 
Monthly 
Weibull 
distributions 
Sample Weibull dist. for 
each month 
Daily mean wind 
speed (u
d,m
) 
Sample daily normal distributions 
with mean (μ) = u
d,m
 and standard 
deviation (σ) = 0.5 u
d,m
0.5
 
Smooth data with moving average 
filter (MATLAB function smooth, 
span of 24 data points) 
Simulated 10-minute 
average WSTS 
Pre-process 
Simulation 
Figure 3: Flow diagram of PDF sampling model. 
State i 
e.g. 5 m/s 
λ
i j
 
State j 
e.g. 6 m/s 
Figure 4: Schematic diagram of Markov process. λij 
is the transition rate between states i and j 
(occurrences/year). 
• Missing transition rates due to having a small 
dataset were filled using linear interpolation. 
• Transitions can occur to any other state from the 
current state, unlike the birth-and-death model 
used in [15]. The next state is determined by the 
smallest transition time calculated (5) and states 
are represented by 1 m/s bins. 
• The benchmark data was sampled at 10 minutes, 
so transitions times that are below 10 minutes are 
rejected. As a continuous process is used, 
transition times can be a non-integer multiple of 
10 minutes to produce a continuous-time WSTS. 
Modified Markov Process: This model uses the 
continuous Markov but consists of higher order 
processes that do not determine the output of the 
model, but do dictate which lower order states are 
available. In this paper the high order processes were 
used to produce periods of higher and lower 
sustained wind speeds. The process is outlined in 
Figure 5. 
Auto-Regressive (AR(X)) model: An AR(X) model 
uses the weighted value of the previous X 
observations in a time series, alongside a randomly 
generated error term, to determine the next value in 
the series. In this case a simple third order model 
(AR(3)) was used. This model was used as follows: 
1. The mean of the benchmark WSTS was 
subtracted from each data point in the 
benchmark WSTS. 
2. MATLAB’s ar function was used to fit the 
AR(3) parameters. 
3. The noise at each time step (e(t)) was 
calculated (6). 
 
𝑒(𝑡) = 𝜎𝑒𝑅𝑛(𝑡) (6) 
Where σe is the standard deviation of the 
noise from the ar fit and Rn is a normally 
distributed random number between 0 and 1. 
 
4. The synthetic WSTS is generated using (7). 
 𝑦(𝑡) = 𝑎1𝑦(𝑡 − 1) + 𝑎2𝑦(𝑡 − 2)  
+ 𝑎3𝑦(𝑡 − 3)   + 𝑒(𝑡) 
(7) 
Where y is the synthetic WSTS and a1-3 are 
the AR coefficients. y(1-3) is taken from the 
benchmark WSTS. 
 
Table 5 gives the values used for this AR(3) model. 
Parameter Value 
σe 0.683m/s 
a1 0.8794 
a2 0.0047 
a3 0.1044 
Table 5: Parameters for AR(3) model. 
To summarise, four synthetic WSTS simulators have 
been modelled for comparison with the benchmark 
WSTS. They are a PDF model, a continuous Markov 
process, a modified Markov process to include 
weather windows, and an AR(3) model. 
V. Results and Discussion 
This section summarises the results. From Table 6 all 
models perform well against criterion 1 (within 3.2% of 
benchmark), with AR(3) performing marginally best 
(underestimated by 1.6%). There is slightly more 
variation in the results for criterion 2 (up to 3.8%), but 
this time the modified Markov performs best with the 
benchmark E(pt) falling within confidence bounds of 
the modified Markov result. From criteria 1 and 2 none 
of the models can be ruled out. 
Results from criterion 3 (Figure 7) provide more 
insight. Both the Markov and modified Markov models 
replicate the mean bin times very accurately. This is to 
be expected as the models replicate the probability at 
being at each state in the calculation of λij. Their slight 
overestimation for criteria 1 (2.8% and 1.9% 
respectively) and, to a lesser extent, 2 (1.3% and 
0.3% respectively) may be due to the linear 
interpolation of λij for higher wind speeds, increasing  
Markov Process 
U(t) = 
10? 
U(t-1) < 
10? 
Generate uniform 
random number (R) 
Generate uniform 
random number (R) 
R < 
P(LW)? 
R < 
P(HW)
? 
Sample PDF of 
low wind time 
Sample PDF of high 
wind time 
Y 
N 
N 
Y Y 
Y N 
N 
High wind Markov 
Process 
Low wind Markov 
Process 
Figure 5: Flow Diagram of Modified Markov Model. 
P(LW) and P(HW) are the probabilities that a sustained 
period of low and high wind occurs respectively.  
how regularly these wind speeds occur. As the energy 
available in the wind follows a cubic relationship, a 
very slight overestimation in residence times of higher 
wind speeds can have a noticeable impact in the 
results. 
The PDF model performed worst for criteria 1 and 2, 
overestimating by 3.2% for criteria 1 and 
underestimating by 3.8% for criterion 2. This 
overestimation is due to high wind speeds increasing 
the E(p), whilst the distribution skew to the left in the 
turbine operating region (Figure 7) causes the 
underestimation for criterion 2. The PDF also 
produces a different distribution to that of the 
benchmark WSTS, showing that the normal 
distribution was not a suitable estimation for the daily 
wind speed distribution. 
The AR(3) model performs better than the PDF model 
against criterion 3 as it does not have the same skew 
to the left (Figure 7) and this is reflected in the better 
performance against criterion 1 and 2 (Table 6). The 
AR(3) model is poor at low wind speeds, with an 
overestimation of 0m/s bin time (Figure 7). This is not 
apparent in the criterion 1 and 2 results as the amount 
of energy is negligible in the low speed region. This 
overestimation may be due to the normally distributed 
noise variance assumption. Therefore examining the 
distribution of noise variance and modelling 
accordingly may provide a more accurate model. 
None of the models accurately replicate the number of 
transitions in the wind speed (criterion 4, Table 1). 
The PDF model has only 21.5% of transitions due to 
the over-suppression of variation from the filter. The 
AR(3) model has 135% the number of transitions as 
the model works on a fixed time step basis with the 
wind speed value varying at nearly every step. The 
lower number of transitions for the Markov process is 
due to a skew towards longer transitions times from 
the rejection of time steps lower than 10 minutes. The 
discrepancy between that and the modified Markov is 
likely due to the elongated periods when the model is 
at higher wind speeds where the transition rates are 
much higher, causing shorter transition times than the 
normal Markov. This would highlight that, whilst the 
modified Markov performs best against criterion 4, the 
distribution of transitions across wind speeds needs 
further investigation to verify if this is desirable. 
The modified Markov performs best against criterion 6 
(Table 6). This would be expected as the model is 
deliberately set up to replicate weather windows, but 
this result verifies that it has performed this 
successfully. The Markov and AR(3) models do not 
capture these weather window opportunities, showing 
the need to explicitly model these windows. The PDF 
approach overestimates the amount of time available 
for maintenance by 63.5%, again due to the filter. This 
could have a significant impact on the results of any 
reliability analysis that considers weather windows. 
Figure 6 reveals that the seasonality of the benchmark 
WSTS (represented by peaks at low frequencies) was 
not captured by the Markov process. The PDF model 
Evaluation Criteria 
|Criterion No.| 
Benchmark 
WSTS 
PDF Markov 
Modified 
Markov 
AR(3) 
E(p) (W/m2) |1| 657.3 678.3 ±9.4 675.8 ± 6.9 669.6 ± 9.2 646.9 ± 8.9 
E(pt) (W/m2) |2| 510.9 491.6 ± 4.8 517.5 ± 3.8 512.4 ± 5.4 529.2 ± 5.5 
Number of Wind Speed 
Transitions |4| 
19378 4169 ± 18.0 11624 ± 26.9 15838 ± 29.3 26139 ± 32.0 
Weather Window 
Opportunities (%) |6| 
14.8 24.2 ± 0.6 4.5 ± 0.2 13.5 ± 0.5 6.8 ±0.3 
Table 6: Results of evaluation. Best results are given in bold. 
Figure 7: Wind speed mean residence times of 
benchmark and synthetic WSTS (criterion 3). 
Figure 6: Frequency spectrum of benchmark and 
selected models. The arrow indicates 1 cycle/year. 
used mean speeds for each month, and therefore 
replicated the high amplitudes at low frequencies of 
the benchmark WSTS with accuracy. The AR(3) and 
modified Markov results are not shown here as they 
perform almost identically to the Markov model 
results. Seasonality should be added to any WSTS 
simulator. 
None of the models replicate the ACF of the 
benchmark WSTS (criterion 7, Figure 8). The AR(3) 
model is closest, which is expected as it uses the ACF 
to fit the model coefficients. This would indicate that a 
higher order AR model is required. The Markov and 
modified Markov perform the worst. This is because 
the Markov processes only using the previous time 
step to dictate the next state. Therefore a higher order 
AR model is likely to perform better against the ACF 
than any of the models represented here. 
Figure 8: ACF of WSTS (criterion 7). 
In summary:  
• The AR(3) performed best for criterion 1 and 
7, but performed poorly against criterion 3 and 
6. 
• The modified Markov performed best for 
criteria 2-4, and 6 though the result for 
criterion 4 needs further investigation. It 
performed poorly against criterion 7. 
• Only the PDF model captured the seasonal 
variations (criterion 5). 
• The PDF model performed the worst for all 
criteria other than criteria 5 and 7 and 
therefore is not suitable for this kind of 
reliability analysis without modification. 
Arguably the wind speed residence times (criterion 3) 
and weather windows (criterion 5) are most important 
for reliability analysis as they dictate both the energy 
availability and maintenance opportunities, which are 
likely to have the highest impact on LCoE. Therefore, 
based on the analysis presented the most appropriate 
WSTS simulator is the modified Markov process. 
However, no modelling technique performed best 
against all criteria and none captured the ACF as 
closely as desired. Therefore, there is scope for a 
more advanced technique for WSTS simulation for 
reliability analysis. Based on the results detailed, a 
combination of a more complex AR model for short 
term modelling and elements of the modified Markov 
process for short and long term weather conditions 
could prove the most appropriate modelling 
technique. 
VI. Conclusion 
This work has outlined 6 desirable criteria of synthetic 
WSTS for use in offshore wind farm reliability 
analysis, with 7 measures to quantify how well 
synthetic WSTS matched these criteria. These 
included considering the time spent at all wind speeds 
and opportunities for maintenance via weather 
windows. This evaluation criteria can be used to 
evaluate any WSTS simulators developed specifically 
for sequential reliability studies. 
4 WSTS simulators were used and were compared 
with these criteria. These were based on models 
produced in previous reliability studies and a modified 
Markov model developed in this work. Based on the 
evaluation criteria the most appropriate WSTS 
simulator for reliability analysis was the modified 
Markov process. This is as it closely replicated a 
number of criteria including the weather window 
opportunities and the wind speed distribution. 
No modelling technique performed against all criteria 
and none captured the ACF closely. Therefore there is 
scope for a more advanced technique. A combination 
of an AR model and elements of the modified Markov 
process could produce promising results. 
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Appendix B
Drive Train Model Parameters
B.1 Drive Train Parameter Table
Table B.1: Drive train parameter values
Parameter Value Reference Parameter Value Reference
At 0.22 [108] Bt 116 [108]
Ct 0.4 [108] Dt 0 [108]
Et 0 [108] Ft 5 [108]
Gt 12.5 [108] Ht 0.08 [108]
Kt 0.035 [108] Pt,rat 2.0MW [111]
ωt,r 22.5rpm [111] λopt 6.3 Note 1
Cp,max 0.4832 Note 1 Cp,betz 0.593 [33]
urat 12.7m/s Note 1 r 34m Note 1
ρ 1.225kg/m3 [33] Jt 2.92× 106kg/m2 [112]
Jg 200kg/m
2 [113] K 4.0× 107Nm/rad [112]
Cd 6.72× 106Nms/rad Note 2 p 52 [111]
φ 8.24Vs(peak) [111] rs 0.821mW [111]
Ld 1.5731mH [111] Lq 1.5731mH [111]
Vf 0.95V [116] Vf,d 0.95V [116]
Tf 0s Note 3 Tt 0s Note 3
Ron 1.2mΩ [116] VDC 1150V Sec. 3.2.5
Continued on next page
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Table B.1 – Continued from previous page
Parameter Value Reference Parameter Value Reference
Rsnub 1×105Ω [117] Csnub ∞F [117]
Rc/r 200 Note 4 βmax 45° [123]*
βmin 45° [123] βrate,max 8°/s [123]*
βrate,min -8°/s [123]* τ 0.5s [124]
Pp 3.357 Sec. 3.2.8 Ip 0.012 Sec. 3.2.8
Pid -0.148 Sec. 3.2.8 Iid -5.377 Sec. 3.2.8
Piq -0.155 Sec. 3.2.8 Iiq -2.689 Sec. 3.2.8
βsamp 0.00125s [123]* βquant 0.01 [123]*
ωsamp 0.00125s [123]* ωquant 0.001 [123]*
Isamp 0.00125s [123]* Iquant 0.01 [123]*
Ts 5×10−6s - ωt,max 2.43rad/s Sec. 3.2.6
τω 0.01s [123]* fsw 2kHz [115]
frat 9.75Hz [111] Vl,rat 690V(rms) [111]
Irat 1867.76A(rms) [111] Trat 848.826kNm [111]
fsw 2kHz [115] Rth,c,i(1) 1.5× 10−3K/W -
Rth,c,i(2) 7.3× 10−3K/W - Rth,c,i(3) 5.9× 10−3K/W -
Rth,c,i(4) 2.5× 10−3K/W - Rth,c,i(5) 0.37× 10−3K/W -
Cth,c,i(1) 0.55Ws/K - Cth,c,i(2) 3.61Ws/K -
Cth,c,i(3) 35.90Ws/K - Cth,c,i(4) 476.61Ws/K -
Cth,c,i(5) 4.81×103Ws/K - Rth,c,d(1) 2.8× 10−3K/W -
Rth,c,d(2) 10.2× 10−3K/W - Rth,c,d(3) 10.5× 10−3K/W -
Rth,c,d(4) 11.9× 10−3K/W - Rth,c,d(5) 8.6× 10−3K/W -
Rth,c,d(6) 0.94× 10−3K/W - Cth,c,d(1) 0.773Ws/K -
Cth,c,d(2) 1.45Ws/K - Cth,c,d(3) 4.90Ws/K -
Cth,c,d(4) 36.07Ws/K - Cth,c,d(5) 577.76Ws/K -
Cth,c,d(6) 1.60× 104Ws/K - Rth,c,h(1) 0.79× 10−3K/W -
Rth,c,h(2) 3.1× 10−3K/W - Rth,c,h(3) 4.3× 10−3K/W -
Rth,c,h(4) 0.88× 10−3K/W - Rth,c,h(5) 0.14× 10−3K/W -
Continued on next page
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Table B.1 – Continued from previous page
Parameter Value Reference Parameter Value Reference
Cth,c,h(1) 337.28Ws/K - Cth,c,h(2) 409.76Ws/K -
Cth,c,h(3) 1.37×3Ws/K - Cth,c,h(4) 1.91×4Ws/K -
Cth,c,h(5) 1.30×4Ws/K - Tj,ref 125°C -
TCEsw 0.003 [105] TCErr 0.006 [105]
*The values are not found in this paper, but are related to the model detailed here.
Vf is the IGBT forward voltage, Vfd is the diode forward voltage, Tf,t is the IGBT fall time
and tail time respectively, Ron is the IGBT on state slope resistance, Rsnub is the snubber
resistance, is the snubber capacitance, Pp,id,iq are the proportional gains for the pitch, Id and
Iq controllers respectively, and Ip,id,iq are the integral gains for the pitch, Id and Iq controllers
respectively, frat is the turbine rated frequency, Vl,rat is the rated line voltage, Irat is the rated
current, Trat is the rated torque and samp indicates a sampling period.
B.2 Notes
B.2.1 Note 1
The Cp − λ curve (3.2) uses values from a generic turbine rotor design and therefore did not
have corresponding r and ur values for a 2MW turbine. These were therefore calculated with
λopt and ωt values given in Table B.1 to provide a ratio between r and ur in (3.5). This ratio
was then used in (3.1) to calculate the required values to prove a 2MW turbine with the given
Cp,max.
B.2.2 Note 2
No Cd value could be found for a 2 mass model, direct drive PMSG wind turbine. Therefore, an
equivalent 1.5MW turbine’s drive train parameters [124] were used to produce a damping ratio
(ζ) using (B.1).
ζ =
Cd
2
√
JtK
=
14× 106
2
√
6.1× 106 × 83× 106 = 0.311 (B.1)
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This ζ value was then used with the 2MW turbine parameters (Table B.1) to derive the
estimated Cd.
B.2.3 Note 3
Tt and Tf are given values in the datasheet [116]. However, these times were lower than the
sampling rate used for the simulation and therefore the values were reduced to 0s.
B.2.4 Note 4
Rc/r is chosen to ensure that fsw is maximum (fsw,m) at maximum generator frequency (fg,m).
fg,m was estimated as 10Hz and therefore Rc/r was calculated using (B.2).
Rc/r =
fsw,m
fg,m
(B.2)
